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in hi~her ststes of oxid2tio~ is not ~oun~ nr~served in netural environm~nts. 
E'PP.eJ1ti<ol io:;P of otl·,er· ;netals, 0nd the h~'i'rous o:v.:id.e ;~inerals. 
'J'!JG crystal f''ste;\ is cubi.c, ne'·:octsiledre.l claroP (4/rn 3::', :), Emd the :"pace 
'_il(,e length O' the"' axis is ,;.,136 A, unit cell containin:; 
l.X. ()'. 
l.f 
The colour is green on fresh surfaces, turning to black on exposure. 
The streak iP brown and the hardness 5~. The specific gravity is calculated 
at 5.36, artificially prepared material varying between 5.0 and 5.4. The 
mineral is transparent, with a vitreous lustre. In polished section man-
ganosite an,ears grey and isotronic, with emerald green internal reflections. 
In transmitted light the colour is emerald green. The refractive indices 
and disoersion are high (n green 2.1q, n red 2.16). 
~anganosite is unstable under atmoFpheric conditions, ~ltering to the 
It ~ltere more readily under alkaline conditions, yielding 
the h:~<i.rous oxide pyroc.hroite (~ln(OH) 2 ) and eventually nrangBnite (1,~nOOH). 
The compound forr;Js ~·olid s.olution:o: &.t high tempera.ture with other HO o.Yides, 
<..no hc"s been foun.cl in e:x:-solution inter~!rowths with zinci te ( ZnO) and. IJeri-
c lc; s e ( hlgO) • 
aPon, lCJIJ3}. 
~'8n;:s·~dlOSi te was naDJI"d <:r•d first described from Langban by Blomstranc 
in 1074. It occurs E!S Pmcll crc'ins in rJ.olomite, formed l)y ti1e metamorphiPI'l 
of calciwn, magnesiurn and 'nanc;8nePe ce:rbonates, trJe latter breaking down to 
rne1nganosi te and carbon dioxide at a relatively low ter;p>erature (Mason, ibicL 
(b' 
. ) Pyr()chroite. 
'l'he cr~iste.J s~;~·tel!l is trigon<d, scc.lenohedral cla.:cs (32:,,,: and 
the space group is C 3m. 'l'he unit cell coni,<:;ins :~n(Ut<;:::,' the di::nensions 
oeinc: Ei:: 3.3!JA, c:. 4.6dA. 
The colour is lls.le greenish blue on fresh surfacces, c:e.l tering to brown 
and finally to black o~ exposure. The minerel is transparent in thin 
with R pearly lustre on cleavage surfaces. 'Ehe hardness 
and the specific gravity is calculated at 3.25. 
In transmitted light thin sections are colourless, becoming brown on 
alteration, and pleochroic with absorption O> ~. The mineral is uniaxial 
negcdive, with indices: roO=- 1.723-1.733, and EE=-l.6E:l- l.693. 
(a.) Hausmannite. 
'rh 1 · o ?+-, 3 +- o T- · 1 e fornm a 1s l:!ln_ , or ;•lr, Ln ,.., 4 • he nnnera belonge to the j c 
ditetragonal dipyramidal class of the tetragonal system (4/m2/m2/m), and 
is regarded as having a deformed spinal structure. The space group is 
14/ernd. 'l'he unit cell contains ~'irl~1,:n 8o 16 and the dimensions are J. 
H= 8.14A, c = g.42A (Mason, ibid), but thes.e are quoted as a= 5.75A, 
c = 9.42A by ~leischer (1944). 
The colour of hausmannite is described by Fleischer as brownish black 
to reddish, giving a reddish brown streak. };:Iaterial fro:11 Om Bogma, Sinai 
is a metallic grey. 'rhe minera.l is paramagnetic. The hardnoss is 5 to 
5} and the s.oecific grc.vit;y varies between ,~.7 and L1.q, 1Jeing calculated 
at 4.84. 
rrhin sect ion E. of hausll!anni te appear deep reddish brown and non-pleo-
8. 
chroic in tra~smitted light. 'rhe mineral is uniaxial negative with indices: 
nO::. 2.46!. 0.06, Ill';:=. 2.15 + 0.02. In polished section it appears grey-
white with low reflectivity (between 10% and 20~) and slight reflection 
pleochroism (o > l~). 'l'he plc,ne of polarisatioL is rotated through 2°. 
Anisotropy is distinct, with brown and grey to blue colours. :Deep red to 
brownish internal reflections cppear in some sections. Lawellar twinning 
is reported to be typical, hut this w~s not seen in material from Om 
Bogwa. 
The d spacings and estimated intensities of the lines in an x-ray 
IJowder pnotograp"l of u :opeciE18n i·ro:n Oril ]ogm<:: are as. followF; (o~11::>') 
(~e. 'IGJ; a\:. ion \ ('(\" ~\\~Q...) 1 t:ak .. ...-. vvl\.-\... ~ 9 ~"'"'• c:...~ ..... "-"'1 c:l\ 
no. 6 I 
l . ("· '·i. / iJ 0 
~ /1 • l 50 ( goethite?) 
3 3.07 40 
4 2.75 60 
5 2. t, 7 100 
0 2.35 5 
7 2.03 5 
8 l. 79 5 
CJ 1.57 3 
lC 1.54 20 
ll 1.44 5 
Hausmannite is the most stable oxide of :nanganese at high tern:peratures, 
and can be produced by heating any of the other oxides in air at about 
1000° (:rason, ibid). The :':el ting point is given as 1560°. 
P'irst recogr,ised by Werner, hausmanni te is of widespread occurrence 
but of comparatively minor importance as an ore of manganese. }:esides 
high temperature associations it also occurs in deposits showing no other 
sign of thermal activity, as in ~iji.' 
(b) .!)_~?lid solution relationships. 
'.!'he naturt,lly occurring rniner&.l is generally almost pure !'<In 3o4
, but 
it has been found with 6.Gl:t of F'e 3o4 , which appea.rs to be close to the 
li1niting replacement at ordinary temperatures, and 8.6( of ZnO - apparently 
Ct connectin.c;· link with hetc:erolite (Zldl1.n 2o4). Verwe~,c and van Hruggen (193')) 
reported the preparation of a series of solid solutions of Mn
3
o
4 
with ~e 2o 3 • 
There was a sradual change in the axial ratiof with increasing Fe content, 
from c/a";; 1.16 I to c,/<i: 1. IJO at :~ co:nposi tion of .c:n : i<'e :: 60 40, n~ixturec· 
with .,ore tlw.n 4<Y;,; Fe 2o3 ~aving fl. cubic structure cornpar8.ble to ~ T<'e~,(J 3 . 
11ason (1043), without reference to the above work, reported a si~ilar series 
between the end JTJ8lnbers I"'n
3
o, - F'e_ OLJ, ,,,·i th a simil&r change from tetragonal 
'I _-) I 
{0, 
to cubic structur~ at 6 ;,. (J 1 :1 J l. '~~ • The ~ork appenrs to have been ~uplic-
G t e c'J w i t h i:i C: i f r ere n t in t e r p r e t a t ion o f' the v n l ··n; c y s t 2. t e o f the iron 
nres.er,t. Tics essenti;cl point is that tl!e defor"ktion of the sr->iJ·:el ~-truct-
Thus th<? 
')"'" )+ 
n'· j;_l.J -.., (' \' hccve nor!nr·J sr_>inel ~·tructures, 
.:;. if' ' 
hrs F tetragonRl lattice rese~blin~ that of 
JlbiP 
c e ll , co~,-, p e.r 8 d w i t h the clime n s ion P o f ? l e i s c 11 e r ( i r) i cl ·\ : 
'l'h-c ll_J1_l- t- n_.<"J.l COl'!+·'-'l.Yl"' 1'_-.-,_ ':i-t -,1. 3-t- .. 1 (('; ()·--i·) 
·· c·; . ' ' - - . ! ' 1 ' l :;:: - 6 ' - l , - - 16 ° 
The· colour i~· iron-bl<ccck to brownish IJlack v;i th c' brov·n. stre::·k. Thr" 
refrinzence is lsss th2n that of hausmannite, nO: 2.055, r~ = J .a~. The 
:1ineTc<l is dichro.Le in brown, \'Vith E~ > (). 
;:, i /'bY it;:,, 
---- __ __... ______ _ 
ideal formula for bixhyite is o::. ' in 0 . 
- 2 3' iron is prectically always 
'l'he rninerc;l l>elongc' to the di:c>loiclal 
clrPs of' the cu1Jic 2;)'Ptem (2/m3'1., ~-<pnce group Ia3. The unit cell contains 
( .'n' T·'e I, r·o A . • 
_)' y.t\ 
to the 11n : l•'e 
Gruner 
ratio: 
(1043) rerorted " 
cL r t i f i C i ill hi1, (! > 
c!. .) 
variation in cell size accord:Lng 
a = CJ.3gA, 
c. 40;f, F'e;::o
3 
2 ~ q.3).L ~inf'.on (ibid •. , however, found the cell edge of 
pure :n?o3 to be rJ.~tOO "! 0.005A, and that of a sample with 60< Pe 2o3 to 
be C).3i~f, + 0.(;0SA. 'l'te structure is tiwt of the G t~rpe of se::-.quioxidep, 
(cf. the rare e~rth oxides) with oct~hedral co-ordination. 'I'he 1<-uge size 
of the trivc.1lent inan,"JlYlese ion (U.73A:r prohibits the ~ e· _rrsr 1 co-ordin-
2 tion of the corund.Um t;yne of s true ture, (ionic 
0.70A.::. 
size of -, 5+ ... _. t·e 
II. 
'l'he roo lour 0 f" llixb:-··i te is dar-( rn·own to blac,(, and the streak is 
The h2rdness is 6~ and the specific gravity 4.74 to 5.1, 
calculated Mt 5.01. rr11e miner<d is opaoue ;vi tll <". EJetcc.llic to sub-101ete.llic 
lustre. It is weekly magnetic, being infusible before the blowpipe lJut h8-
cominf: strongl:J' rnc•gnetic on cllteration,to (~'n,Fe:)_,CJ". 
J '-1 
J3ixb;ri te is the stc;lj1e oxide of :~anga.nese betv1een 530° c.nd 940°. It 
occurs in ~)neu:1e.tolytic deposits and in metamorphosed. '!lecn.-•:anese ores, often 
in well-for1ned cubic crystal's. ,.lason,(i.bid.:! demonstrated that "f<'e,..,U. is 
c_ j 
soluble in •isbyite to the extent of about 20~, e.t ordinary tempero.tures, 
' . 0 
risinr: to nearly 70', at 1000. 'l'he composition of the bixbyite occurring 
in the presence of haematite thus ~ives an indication of its te~perature 
of formation. 
(b) Braunite. 
The formu.lc;. is 3:~n?o 3 . J•rnsio3 • Br&.unite belongs to the clitetragone.l 
clipJrramidal class of the tetragonal systeu (lJ!~i2/m2/In), and L1e 2;Jace group 
i2 H/acd. i·:a.son (i1Jicl.) reportf3 the unit cell dimensior'P a" a ::: CJ.41A, 
c:::: l8.64P-, but the;{ are given ir, 11 Dana 1 s S2,cstem of ::iner&logy 11 as "= 
l3.~4A, c ~ lB.o3A for a unit cell containing (;~,Si)_? 8 o 100 1-- . r'. 
The colour of t~e rniner~l is dQrk brownish black and the streak black-
ish brown. The hardness is 6 to 6! and specific gravity 4.12 to 4.82, 
bein[;- calculci.ted at 4.83. Braunite is weakly magnetic and opaoue with a 
submetallic lustre. In polished section it appears greyish white and 
anisotropic, with a reflectivity of 15~ to 2U~. 
Normally braunite contains little foreiBn materi~l in solid solution, 
b11t swall arno,mts of iron are com1nonly ~Jresent. clewett ~ Schaller (1Ci37) 
re;JOrted a SsleCimen \"lith ol~ 3.lll?_,o3. ,-.:.nSiO".l. ar,d 19;'. 3Jt'e,.CL,. c<:nSiO,, 1)Ut this 
,_ J ! .:_) J 
is an excE:ption "'nd a wide range of solirJ solution f",eems unlikely. t''ermor 
arw.l;ysif corres,}on<i:ing to the formulc! 3'.:n,.C~. 
L :J 
( . J" r"'. ' 
_ -b' vd; 
Sio
3
, and this was confirr1cod with an artificict.l product by ,_.:G.son ( ibicl •. 
Braunite is probabl;y >tore COJnmon than "oix<):/i t8' anc'. locally forms an 
importc-J.nt or<" of me.ng:.,nef;e, a~' ir. Fo:ne of the I1oroccun del)OSits. 
The formula is MnU(OH), manganite being a mem~er of the prismatic 
class of the monoclinic system (2/m). The structure was determined by 
Buerger (lq36) who assigned to it the space group B2 1/d. 'I' he unit cell 
contains Gu 80£0H) 8 , the dimensions being a = 8.86A, b ~ 5.2~A, c = 5.70A, 
~ ~ 90°. 'I'he man::·<c1ne"e is in octahedrc.l co-ordination. 
~anganite is dark grey to black, with a chocolate brown streak. The 
hardness is 4 and the specific gravity 4.2 to 4.4, being calculated at 4.38. 
The lustre is sub-metallic, t~e uineral being transparent only in the thin-
nest splinters, 
In transrni tted light man!(ani te e:.ppears red-brovm and fai:ctly pleo-
chroic, (X andY)> Z). The optic pJane::: 010, Z ~ c (! l\.0 ; and 2V is 
small and positive. Disoereion is ver:~· strong, red) violet. 'l'he ref-
ractive indices in lithium light are: nX:: 2.25, nY ':: 2.25 a.nd nZ ':: 2.53. 
In polished section manganite is grey-white with a brownish tint. 
It is faintly pleochroic anci anisotropic with blood red intern&l reflect-
ions. The reflectivity is between 10~ and 20~. 
(d) Grouti te. 
The f·ormula of 3routite, described by Gruner ( l q,; 5) ' is :tmno 0 • ~ It 
is orthorholllbic (space group P-bmn), and a member of the diaspore - goethite 
group. The unit cell dimensions are a ~ 4.58A, b = l0.76A, c ~ 2.89A. 
The colour is jet-black, the hHrdness 3.5 and the specific gravity 
(iv) ~anganese dioxide group. 
(a~l Pyrolusite. 
Mno 2 , pyrolusite, also formerly named nolianite, belongs to the 
di7etragonal dipyramidal class of the tetragonal system (4/m2/m2m); the 
St)ace group is P4/;c;nn. 'rhe unit cell conta.ins l!ln,O 1 and the dimensions 1~ l ~ 
are: a~ 4.4HA, c-:: 2.86A. 
P:o·olusite i~~ opaque <end iron grey to black in colo1:.r, with a black 
streak and metallic lustre. The hardness is 6 to 6* but as the mineral 
rarely oc<.:urs in good individuel crystPls and is often in the form of soft 
minutely crystalline masses the hHrdness has been recorded BE 2. The 
specific r~ravi ty for the pure uiner2-l is 5, but values behveen 4. 7 and 
4.9 are comwoEly o·bserved. 
In nnliebe~ ~ection pyrolusite anpe~rs creamy white And weskl~· 
~leochroic, with reflectivity 25% to 3~%. Anisotropy is distinct. 
The d specings ~nd estimated intensities of the lines from an x-ray 
powder nlotograph 
( ~"- ,.acl; c:.bo-... ) \'1\,., 
no. 
l 
r; 
' 
4 
5 
6 
7 
-~ /, 
0 
of a SDecimen 
\.;\tcr..-1 \- l::.l\\.r.. ......... 
d 
7. l 
t·; . 20 
), 
. 38 
3. ll; 
2 .::1? 
2.1? 
1 .63 
1.55 
l. 30 
fro~!! On Tlo.o:ma (crB/65) follo':r: 
vv\\::l... <!\ ~ "-""'-· c:_<!\""'e_.,21.\. 
I 
? 
5 
3CJ 
100 
25 
?() 
30 
5 
15 
the st<'iiJJ.e form of rnanganese under ''orme.l otlJlOE:'l)heric conditions. It is 
of veTy widesprec;d occurrence, in s:nall 2-Ioounte in many rocke vri thin the 
zone of weathering and in concentrations forming the most valuable ore 
depo:"i ts. It is found in both primary and secondary deposits~ 
(b) Ramsdellite. 
}3. 
rarnsdellite is a dimorph of pyrolusite. 'Jlh is 
·:!.inercd is orthoriwmbic, with unit cell cl.irnensionB: 
c = ?.83A. It is iron-grey to black in colour, with a blac~ streak. 
The hardness is 3 and specific gravity 4.7. 
This r:1ineral Wftf'. first described by Ramsdell in 1G3? and was nBi'led by 
It is 2 very rare :•;inera.l. v l•Ifn0 is 1:1 0 -~ 2 -
~ore reactive co~pound a~d therefore of special use in the battery trade, 
It '!-tBy be a IJOOrl;y- c:rystalline form of ra:nsdelli te or c, form intermediate 
betweer. re.'1sd~llite anrl p;yrolusite. It is more widespread in occurrence 
tl11-:cn ra 1 sdellite, (Cole, Wadsle3' '':Walkley, 1Q.1'/, VlaoJ-;le~' l:: Walkle;y, 1951), 
'l'his ter::1 ineludes a 1;-roup of minere.ls, cryptor'!elcme, hollandite and 
coronadite, containing essential ions other than manganese. 'rbe ratio 
0 : ~n is always less than 2, being in the range 1.e3 - 1.90. The group 
was shown to be isostructural by ~rondel & Heinrich (Iod2),,Richmond ~ 
f<'Jei!"cher (104?.) and Gruner (lC)iD). It has sincP been investigated by 
·8ystrom & ·Hystrorn ( 1950), wtJO proposed t:ne gel,eral for!rJUlcr: A
0 
B
0 
0 + , -y o-z 
x16 , -.herr" A represents larc;e ionP., i:Ja'- (holL:.nciite:;, :r.;+(cr:yptOJ::elane:; 
or Pb
2
+ (coronar3ite); n represent!" smcill or mediU"l-sized ions, =:rn4+, }i'e3+ 
or Mn
2
+; X reuresents o2- or OH-. They (Bystrom ~ strom, 1951) have 
since modifie~ this to include water which may possibly occur within the 
lattice: 
1, but less in coronadite, u is probably always small and must be less than 
1, and z is nearly 0. J!axweJl, t:utler & 'rhirsf<: ( 1952) studied artificial 
~"n0 2 'Vi th other foreign ions. 
'L'hese :;!inerals are tetragonal or _rJseudotetragona.l (monoclinic) with 
fl>. 0 0 0 ~ within 0.5 to 1.5 of uo • The sp~ce group of the tetragonal cell is 
lei/· 0nd the cell dimensionF. c'.re a = C).8A, c = 2.86A. The manga.nese is 
in octahedral co-ordination. 
The colour iE steel grey to black, with a metallic to sub-metallic 
lustre and a dark brownish black streak. The hardness is 6 and the spec-
ific gravity in the range ~.2 to 5.6, being low for cryptomelane and higher 
for coronc:dite. 
In polished section the minerals of this group appear white and weakly 
pleochroic, but strongly anisotropic. The reflectivity is in the range 
2Q~~~· to 30':'{. !' . Chemical tests are necessary to distinguish the individual 
members of the group. 
These minerals are of widespread occurrence, cryptomelane being by 
far the most common. 
( d 'j p l l . - s i 01ne ane. 
This n&ne was previously applied to a broader group of minerals, 
including the three species described above. :PsilO!!Jelene was originally 
oescribed from Schneeberg in 1831 by Haidinger. It was investigated by 
Ve.ux (1037), U!".ing x-ray methods, E:nd more full;y studied bJr Wa.dsley (1o52a 
ana 1953.•. 
15. 
Psilomelane is monoclinic, space 
group A2/m. The unit cell contains: Db ( '- p ') 0 ,-,. 7 2-T 0 R -" 2+ l • 2 <:;;, W 1 ' '' l 0 2 0 • C. • l' 2 ' '::. l~n 
and traces of other ions substituting Lf+ for ~n The unit cell dimensions 
are: a ~ 9.56± 0.02A, b = 2.88 ~ 0.02A, c = 13.85 ± 0.02A, 
20 I • 
The colour and streak are black, and the mineral is opaque with a 
sub-metallic lustre. The hardness is 6 and the specific gravity 4.4 to 
4.7, being calculated at 4.82. 
In polished section psilomelane appears greyish white and generally 
fine grained or amorphous, with moderate reflectivity (lower than the ref-
lectivity of pyrol~site). The reflection pleochroism and anisotropy are 
strong. Some specimens show brown internal reflections (Uytenbogaart, 
1951), but these were not seen in specimens from Om Eogma. 
The Sinai material suspected of being psilomelane or related illinerals 
did not give good x-ray powder photographs. It was identified on the 
basis of its optical properties as belongin~ to this type, the composition 
of the ore (Chapter 6, (i), (bj) suggesting that all of these minerals 
(psilomelane, cryptomelane, hollandite and coronadite) are represented. 
Psilomelane is one of the commonest manganese ;ninerals. lt loses 
water on heatinc, takins it up again on exposure to air for several days. 
At 550° it alters to its dehydration product, ~ollandite (Wadsley, 1953). 
All the manganese dioxides become unstable at about this ten:perature, 
altering to bixbyite (Gruner, 1943), but the chanpe is apparently not rapid 
until a higher temperature is reached,as in D.T.A. ~oth psilomelane and 
pyrol11site show strong endothermic reaction~ above 600°, but little reaction 
bBlow this temperature (Heyste~ ~ Schmidt, 1054 . 
(e) Wad 0 
Poorly crystalline, generally soft and earthy, forms of hy~rous man-
,gc:·nese oxides are ;:;,enerally classed as "wc:c:". ln recent years some of 
this anrl other ~1aterial has been investigated and a number of distinct 
:ninerals are now recof:':nised. This material is generally unimportant as 
ore: ti1e ,1inerals ':,ill l'Jerely be briefly ljBted here. 
Itt.. 
Ces<uolite 
r;ha l coo han i te (\,':'ad.sl.e;y, lCJ5 5 a) 
Li thiopl1orite 
Quc·n ~P 1 i tP 0 ;.: ll 
.... ~ - c:: • ' , ,-·, 
/ ) t' 
(Richmon~ h ~leiPcher, 
. :ooc1ruffi te ( ~· ·r o n de l , 1 q 5 3 _-. 
J'T. 
The lareer deposit~ o~ t~ePe nres 
Seldo0 io ~ny other 
>cle;nents occur in !'lore then very !!•inor nrooortionl". 
orirrin to the manganese oxides, the ore deposits bein~ cl~ssifiea as sed-
imentary, resi~u~l or metamorphic, the l~tter beirtg for~ed by the alter-
ation of the two former types. 
:ineraloe;;y" (Re:od, 1Cf,M), :1rol1abl~r one of the >c!OSt 1Nide1y used re·ference 
"It 'i':ill be s'?>-rn thet all depo~i b; of men>;C:"'"oPe ovides have been 
formed b,y the breakinp; up of the men: •. .::cnese hecrrinr~· 1ninerals of ir;·neons e>.nd 
metamorphic rocks." 
The point was alr'o mc.de uy Linclgren ( ~~~3 ) : 
"r''~angeni te, l\l'rolusi te, nsilo·~r:::lane and W<''.d c,.re c.lw"',ys secondary, 
Porrn<3cllmr1er the influence of weathering." 
In the extreme case even the formation of veins of TIWng;EJ:nese oxides has 
been regar~ed as beine by the filling of ~ nreviously open fissure by 
:''c.terial of supeTficial origin (i;eltner, lCJ33). 
In support of the sedirnentf,ry marine oTigin the cle1)osi ts forming 01~ 
the floor of the deeper parts of the ocean are sometimes cited. 'rhese 
are, however, forming extremely slowly, in the~ almost total absence of 
other deposition. Disregarding the theory of the permanence of the oceans, 
if such deposits were to be raised up to be exposed in a land-mass they 
would present lithological associations quite unlike those of many of the 
larger known manganese ore deposits. 
It is more usual to sug~est depositiorr in shallow coastal waters, by 
Emalogy with the sedimentary iron ores. 'l"t1e depo:ooitP of C~hiatur;y, prob-
ably the largest in the world, are nuoted as Gn example of this. The 
problem here is one of concentration, or r!lore particul&.rly of relative 
IS. 
concentration. To produce a workable iron ore body containing AO~ of 
the metal the average concentration of iron in the crust (about 5') has to 
be increased eight times, but to form a manganese ore of co0parable tenor 
the average concentration of manganese (about 0.1~) must be increased ~UO 
t irne s. ?or an ore with e~ual proportions of iron and manganese the nat-
ura.l _orocesses of concentration of the latter :!lust be 50 times more effect-
ive than for the iron. It must be reme~bered that, excluding biological 
factors, corditions which are favourable to the concentration of manganese 
are generally also favourable to the concentration of iron. This relative 
concentration could best be effected at the source (i.e. durine weathering!, 
as the manganous ion is leached more easily than the ferrous ion (Gold-
There is still concentration relative to the normal sed-
iments of a neritic environment to be considered; owing to the usually 
very small proportion of wanganese in the rocks of the crust its accumul-
ation in the sea as a result of the weathering of those rocks would necess-
arily be slow. Where an ore deposit is associated with detrital sediments 
(as at Chiatury) further concentration by secondary processes may have to 
be invo!(ed. 
Very special conditions would be required for the formation of large 
sedimentary deposits of manganese ore, but large oxide ore bodies of rem-
arkable purity occurring in many varied types of rock formation have been 
classed as of sedimentary origin in the past. 
Bog ores and la~e deposits of manganese oxide are being formed in 
many places at present, hut they are 
to some tens of thousands of tons. 
generall;y of mnall size, amounting 
This mode of formation does not apply 
to an;y of the larger ,nanganese ore deposits. 
Residual and lateritic deposits can also be seen formiug at the pres-
ent tim€. Accumulation in this manner is common, since manganese is read-
ily oxidised in atmospheric conditions to the insoluble trivalent or tet-
revalent ions. 'l'he proposed residual origin of some ores, however, is 
not entirely satisfactory. In some cases the "oxidised zone" of a deposit 
haP be~,n found to extend well below the present w&ter table, c.nd so it h<iS 
been impossible to ~ttribute this oxidation to weathering in the present 
cycle of erosion (Fermor, 190q~. 
'l'he oxides of manganese are not easily accornmodated in the normal 
sequence or hydrothernal ·ineral deposits associated with deep-seated 
igneous intrusions. They have not been recorded in any appreciable 
/quantity ir; the p~ragenesis of the hydrot~1ermal de]Josits <-<t &n~' st.age, 
exce"()t the zone of secondary alteratlon wnere they o.re Bometlmes found as 
oYidat.~on products of the co:.rbonate c;nd silicate minerals, rltodochro:=ite, 
rnangano-siderite and rnodonite. 'lllte iron and nwnganese oxide deposits 
are 11 forei:~·n" to thic prim<.1.ry hz,rclrotherm£'.1 environ;He:nt on two coUJ•ts: 
19. 
these are the high state of oxid~tion of these n1etals and the usual paucity 
of gangue, or any minerals other than the oxides of iron and manganese. 
The occurrence of many of the manganese oxide denosits in association 
with, or in proximity to volcanic or minor intrusive rocks has led Wester-
velf (1948) to infer that they are genetically connected with tl1is ig~eous 
ccctivit;y. ile nro_oosed a scberne of clC!Psification for the li!Finga.ne>'B dep-
osits 1 ;:-.ssocia.ted with the Alpine oro;',:enic belts includin,:: oxic'e)cc:rbonete 
and silicate ~inerals of both hydrother~al and s0dimentary origin, arriving 
;:,t the followin,q: conclusion(t~Sl'): 
"Le schema ::our•"oPE: nue ores,~:ih':: 1"- m2.,jeure ~!artie des grtee de man-
, " . . , l . .. "' 
-;:<'nles-e des reg1or:s cll.!_)lneP a re~u ee ~eta c,e :o•Ollrces h~-pO{''Bnes, r:1erne le 
gra.nd dep~t de 'l'ehiaturi. Les eoncentratio1~r:· tout~ fait sec!imenta.ire~:, 
de'riveeE de roches decoml)oseE's ~)ar alteration su)erficielle ou i"orme'es pe.r 
lat6ritisation de roches basi~ues, ne oaraissent ~ouer qu'un r8le tr~s 
secondaire; nuand celles-ci obtie~nent ouelnue imnortance. il s'aait le 
. - . . . y . . . - . ,, 
,-,l uP souven t de re1nanle1r,en ts cLe wa.ter1aux proven en t d' une souree profonde." 
'l'hH oi)_ject of this thesi;c is to explB.in the ori,:::in of ''0!'18 deposits 
of msne~nese oxidP ore. 
Th~~ _,_,IJU,!Giu ~~:iE iu~D IROl DC:.:l'USI'l'S OF SINAI. 
( l) INTRODUCTIOl-l. 
( i) Location. 
Sinai is a roughly triangular are~ with south-pointing apex sit-
uated at the junction of Asia and Africa. It is bounded to the north 
by the Mediterranean coast-line; to the west by the Suez Canal crossing 
the Isthmus of Suez; and to the east it merges into the Negev Desert 
(Israel). The southern part, the Sinai Peninsula, is bounded by the 
two northern arms of the Red Sea - the Gulf of Suez to the south-west 
and the Gulf of Aqaba to the south-east, 
Om Bogma is situated about midway between Suez and Ras Mohammed, 
the southern point of the peninsula, seventeen kilometres from the 
shore of the Gulf of Suez and 700 metres above sea-level. (Lat. 29° N., 
Long. 33° 20' E.). 
(ii) Physical Features. 
The topography of Sinai is very varied, from the mud-flats and 
low sand dunes round the Bay of Pelusium in the north, through white 
chalk hills and the Cretaceous Bscarpment of the central portion, 
which is known as the Gebel el Tih and forms an almost unbroken barrier 
over 1,000 metres above sea-level across the middle of the peninsula, 
to the extremely rugged country of Pre-Cambrian crystalline rocks of 
the south. Gebel Katharina, the highest peak of Mount Sinai, situated 
in the latter area, rises to an altitude of 2,646 metres (Ball, 1916) 
Om Bogma is on a strongly faulted and deeply dissected plateau of sand-
stone resting on a basement of the crystalline rocks. The lower parts 
of the two principal drainage channels of this area, the V/adi Baba and 
the Wadi Shellal, which cut through the uplifted granites of the base-
ment, are very narrow and deep box-canyons. The upper parts of these 
wadis are wider, sand-filled valleys. Many of the hills are bounded 
by near-vertical cliffs. The nature of the terrain makes transport a 
difficult and costly proposition. 
Plate I 
The lower parts of the courses of the main drainage 
channels, where they cut through the granitic rocks 
of the basement complex, are narrow box canyons, 
Lower part of Wadi Shellal, J* kms. south-west of 
Om Bogma. 
Plate II 
The upper parts of these wadis, traversing the sediments at 
a smaller gradient, Hre wider, sand-filled valleys. 
Upper part of Wadi Baba, loo~ing north-east j~om Bir Rekeis. 
·-

Plate III 
The nature of the terrain makes transport a 
difficult and costly proposition. 
The motor road leading down to Wadi Shellal 
from the Om Bogma hills. 
Plate IV 
A dissected plateau of sandstone resting on 
the uplifted granites of t~e basement. 
Looking north-east from the downthrow side 
of one of the major faults in Wadi Shellal. 
(iii) The Mining Areas. 
The principal mining operations are carried out on the properties 
of the Sinai Mining Company Limited. These fall naturally into two 
parts: the older mines of Om Bogma itself, and the Nahman Areas to the 
east and north-east of them. The Orn BogJna/h<we provided virtually all j "nl''~"~~ 
the production of this company to date. They are situated on four 
groups of hills, described by Ball as the Central, North, East and South 
hills but better knovm at the mines as "Lease 10", "Lease 8","Lease 9" 
and "Ras el Homara" respectively. The Nahman Areas, named after Enrico 
:tiahrnan, the engineer who took out the first mineral prospecting licences 
in them, are considerably larger, extending some five kilometres east-
wards to the Wadi Nasib and Wadi el Lahian and for several kilometres 
to the north. 
The surrounding areas, to the north of Wadi Baba, east of Wadi 
NaEib and south of Wadi el Sahu, as well as the lower part of the Wadi 
Shellal (the continuation of Wadi el Sahu), have been worked for smaller 
deposits of manganese dioxide. This activity has increased considerably 
in recent years. 
(iv) Climate and Vegetation. 
The climate is dry, with a few inches of local rainfall in the 
winter months. Winter temperatures are usually in the 40° - 50° (F) 
range; frost is of rare occurrence except on the higher mountains. 
0 0 Summer indoor temperatures are in the range 85 - 95 , but shade temp-
eratures have Yleen recorded up to 125° (T"). Midday te1nperatures in 
the deep wadis during the summer are very high as there is very little 
shade or movement of air. 
The most important agent of erosion has been running water. 
Although rain only falls on two or three days in the year a good deal of 
the water flows away as surface run-off, there being virtually no s~dl 
or vegetation to hold it. 'rhe result is the. t in the normally dl·y wadis 
there suddenly apJeRr torrents of water which can move quite coarse 
material in their path. Probably the very deep erosion of the higher 
ground took place during the Pleistocene Pluvial period, but there are 
Plate V Ple.te VI 
Wind erosion in the sandstones; ,.;rosion in the base;nent 
examples of ~oneycomb weathering, rocks is lar~ely controlled 
enlarging to windows and under- by joints and other struct-
cut ledees. ure lines. 
Lower Sandstone on the eastern Wadi Sbellal, 3 kms. south-
slope of the North Hill. west of Om Hogma. 
Plate Vii 
The dolorni_tes of the Limestone Series tynicall;y form 
flat-topped hills (mesas) and plateaux. 
Central Hills, seen from the middle of the torth Hills. 
Prominent cliff of Lower Sandstone, with a lesser scarp 
of Upuer Dolo. i te nearer the ton of tbe hill. 
L·.'"''5~0"1"l~ s~"'f i4t..S, 
p,.,.,_-m.._,..l::. 
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Plate VIII 
View to the north-east from Om Hogma. Central Hill in the foreground, 
with the North Hills beyond with prominent outcrops of dark ore and East 
~ills to the extreme right. The Cretaceous Scarp of Gebel el Tih can be 
seen in the fur distance. 'l_ille Om Bogma. :D.r:ce cuts throug11 the conical hill 
in the foreground and continues through the similar hill (surmounted by an 
aluminiwn painted water tank) in the 1Jackground. 
Plate IX 
View to the north from the North Hill. Gebel Hazbar, at the head of Wadi 
Kharig, can be seen on the right in the middle distance, with tlle sandy 
tract of Debbet el Qeri beyond. The scarp of Gebel el Tih is in the back-
ground. 
signs of more recent rejuvenation in the form of terraces of gravel and 
conglomerate. 
Wind erosion has had a striking effect on the sandstones, which 
show perfect examples of honeycomb erosion enlarging into windows and 
undercut ledges. 
Vegetation is very spa~se and consists of small groups of date-
palms, forming oases where the Whter which trickles beneath the sand 
in the wadi-bottoms is brought close to the surface by the configur-
ation of the bed-rock, and scattered acacia trees. Numerous smaller 
plants appear after the rains, only to disappear again after a few 
weeks drought. 
(v) Occurrence of the manganese ores. 
The only manganese ore deposits in the Middle East which have 
b~en worked commercially on a large scale are those of Om Bogma, but 
there are other deposits of manganese in and around Sinai. These are 
relevant to the subject as their presence suggests that the region may 
be a metallogenetic province with regard to manganese. 
(a) Om Bogma ores. 
The ores consist of a heterogeneous mixture in varying proportions 
of the higher oxides of manganese and iron. They outcrop intermittently 
at a single geological horizon in the hillsides; this is usually near 
to the tops of the hills. The individual outcrops vary from a fraction 
of a metre up to several hundred metres in length. Owing to the dis-
seated nature of the terrain the total aggregate length of outcrop is 
very considerable, and access is possible to the ore deposits at a great 
many places. 
The We.di el Arabah is that part of the Hift between the head of the 
Gulf of Aqaba and the southern end of the Dead Seb. In the Wadi Menayeh, 
some thirty kilometres north of Aqaba on the west side of Wbdi el ArabRh, 
(in Israel~, there is a deposit of manghnese and iron oxides. Another 
deposit has been described in Wadi Dana, farther to the north and to the 
eetst of Wadi el Arabah, (i.e. in Jord<:m). Both of these deposits have 
much in common with those at Om J3ogma. 
.:23. 
(c) Wadi el Akhdar, 
In a. tributary near the head of the Wadi el Akhclar ("the green 
valley"), about 45 kilometres E.S.E. of Om Bogma 2.nri ?.li~oet at the centre 
of the Sinai penin~ula, a vein of mang2ne~e dioxide has been found cutting 
the Pre-Cambrian basement rocks. This ore has been worked to a depth of 
about ten metres, but as there was no improvement with depth the workings 
were e.be.ndoned .. 
(d) Other occurrences. 
Occurrences of ''flo;;.t'' rnenganese ore ha.ve been reported. from the 
neighbour·hood o:f Ras IYiohamrned, the southern tip of the peninsula and 
from near ~oweiba on the Sinai shore of the Gulf of Aqaba, hut no work-
able deposits are known at these places. 
Hwne (1901) deecribed a conglomerate at Sherm, in eastern Sina.i, 
which is cemented with "hydrous black oxide of manganese". The deposit 
is up to four metres thick e.nd overLies strata with "red ferruginous ochre". 
Hume also recorded that the S.S.Pola expedition found manganiferous dep-
osits forming on the floor of the Gulf of Aqaba, which (unlike the Gulf 
of Suez) is 1,400 metres deep. (Ball, 1911). 
(vi\ 
' ) History of the Om Bogma ore-deposits. 
(a) Ancient workings. 
A number of excavations containing ancient iiHplements have been 
found in outcrops of both rich manganese ore and of the lower grade irony 
ore. Ball (1916) believed that malachite was the ore sought by the 
ancient miners on Gebel Urn Binna and in Wadi Kharig. Evans (1929) 
believed that t~e manganese ore must have been locally cupriferous and 
was accordingly smelted for copper. Large heeps of furnace slag, much 
of it with green copner stains, occur at a number of places, suggesting 
that a good deal of ore was smelted in ancient times. Both hall and 
Evans record.ed the finding of copper artifacts among the slag 2.t Bir 
Hasib. 
Blake (193q) reported the presence of heaps of slag in Wedi Dana, 
which he says was an ancient centre for copper smelting. 
Although the manganiferous ore and the country rocks at Om Bogma 
do contain traces of copper (amounting to less than 0.1% in the ores) 
no concentrations of copper minerals of sufficient size to justify ex-
traction of the metal, even on a very small scale, have been found in the 
modern workings. It is possible that some of the ancient excavations in 
deposits of rich manganese dioxide were made to olJtain "kohl", powdered 
pyrolusite used by the ancient Egyptians as a cosmetic - and still sold 
in the Cairo baza~rs for the same purpose. 
(b) Discovery in modern times. 
The deposits of iron and manganese ores were discovered by Thomas 
Barron of the Geological Survey of Egypt, who made a reconnaissance of 
some 3,500 square miles of Western Sinai in the winter of 1898-99· The 
area soon became the centre of some commercial interest because of the 
rising demand for manganese in the steel industry. 
(c) Development and mining. 
Before the outbreak of the first World War a German company had 
leased the biggest deposits at Om Bogma and some development work was in 
progress on smne of the hills there. An aerial rope-wa;J' was under con-
struction to carry the ore for 9 kilometres over mountainous terrain to 
a depot on the coastal plain which was connected by a light railway to 
the deep water anchorage at Abou Zenima. Prospectors were also at work 
near Bir Rekeis and in other outlying areas. 
After the war the assets of the former company were bought from 
the Controller of Enemy Property by the present Sinai Mining Comp~ny Ltd., 
who have been responsible for the entire production of ferruginous mang-
anese ore (amounting to some three and a half million tons) and a high 
proportion of the manganese dioxide from Sinai. The pace of operations 
increased after the second World War, the rate of ~reduction of ferrug-
inous ore rising to nearly a quarter of a million tons a year in 1956. 
Production of manganeee dioxide, both by the Sinai liiircing ColncJany and by 
smaller operators in the outlying areas also increased considerably in 
this period. At the same time a great deal of development work was done, 
be tween ten and fifteen kilou:etres of underground workings being driven 
and mapped in detail, while many kilometres of new access roads were made 
on the surface. 
:J..5. 
(vii) Geological research. 
(a) Ball (1916). 
The most comprehensive geological survey of this area was made by 
Dr. John Ball, of the Geological Survey of Egypt, in the two winter seasons 
of 1912/13 and 1913/14. He mapped the topography and geology of an area 
of 1,000 square kilo:netres with considerable accuracy on a scale of 1 : 
50,000. His account of the survey includes a description of the strat-
igraphy, including the palaeontology of the Carboniferous formations, the 
tectonics and a detailed description of the more important groups of ore 
deposits, with his interpretation of their probable origin. 
(b) Barthoux (1923). 
In 1923 J.Barthoux published a comparison between the manganese ores 
of west Sinai and those of the lower Mesozoic rocks of ~orocco, with some 
remarks on their respective origins. He gave a succession for Sinai 
with three distinct "beds" of manganese ore, a description which does not 
tally with my own field observations, or with any other recorded descrip-
tion. He also stated that the marine transgressive deposits overstepped 
on to the ancient eruptive rocks, a statement which does not appear to be 
borne out by the field evidence. 
(c) Evans (1929). 
Dr.J.W.Evans examined the ore deposits in the area surrounding Om 
Bogrna 011 behalf of the Sinai Mining Com})any. His report has not been 
published, but Groves (1938) reported his suggestions that the ore had 
been squeezed from beneath the superincumbent strata to aprJe2.r at the 
hill sides. This analogy with valley bulges is quite unjustified by 
the physical state of the ore, which is typically very herd and compact, 
and has been disproved by underground development. 
( d' 
. ) 
Professor AlexBndre :F'enine rnede a study of the ore deposits being 
worked between Wadi Baba and Wadi Shellal, near to their junction, and 
presented his results to the Institute of Egypt. He was particularly 
concerned with deposits of manganese dioxide and he made a rather confused 
attempt to explain the relative concentration of manganese in relation to 
iron. 
(e) Recent research. 
A:Fter resuming bulk production following the second V.'orlcl Viar the 
Sinai ~ining Company consulted Dr.G.A.Schnellmann, who made a close 
examination of the mines and outlying areas in 1951. He confirmed. the 
opinion of the CompRny's Technical Director, ~r.Donald Gill, that the 
deposits were epigenetic in origin and largely due to hydrothermal 
metasomatic replacement of carbonate rocks. He also stressed the imp-
ortance of closely following structure and lithology in development work. 
Later a resident geologist (the author) was appointed and detailed 
geological mapping of 2ll development workings, amalg·amated. with the 
regular sampling of ore in situ, ~ecame routine practice. Relevant 
data collected during that work have been incorporated in the present 
thesis. 
~7. 
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The ore ontcrops near the tops of steep-sided hills, Elnd access 
to the deposits is possible At a ~re2t men~ nlPces. 
0nenin~ in the highest part of the Vorth Eills. 
·1 
Vievv to the north from the 1 ort"t-J Hill!". The on tcrop of the :Send-
Ftope Pavement e2.n 1w trc·ced round to the left from the O})encast 
working in the foreground. The basement rocks ~re eYposed in 
Wadi 0 imeira, bottom right. The sandy tract with trees in the 
middle distance, right, is the Wadi Baba, with the Wadi Kharig 
ioining it fro•n the north. Faulted and tilted strata can be seen 
just in front of this confluence. 
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Plate XII 
View to the north-west from the Central Hills. Light coloured granite 
of the basement can be seen in the foreground, with darker diorite beyond 
the 11iadi Bal1a. The 1!laned.-do•vn surfc'.ce of the basement e.pneers in the 
scarp facine the c~mera, overlain by Lower S2ndstone cspred by the Limestone 
Ser·ies which forms 2 pl':!te.';u 1 seen here aF c' "fc..lse horizon". :Beyond, 
the d0rk b~sement rocks reappear where they have been uplifted ~djacent to 
the westerly bounding fault of the Suez Rift with sediments dipping away 
to the right (north-east}. Beyond this again, and farther to the right 
the s1me sedimentary sequence is seen at a higher level. 
Plate XIII 
View to the south from North Hill. The largest of the East Hills is on 
the right, in shadow. The h~rd base of the Lower Sandstone forms a small 
scarp at the bottom of the picture (:!!c1.inly in sbe.dowi 1;1,-hile the 2-ofter 
shaley sands of the middle of the formation make up the rounded features 
in the floor of the cirque. The Limestone Series outcrcilps c.;bov_e the steep 
cliff face. The Upper Dolomite, forming ~ small scarplet on the left of 
the picture, disappears when traced across to the right. 
(2) STRATIGRAPHY 
The main features of the regional stratigraphical geology are 
shown on Map I, and sections are given for W. Central Sinui with others 
for neighbouring areas for comparison. 
(i) Crystalline Basement Rocks. 
The sediments rest unconformably on e Pre-Cambrian platform of 
granites, gneisses, schists and porphyries, corresponding to the ''Aqaba 
Granite Complex" described by Quennell (1951) in the area to the east 
of the peninsula. In the immediate vicinity of Om Bogma light grey and 
pink granites and gneisses occur. Towards their upper surface these 
rocks ~how marked decomposition, especially in shattered fault-zones, 
so that the top of the granitic rocks is often more easily weathered 
than the overlying sandstone; but in the deep wadis the granites appear 
quite fresh. 'I'he surface of unconf'ormi ty has been pl<med with remark-
able regularity; the junction between crystalline and sedimentary rocks 
shows up by colour difference when viewed from a distance of more than 
eight miles and can be seen to be quite flat except where it has been 
disturbed by later faulting. This feature can slso be seen in the Aqaba 
region of Jordan where the sandstone is "lying like a cake on the ig-neous 
table" (Blake, 1g39). 
(ii) The Nubian Sandstone. 
(a) History of the name. 
This term is applied to the north-easterly outcrops of the sandy 
rocks, principally of terrestrial origin, which occur in many parts of 
Africa north of the equator Fnd in the past covered most of the northern 
part of the continent and Arabia. The beds are largely unfossiliferous 
and in many cases their age is uncertain even within very broad limits. 
There has been a good deal of confusion and controversy about this term, 
but it is a useful one and is being retained in modified form. Its 
earlier history has been admirably summed up by O.H.Little (1938) in the 
Lexicon de Stratigraphie, prepared and published as a result of the XVth 
International Geological Congress. 
The term was first used by Russeger (1843) in re-naming his "Gat-
aract Sandstone" of Upper Egypt and Nubia. He came to the conclusion 
that these sandstones are not younger than Lower Cretaceous. LaE1et 
(1869) regarded them as being of Middle Cretaceous age. Bauermann (1868) 
collected some fossils from the sandstone of Sinai, but there was some 
doubt as to whether they should be referred to the Trias or to the Carb-
oniferous. Von Zittel (1883) pointed out that for different localities 
of Egypt, Sinai and Palestine the Nubian Sandstone had been assigned to 
various periods, from Carboniferous to liiddle Cretaceous, and he suggested 
that the term should be either reserved for the Upper Cretaceous sandstone 
or abolished. He placed the Nubian Sandstone in the Senonian. Lyons 
(1894) also believed it to be entirely of Cretaceous age. 
Fourtau (1902) was of the opinion that Nubian Sandstone should only 
be used as a petrographical term with no stratigraphical significance, 
but members of the Geological ::lurvey of Egypt, notably Hume, Barron and 
Ball, continued for many years to place this formation in the Cretaceous 
System, excluding only those sandstones known to be of Carboniferoueca;ge 
or older. In the key to his map of West Central Sinai, Ball (1916) re-
ferred the name Nubian Sandstone to the unfossiliferous beds lying between 
the Upper Carboniferous Sandstone and the base of the Cenomanian clays, 
and rather misleasingly includes them in the Cretaceous System, although 
he was aware of the difficulties of these age relations. 
Douville (1916) also used this questionable method of dating by 
referring unfossiliferous beds to the next lower age-group to that of 
the overlying dated stratum in suggesting that the term l!ubian should 
be reserved for the lowest sandstone forming the middle of the Moghara 
dome in northern Sinai. This is below Bajocian beds "and therefore of 
Triasso-Liassic age." Moon and Sadek (1921) reviewed the previous work 
on the Nubian Sandstone 1:1nd proposed "to drop the term, wi1erever possible, 
and use instead Lower Cretaceous Sandstones to denote the sandstones 
below the Cenomanian rocks, and Triaiso-Liassic Sandstortes for those 
forming the centre of the Moghara dome." 
A more realistic attitude was taken by Hume and Little (1928) of 
the Geological Survey of Egypt: 
J -· 
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"Nubian Sandstone has been retained for the series of sandstones 
and clays beneath the lowest fossiliferous Cretaceous beds. In Bahariya 
Oasis the uprermost beds of the N~bian Sandstone are immediately overlain 
by Cenomanian beds, while in Kharga and Dakhla Oases they underlie the 
Campanian. Nubian Sandstone, over 500 metres thick, extends from Kharga 
and Dakhla Oases to Owenat Oasis and into the Sudan, and possibly contains 
beds of various ages between Lower Carboniferous and Upper Cretaceous. 
East of the Nile, the sandstones, 200 metres thick, between the Carbonifer-
ous and Cretaceous in Wadi Araba, are Nubian and this formation extends 
south along the flanks of the Red Sea mountains. South of latitude 
25,)30' N. the liubiah Sandstone forms the vrestern portion of the Eastern 
Desert. In Sinai, 500 metres of unfossiliferous sandstones between the 
base of the Cenomanian clays and the Upper Carboniferous Sandstone, are 
included in the Nubian." 
Irt recent years the whole subject of African Stratigraphical names 
and correlations bas been taken up by the Association of African Geological 
Services, and in particular by the Commission on the International Geol-
ogical ~ap of Africa. 
Sandford (1948) has described so~e modifications of the term to give 
it a broad stratigraphical value. He haR been e.ble to link up "the old 
part of the Fubian Sandstone" with the "Continental intercelaire" respect-
ively of French Equatorial Africa, the Sahara and Fezsan by following 
the succession from Egypt to the Chad Basin and Tibesti. The Fubian 
Series, which includes the continental beds above and separated from the 
Carboniferous beds of north-east Africa, are analagous in position to 
the Karroo System of the south. The Nubian Series thins to the south, 
with younger bedR progressively overstepping as the equator is approached; 
the Karroo System behaves in the same manner towards the north. There 
are no glacial deposits below the liubian however, and its coals are very 
restricted compared vrith the Karroo Systerr.; also vulcanism in its upper 
part was less than that which marked the end of the Karroo Period. 
Sandford divides the Nubian Series into three parts: 
(3) Buff ssts, with fossil wood, locally Senonian. 
(2) Variegated beds. 
(l) Basal conglomerates. 
J3reccia. 
The hsage of the International :Map can be tabuls.ted as follows: 
Continental 
terminal 
Continental 
intercalaire 
Oligocene 
to Pliocene 
U. Garb. to 
Mid. Cret. 
l< u b i an S s t • ( S • S • ) llubian 
or New Nubian Set. l·Jubian 
3t. 
Con tinen ta.l 
Post-tass. 
]ev. to 
Sandstone 
Old Eubian §st. 
(s.lato) Sst. 
(s.latis-
M.Carb. simo 
Continental Silurian Old Nubian Sst. 
Tassi lien Cambrian 
) 
(b) Local development. 
At the Om Bogma mines two thick sandstone series occur, separated 
by the marine Carboniferous Limestone formation which contains the 
workable ore deposits. These three f'ormations are locally known, from 
below upwards, as the "Lower Sandstone", the "Limestone Series" and the 
"Upper Sandstone" respectively. The lower formation is 130 metres thick 
and rests on a flat surface of generally decomposed friable basement 
rocks. It consists of coarse angular and round-grained arkoses and 
quartz grits (i.e. with grain-size 2- 4 mm., corresponding to the "gran-
ule conglomerate'' of Wentworth) at the base overlain by red and green 
sandy shales, with a massive coarse-grained current-bedded sandstone at 
the top containing some thin and impersistent layers of quartz pebbles 
up to 1.5 ems. in diameter. This is the "]esert Sandstone" of Hull 
(1885) and it was referred to by Ball as the "Lower Carboniferous Sand-
stone" because it underlies a formation with fossils of Lower Carboniferous 
age, although no recognisable fossils have been recorded from this sand-
stone. Probably the best descriptive terrn for this formation is "Old 
' Nubian Sandstone" (i.e. "Groupe ancien des gres de lfubie" of the Inter-
national Geological Map of Africa). 
The higher sandstone formation has been intruded at 150 metres and 
200 metres respectively above its base by two thick massive sills of 
dolerite (described in a later section). These sills, with a few roof 
pendants, are the highest members of the rock sequence in the immediate 
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· area of the mines and they have been taken by Ball as marking the top of 
the higher sandstone series. The sandstone is fine to medium even-grained, 
grey to white in fresh exposures, weathering light brown. It contains 
clay (principally kaolinite) in the matrix and locally concentrated as a 
workable clay-band. Carbonaceous matter, with associated pyrite, is 
present in the grey variety; at one horizon a 20 em. seam of soft highly 
pyritous coal has been encountered. Ripple-marks and current bedding 
are common in this formation. It has also yielded rare plant remains, 
including a specimen of Lepidodendron found by Ball, and another found 
by the author which compares well with Ball's illustration. On this 
basis the formation hc.s been called "the Upper Carboniferous Sandstone"; 
on the International ~.<1ap it is included as "couches 'a Lepidodendron" in 
the Continental Post-Tassilien (Devonian and Lower and Middle Carbonif-
erous). 
(c) Surrounding areas. 
To the north of Om Bogma some 500 metres of unfossiliferous sands 
and shales outcrop, forming a flat sandy area and the lower part of the 
scarp face of Gebel el Tih, where they are overlain by marine Cretaceous 
rocks. This is the "Nubian Sandstone" of Ball, but in the accompanying 
section I have included the whole of the arenaceous beds from the pane-
planed top of the crystalline basement rocks up to the transgressive 
marine Cretaceous strata (about 800 metres in West Sinai) in the "Nubian 
Sandstone (sensu latissim6)." Part of these are roughly correlated with 
the "Upper Palaeozoic Sandstones" of the Sudan, where CarboY:iferous plant 
remains have also been found (Reed). Eume ( 1901 -.Geological 1viagazine 
P. 200) states that in Eastern Sinai the "Nubian Sandstone rests directly 
on the basement rocks, the Carboniferous Sandstone of Western Sinai being 
apparently absent here.•• With Barron (1901) he also states that no 
Carboniferous remains have been found in the Eastern Desert of Egypt (i.e. 
south of the Wadi Araba outcrop). Reed notes that in the Sudan the 
"l~ubian Sandstone proper" locally rests directly on the basement. 
In the southern Negev the 350 metres of sandstone recorded from 
the Wadi Menaiye area, described as Lower Cretaceous by Blake and as 
Upper or ~ain Nubian by Picard (1952), correspond to the Nubian of Ball 
in Western Sinai. At Zerka ~ain in the Dead Sea area 700 metres of 
sandstones and shales occupy this stratigraphical position, but the age 
range here is less uncertain as a 60 metre thickness of fossiliferous 
sandstones and shales of Lower Triassic age has been recorded in the 
lower part of the Series. 
It is interesting to note that in Central Lebanon the marine Cret-
aceous beds (represented by the Aptian and succeeding stages) are under-
lain by 300 metres of s~nds and shales with some fossil wood and lignite 
but no recognisable flora or fauna, a typical Nubian facies. Marine 
calcareous Jurassic rocks are present in the area up to Kimmeridgian, so 
it is quite logical to put the sandstones in the Lower Cretaceous; it 
is indefensible however to extrapolate from this and put the rocks of 
similar facies to the south within the same system. In a recent paper 
Sturm (1953) quotes a "terminology of stratigraphic units established by 
Dr. Benter", but as he does not say how it was established and is himself 
sufficiently uncertain to place a query after each term it is not consid-
ered worth while quoting them here. The most recent tabulation of these 
successions has been rna.de by Q.uennell (19~!1,1, and it is reproduced for 
comparison at the end of this section. 
(d) Summary. 
The basement rocks where they are exposed in Sinai and generally to 
the south and west, are overlain by massive sandstones and shales, col-
lectively known as the Nubian Sandstone (sensu latissimo). They can be 
divided into a lower member, the Palaeozoic Nubian now called "the old 
part of the Nubian Sandstone'', and the upper or main Nubian called the 
":Nubian Sandstone (sensu stricto)". The former is relatively thin and 
is not always present, though whether this is due to non-deposition or 
subsequent erosion is not certain at any one place. In the Sudan it 
is apparently better developed and has been sub-divided into a Lower and 
Upper Palaeozoic Sandstone (Reed) separated by a thick mass of rhyolite; 
but it must be understood thc.t "Lower Palaeozoic" in this context does 
not necessarily imply an 6ld Palaeozoic age. "Lower" and "Upper Old 
Nubian Sandstone" wo~ld avoid this confusion. On the International 
Map the terms "Continentr,l 'rassilien" ( Camb. end Sil. ::· and "Continental 
Post Tassilien" (Dev., L. and i1!. Cc,rb.) respectively are used. The 
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Nubian Sandstone (s.s.) Continental intercalaire) attains a thickness 
of several hundreds of metres and ranges in age from Upper Carboniferous 
to Middle Cretaceous. The hubian Sandstone (s.ll.) appears to have 
covered most of North Africa at one time or another extending as far 
north as the Lebanon, where it probably reached its maximum extent in 
Lower Cretaceous times. Only rarely is it sufficiently fossiliferous 
to be dated, but occasionally there have been incursions of marine 
limestones in and &.round Sinai itsGlf as at Om :Bogma and in the 11egev 
and Tiead Sea areas. 
(iii) Marine facies of pre-Cretaceous age. 
To the south and south-west of Sinai marine rocks are not met with 
between the crystalline basement and the Upper Cretaceous, and few fossil-
iferous beds are found between these limits, until the Karroo formations 
are reached in Central Africa. 
( a) Cambrian. 
At the base of the Zerka Muin section near the Dead Sea, a black 
limestone has yielded Hyolithes, trilobites and Tentaculites (:Blake), 
and other fossils have been recorded from this formation, also indic-
ating a Cambrian age (King). Blake (1936) claimed to have found spec-
imens of the brachiopods Siphonatreta and Obolus in black coarse-grained 
limestones in Wadi Menaiye, showing these beds to be Cambrian too, but 
Picard (1952) claims a Silurian age for them. :Blake described the beds 
immediately overlying these li1nestones c:s Carboniferous on the basis of 
the similarity of their manganese ores with those of Om Bogma, although 
he accepted an epigenetic origin for the rnang<,nese ores in both cases 
a doubtful correlation to say the leo_st!. Quennell (1951 } suggests 
that both this formation and another manganese-bearing dolo!nite in Wadi 
Dana, Jordan, are eauivelent to the Burj Limestone o~ Lower Cambrian ege. 
(b) Carboniferous. 
The Limestone Series of Om Bogme consists variously of massive 
dolomites, bed~ed dolomitic limestones, sh&les and siltstones resting 
with slight disconformity on the Lower Sandstone. To the north-west 
of Om Bogrna, the Limestone Series thickens to about ,~1 metre:;:; in Gebel 
Nukhul (Ball) indicating that the Carboniferous Sea was deeper and 
marine conditions remained for a longer period in that direction. At 
Gebel Nukhul and generally in the area north of the Wadi Baba the lower 
part (up to 15 metres thick) of the Series was laid down as a massive 
limestone, which has been dolowitised, in places resting directly on the 
underlying sandstone so that the boundary can be deter;;Jined in the field 
only by very close inspection. The higher beds are similar to those at 
Orn :Rogma: thin beds of dolomite and earthy limestone separated by shales 
and sEndy bands, with one persistent bed, 2 to 5 metres thick, of massive 
crystalline dolomite near the top of the Series. To the south-east of 
Om Bogma the Limestone Series thins and disappears altogether. 
changes are dealt with ~ore fully in a later section. 
The facies 
The palaeontology of this Carboniferous Limestone of Western Sinai 
has been described in some detail by Ball. No attempt has been made in 
the present research to investigate the palaeontology of these beds, al-
though several fossiliferous localities were observed about the manganese 
mines. Ball's description is here quoted in full, as there may now be 
difficulty in obtaining copies of his work. 
The Carboniferous rocks also outcrop in Wadi Arabah, an eroded anti-
cline on the west side of the Suez Gulf, to the north-west of Om Bogma. 
The limestone is poorly developed and thins to the west, but the fauna is 
generally similar to that in Sinai. 
(c) Ivl:esozoic. 
No 'ITiassic rocks have been recognised in Sinai, but me.rine fossil-
iferous beds, including a thin limestone, of this system have been re-
ported from a terrace north-east of the Dead Sea. 
Jurassic beds (Ba,iocian - Bathonian in e_ge) have been reported 
from an inlier (the Moghara Dome) in northern Sinai, but do not occur in 
the south. In Jordan south-east of the Dend Sea the system is repres-
ented by 200 metres of beds between grey limestone with shale and gypsum 
below, probably Triassic in age, and sandstone above. Farther north, in 
the Lebanon and Hermon, the Jurassic rocks are over 1,000 metres thick. 
Quennell (1951 } 1 includes the marine Triassic end Jurassic rocks of the 
Dead Sea region in the Zerqa Group, which he regards as being equivalent 
in age to the Urn Sahm Series of terrestrial or estuarine sandstones which 
interdigitate with them. 
(iv) Cretaceous. 
The Nubian Sandstone is succeeded in West Sinai, apparently con-
formably, by marls and clays of Cenomanian age, with limestones above, 
and these are succeeded in turn by clays, limestones and chalk of the 
higher stages of the Cretaceous System, giving a total thickness for the 
marine Cretaceous in the escarpment of El Tih of 750 metres (Ball, 1916). 
( v) 'rertiary. 
The Eocene is represented to the west of Om Bogma by 300 - 400 metres 
of limestones, marls and clays. The Miocene contains conglomerates and 
sand.stones besides limestone and clay. The max.imur1: thickness of the 
Miocene in the area west of Om Hogma is 300 metres (Ball, 1916). Ball 
(Chap. VI) described the entire sedimentary sequence as being without 
visible unconformity, but he found no deposits of Oligocene age, and on 
his map (Plate I) he shows Miocene rocks resting in some places on Cret-
aceous strata. There is therefore at least one distinct hiatus in the 
Lower Tertiary succession, if not angular unconformity. Busk (1929) 
shows an unconformity above the Eocene, but not below it1 neither Busk 
nor Ball listed any Danian sediments, so there is probably another hiatus 
at the base of the Eocene System. 
A great dec:l is k;·1own, unfortunately much of it unpublished about 
the Cretaceous and early rrertiary rocks of this and other parts of the 
middle East, more particularly from the exploration for oil, but a more 
detailed discussion is not considered relevant to this work. 
(vi) Pleistocene and Recent. 
Post-Miocene deposits in Sinai consist mainly of alluvial and 
aeolian deposits. Ball refers to raised beaches of Pliocene age in the 
neighbourhood of Suez; there are also numerous terraces of gravel or 
hard cemented conglomerate in the wadis cutting the basement rocks of 
the peninsula. Burne (1901) described high gravel terraces in the prin-
cipal valleys, often over 20 r. .. etres high, composed of frag:oents of local 
origin, of all shapes and sizes, in a matrix of the same derivation. He 
deduced fro111 their flat upper surfaces that they were laid down in lakes 
or marine fjords. They contain no fossils, but on the coast of the gulf 
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of Aqaba they were found to overlie coral reefs with Pleistocene or Recent 
forms. 
Barron and Hume hlso describe gravels and conglomerates from the 
Red Sea coast plain (western shore) with igneous pebbles similar to the 
rocks of the Red Sea Hills. They are found both underlying and overlying 
Pleistocene limestones, and resting unconformably on the Pliocene. Raised 
beaches are present, and there are five series of coral reefs, the youngest 
being below sea-level and the third youngest up to 170 metres above sea-
level and four to seven kilometres inland. The older reefs are disturbed 
and dip 20° to the east. 
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Stratigraphical Geology - The Carboniferous Limestone. 
(quoted from "The Geography and Geology of West Central Sinai" by 
John Ball, 1916). 
"Fossils are on the whole rather scarce in the Carboniferous Lime-
stone series, but they are fairly frequently met with in certain local-
ities, especially round the e~:Jstern flanks of Gebel Nukhul and in the 
upper part of Wadi Khaboba. The fossils are all marine, and mostly 
indicative of fairly deep water conditions. 
"Of corals, the simple form Zaphrentis is by far the most frequent, 
hundreds of specimens having been collected from the earthy middle beds. 
The tabular Syringopora occurs more sparingly in the upper beds, while 
Favosites is still rarer. 
ttCrinoid stems are in some places extremely abundant, being often 
well seen on weathered surfaces of the hard upper beds. Bryozoa are not 
infrequently met with in the earthy layers, the commone~t forms being 
Fenestella and Monticullipora. 
"Here as in other parts of the world it is the brachiopod fauna 
-;vhich is the most characteristic feature of the organic remains of the 
Carboniferous. By far the most common form is Spirifer striatus. 'l'he 
more elongated and strongly ribbed Spirifer cf. moosakhailensis is much 
less fre~uent, but is very characteristic. The small delicately scul-
ptured Orthis Michelini is fairly abundant, and has been found not only 
in the middle earthy beds, but also sparingly in a silicified condition 
in the upper crystalline dolorni te. Of the Productida&., the most frequent 
form is the small Pl longispinus; P. semi-reticulatus and P. scabriculus 
are not very rare, though mostly found in a fragmentary condition. Of 
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the genus Athyris, the species A. lamellosa, A. Roysii~ and A. planosulcata, 
are all fairly frequent. Of Brachiopods more rarely met with, Orthotetes 
(Streptorhynchus) crenistria, Syringothyris cuspidata, Chonetes hardrensis, 
Rhynchonella pleurodon, and Dielasma (Terebratula) hastata, are the most 
striking forms; the last two are nuite rare. 
"Lamellibranchiata are poorly represented. The only form which is 
at all common is a new species of Hinnites. This oyster-like fossil is 
fairly abundant in the earthy middle beds of the series, and is easily 
::''1 
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seen ~hen present owing to its black colour; but the shells are so friable 
and flaky that long search is usually necessary to get entire specimens. 
Of the genus Edmondia, only one or two casts were picked up, and these in 
situations where their exact horizon was not very certain; the casts 
were of sandstone, and possibly carne from the lowest beds of the Upper 
Carboniferous sandstone rather than from the limestone series. 
"Gastropods are extremely scarce. A speci!Oen of the characteristic 
Bellerophon tenuifascia and one or two other forms resembling Murchisonia 
and Euomphalus were picked up at Gebel Nukhul. 
''The vertebrates are represented only by the palatal teeth of sel-
achian fishes, which are occasionally met with in the hard crystalline 
dolomites. They are conspicuous in the rocks by their very high polish 
and sometimes opalescent appearance; with a lens, the surfaces are seen 
to be minutely pitted. The specimens collected have been referred by 
Mr. Bullen Newton to Psephodus and Psarnmodus. 
"LIS'l' OF CAR80NI:F'EROUS :B'OSSILS. 
"Collected by the author frOPJ the limestone of Sinai. 
CORALS:-
Zaphrentis sp., Wadi Budra, Um Bogma, Gebel Nukhul, Wadi Khaboba. 
Favosites Michelini Edw. et Haime, Gebel Nukhul. 
Syringopora ramulosa Goldfuss, Gebel Bazbar, Urn Bogm&., Gebel Nukhul. 
CRINOIDS:-
Stem-ossicles, various. 
BRYOZOA:-
Coscinium sp., Wadi Khaboba, Gebel Kukhul. 
Fenestella sp., Gebel Nu-:.:hul. 
l,~onticulipora sp., Urn Bogma, Gebel Nukhul. 
Heterotrypa ramosa Edw. et Haime, Gebel Nukhul. 
\ 
:BRACHIOPODA (provisional determinations by ]!lr. :Bullen Newton):-
Rhynchonella pleurodon Phillips, Wadi Nasib, Gebel Nukhul. 
Athyris planosulcata Phillips, Gebel Nukhul. 
Athyris Roysii L'Eveille, Gebel Nukhul. 
Athyris lamellosa L'Eveille, Gebel Nukhul. 
Productus longispinus Sowerby, Wadi Khaboba, Gebel Nukhul. 
Productus scabriculus :Martin, Gebel Nukhul. 
Productus semireticulatus Martin, Gebel Hukhul. 
Spirifer cf. moosakhailensis, Gebel Nukhul, Wadi Khaboba. 
Spirifer cf. striatus Martin, Gebel bukhul, Urn :Bogrna, Wadi Khaboba. 
Spirifer integricostatus Phillips, Gebel Nukhul. 
Spiriferina laminosa M'Coy, Gebel Nukhul. 
Orthotetes crenistria Phillips, Gebel Nukhul. 
:Dielasma hastata Sowerby, Gebel Nukhul, Wadi Khaboba. 
Syringothyris cuspidata Martin, Gebel Nukhul. 
Chonetes hardrensis Phillips, Gebel Nukhul, Wadi Khaboba. 
Orthis Michelini L'Eveille, Gebel Nukhul, Wadi Khaboba. 
LAMELLIBRM~CHIATA:-
Edmondia sp., Gebel Niusaba Salama, Gebel Nukhul. 
i=rinni tes sp. nov., Gebel Nukhul, Wadi Khaboba. 
GASTROPODA:-
:Bellerophon tenuifascia, Urn Bogma. 
PISCES:-
Psephodus sp., Wadi Dud'a. 
Psammodus sp., Urn Bogrna.n 
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Plate XIV 
r-, The correlation between the thickness of the Limestone Series and 
the undulations in the Sandstone Pavement can be seen in the field. 
View to the north from Ain Abu Hamata. The Limestone Series 
outcrops above the steep cliff face with large windows. At the 
left edge of the picture the Series is poorly developed; it 
thickens to tne right, but pinches out altogether above the scree, 
a little right of centre. Towards the extreme right it thickens 
once again. 
Plate XV 
Efflore~cent silky fibres of epsomite grow in profusion on exposures 
of the dark carbonaceous rocks. 
' )j.t Roar (dark grey dolomite~ of Devt. 2 main, no. ll branch to fault. 
, 
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Plate XVI 
Faulted strata in the south face of Hill 'F'. Ore occurs in 
association with both of these faults, which are thrown respect-
ively 40 m. and 9 m. 
Plate XVII 
Faults exposed underground sometimes have a low dip, tending 
to merge into bedding plane slip. 
Small fault exposed in Mourad cross-cut, beneath the northern 
edge of Gebel Farsh el Azraq. 
This displacement coincides with a change in facie~, with beds 
of dolomitic limestone on the left giving way to shales. 
(3) STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY. 
(i) Central Sinai. 
The central part of the peninsula of Sinai is an elevated block 
strongly and closely faulted and deeply dissected by erosion. The 
structure of the basement rocks is complex but we are concerned here 
primarily with the tectonics which have also affected the overlying 
sediments. These latter show virtually no folding apart_Jrom ve17 local 
fault-drag with tilting of faulted blocks. The uplift of this area has 
been strongest along its south-east and south-west margins; the rocks dip 
away fromr the gulfs of ~uez and Aqc:tbi:i towards a point to the north of the 
centre of the peninsula at an average 0 0 angle of l - 2 , 'I'he faults 
increase both in frequency and magnitude towards the south; the inclin-
ation of the intervening rocks also increases; in the neighbourhood of 
Om Bogma dips of 10° - 15° are the rule, but they are all in the same 
general direction - i.e. to the north and east. 
The fractures of the Central Sinai block can be conveniently des-
cribed under three headings, viz: the major faults, the cross-faults 
and the joints. 
(a) ~lajor faults. 
In the Om Bogma area these are somewhat sinusoidal in strike, vary-
ing between N.-S. and l.W.-S.~., but their general trend is P.~.~. to S.S.E, 
i.e. parallel to the long axis of the neighbouring Gulf b~ Suez. The 
throw of the individual faultsvaries up to about 300 metres or more and 
they are dowrithrown either to the east or west, so that the area is div-
ided tnto H series of "graben a,nd horst" structures. 
east of Om Bogm~ forms one such graben. 
'rhe Fahrnc-m Areas, 
These faults are all normal faults, with dips varying between 60° 
Some of them hc;ve a tendency to split and 11 feather", occas-
ionally ~iving rise to a zone perhaps 100 metres or even 200 metres wide 
of fractured ground. Fault drag, where it is found, may take the form of 
a fle~ure of the beds adjacent to a fault G}Rne, but most commonly a series 
of small (or occasionally fairly l2rge) step faults occur on one or both 
sides of a large fault. Fault drag is by no means the rule; there are 
examples of a clean break with no sign of flexure or s~npathetic faulting 
on the one hand, and pronounced fa.ult-drag on the other, occurring at 
different points along the same major fault and in the same type of ground. 
Structure lines with this n~.me trend, in pc:.rticul;cr· numberless dykes 
which do not penetrate the sediments, can be seen in the basement rocks. 
Excellent examples occur half-wHy along the Wadi BPbe, end in the lower 
part of the Wadi Samra. The north to south f8.nl t &t the .junction of 
Wadi Zobeir and Wadi el Sih e~actly coincides with the strike of the 
schists forming the basement on the upthrow side, while a little to the 
south the ftrike of the major fault ELlong 1Na.di Lahi2.n and Wa.di Zobeir is 
parallel with tha.t of numerous closely-spewed dykes in the bctsement. 
This agrees with the observations (vide Dixey (1946), ~uenne11 
(1948) and Shackleton (1950)) thc.t "rift" faulting follows a. l)re-existing 
"grFJin" of the basement rocks. The rule is not of universal application 
however, as a few kilometres to the south and south-east of Om Bogma the 
dykes, which are so closely spaced in the basement rocks that they make up 
almost half the total volume of this complex, nearly all have a north-east-
erly strike while the rift faults and most of the erosion pattern of steep 
ridges and valleys are at right angles to them. 
Hume (1901) described c'. series of stre.ight valleys in eastern Sinai, 
parallel to the Gulf of Aqaba, showing vertical displacements of the rocks 
of 200 to 600 1netres. He observed that to the west of a line nearly 
n 
corresponding with longitude 34 Ea~t there is a series of north-west to 
south-east 11 rifts 11 (which he calls the 11 Suez type"), "including the Gulf 
of Suez, ViTc.di ·~ena ;:,nd possibly pe.rt of the l';ile valley". To the east 
of this line are the Aqaba series of rifts. Jl1me (1921) did not reach 
any conclusion as to whether these faulted valleys had been formed as a 
result of compression or of tension. 
(b) Cross-faults. 
At Om ~ogma the cross-faults have a general north-easterly trend. 
Their throw is COH<1>aratively small, usually being of the order of 5 metres. 
Most of these faults appear to be norm~l faults with variable dip; one 
example in the Hahrnan Area::. which is nearl3r vertical at the surface was 
found to be so nearly horizontal at a depth of 65 metres that its dis-
placement w~s almost taken up by bedding-plane slip. Some of the cross-
faults however show unmistakeable compression phenomena where they cut the 
less competent limestones and shales in that the beds on both sides of the 
fault planes are turned upwards, and may show crush-breccia. ':!.'he cross-
faults sometimes terminate against major faults, or sympathetic faults 
with parallel trend, elsewhere they die out laterally. }•'rorn the air 
some of these fractures can be traced across several of the major 1.N.W. 
fault-blocks, either continuously or intermittently, for distances up to 
20 kilometres. 
a.,e 
To the south of Om Bogrnc. there i.a" a number of cross-faults with con-
siderable throw, possibly up to 400 metres in one case; sorne of these 
strike north-east to south-west and others strike nearly east to west. 
Ball (1916) has shown some of these cutting straight across the major 
faulting. 
1fume (1901) ulso suggested "a transverse type of dislocation" from 
the regularity and parallelism of the valleys in Central Sinai. 
(c) Joints. 
Joint patterns show up very prominently in the granites and diorites, 
etc. of the basement, where they form most of the principal lines of weak-
ness and hence control the pattern of erosion. This is also true, but to 
a lesser degree, of the dolerite capping of Gebel T<'arsh el Azreq and sev-
eral other hills. In the Lower Sandstone and-Limestone Series jointing 
(contrasted with faulting) has had far less effect in guiding erosion t~an 
have the differences in hardness ;c:lJd resistance of the sedirnent2.ry beds 
themselves, but in tte Sandstones the joints often do show up plainly on 
the surface as a result of weather-ing, because they c.re tile loci of darK: 
iron and manganese staining or because other mineruls, (most commonly 
calcite), have been deposited from solutions passing through them to form 
an indurating cement in and close beside the joint planes. 
The pattern of the joints is similar to thc.t of the faults: over 
most of the area of the mines there are three principal sets of joints, 
striking north-east, east and north to north-north-west respectively, 
i.e. the two former sets intersect at an angle of approximately 50°, 
while the ti1ird (parallel to thG "rift" faults) so;netimes bisects the 
obtuse angle between them. 
A study of aerial photographs shows these joint directions to be 
the most widespread, but there are variations from place to place; one 
set may be less developed, one or more sets, or even the whole system may 
be slewed round, or additional sets may appear locally. The individual 
joints are often very strong and persistent, especially those striking 
north-east which sometimes form a continuation of a fault-line. 
(ii) The Clysmic area. 
This term (derived l'ro1n Clysma, the Roman name for Suez:; was used by 
Hurne (1921) to describe the area between the uplifted ancient granite 
masses of the northern Red Sea Hills on the west and the corresponding 
hills of Sinai to the east. The area includes the Gulf of Suez and the 
coastal strlps principally of younger rocks on either side of it. 
(a) Boundary faults. 
There are strikine faults at the bound.aries of this area, (See Map I), 
with throws of the order of several thousands of metres; the vertical 
displacement of the fault systems as a whole increases to the south-east, 
that is to say towards the Red Sea proper. At the latitude of Om Bogma 
the boundary faults are 80 kilometres apart and the throw of the western 
one is about 2 kilometres, and possibly more. The faults appear to be 
normal as they are nearly vertical or dip towards the dovmthrow side •. 
Ball (1916) described a case at tue western end of the scarp of Gebel el 
Tih, where the beds on the downthrow side of a fault dip strongly towards 
the fault in a manner reminiscent of large-scale land--slipping. I•'aul ts 
at the northern end of the gulf on the western shore were also described 
by Ball (1910) as large land-slips.. 'l'ovv&.rds the south, :,owever, where 
the displacement is greater, the younger beds on the downthrow side of 
the boundary fault-system hre very highly disturbed; there is some atten-
uation of tr1e beds and folding which suggests that there ma.y hcve ·been 
some lateral co~pression during or after the fault movements. 
(b) Structure within the area. 
Within the Clysmic area there is a broad anticlinal structure, with 
the strata in general dipping away i~om the ~ulf of Suez. Owing to irreg-
11l<e~rities in the coast-line the azis }Jasses close to the shores of the gulf 
at Abu Durba, in Sinai, and Gebel Zeit, on the western side near the Red 
i'~·. 
Sea, and at these two places the ancient basement rocks are exposed, ri'here 
is a number of r~<ml ts, more or less p2rall.eJ 'd th the ;n.<ngins of the area, 
and gener~lly downthrown towards the central a~is, which cause repetitions 
of the stratigraphical succession in a series of inclined steps as one 
proceeds towards the margins from the centre of this area. 
~oon and Sadek (1925) in describing the Gebel Khoshera area, some 60 
kilometres south-east of Suez, conclude that the series of parallel faults 
in that region (the eastern foreshore of the gulf) was formed in order from 
east to west. There were two (at least) periods of movements on the most 
westerly fault exposed here with some erosion and the deposition of Upper 
~iocene sediments in the interim. 
Continued or repented movement of the faults in the Clysmic area in 
Tertiary times, and in particular during the :;iocene Period, h<:ts had a 
marked effect on sedimentation. There has been erosion and the building 
of coral reefs on the upthrown ridges, ~bile in the trou~hs great thick-
nesses of sediments have developed, including thousands of metres of evap-
In places anticlines in younger sediwents have been 
shown to be the result of renewed movement on a pre-e~isting fault in the 
underlying beds. These f2.cts make the estima.tion of the total movement on 
these faults difficult or impossible, and the same argument applies to the 
boundary faults, where great banks of gravel (fanglomerate of Quennell) 
have been heaped against the uplifted mass, of the Central Sinai block, from 
whence they were derived. 
Hume (lc:j:Jl) remarked that tn0 roci-:s of this c1rea are "folded and 
faulted to a remarkable extent'', but Busk (1929~ described it as a region 
of normal faulting with subsidiary warping and folding. Busk noted two 
main types of fault, which he names crescentic and hinge faults, the former 
''depending for its form on the fact that t~e upthrust block dips away from 
the fault face. 11 Fis fie;ure (fig. 85) sho'NP such a fault convex on the 
upthrow side, while ;mother figure (fig. 69), "showin,s the rift fc;ults 
of the Gulf of Suez margin'', depicts a number of faults, nearly all cres-
centic, with the uptbrow side to the north-east and convex in plan. 
This configuration suggests that there has been a positive uplift on 
the upthrow side rather than a collapse due to gravity of the rocks on the 
downthrow side, vide Brock (1953) who states: 
., .•... ~ ... 
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"ft_ rc·:mp :f2ult, b;v definition, :!lUft hcve i:i convex curve or~ the upthrow 
block •••••.. and the ~arne must hold in pl~n,....... the converse holds 
for a geuuine norm<:tl fc-cul t." 
Although this dogmatic statement will not be found to apply to all 
cases in practice, the inference FJCJ.~r be dre.vm here, thc1t there lH1s been a 
definite upthruet, possibly by rotation, of wedges of the granitic sub-
stratum givin,<:; rise to appccrent ;wrmal faulting in the o·rerl:iin,::: younger 
sedirnents. 
(iii) lee i,<:)1bouring Rift i''orrnations. 
1;:uennell (1951:; h<"s interpreted the structure of Jordar, in the fol-
lowing 2nan11er: 
,_'inor folds in the Bel(]& Cherts (11ighest marine formcotion, \.LCret-
aceous in age), affecting the older but not the youncer members of the 
series, are the first ~ffects of stress directed W.(.W. - E.S.~. Later 
the st:i·ess direction cnanged to j-1_,/.- :::i.r.:.(or· i•;.J .>:·:.- 0.3.'~. and failure 
by shear too~ place along planes of weaKness precietermined in ~re-Cambrian 
times, with sinsitral oblique slip on the major Rift Valley faults. At 
a later stage complementary shears developed as S. - ~. thrust-faults, 
while l:.\·,:. - S.L:;. norrncl faults nnd grc.bens developEd as te11 sion fractures. 
::tuennell suggests thct the Are.bii:l, Sinai a.nd l'alestir;e -olock moved to 
the east ln late Tertiary times, then Arabia swung to the north with an anti-
clockwise rotation; the Gulf of Suez and Red Sea being formed by tension 
and the nead Sea by compression with horizontal snearing. l ccm.ml e: t ing 
evidence strongly support~ the theory of Continental Drift which requires 
a tearing asunder of the continents in t,_is region. The coast lines of the 
Red Sea and Gulf of Aden are as suggestive in tnis connection as are those 
of the South Atlantic, the narrowinc of the Straits of Bab el ~:andeb being 
acco~nted for by the extrusion of Tertiary volcanic rocks and some sediments 
oi· Jurassic and lE:ter age. There seems to be a good case for the sinistral 
rotation of Arabia; it is difficult to account for the ~ide and deep 
trou.ghs of the Red Sea EJ.nd Gulf of Ader1 b~.- co:::l)ressiow:<.l 1{if't formatLon. 
But on the other hand it is equally difficult to explain their upthrust 
margins purely by tension. 
African lhft ;:JysteJ'l nas f: ,iftecl southwarc.s .in ancient times in relation 
L I 
to the western side; ti:i.·:en ··!Vi th '~uenrell 's evi·~_ence coEcerning the .Arabian 
block there seems to be a case for tension at some stage in the formation 
of these abnormally wide rifts. It may be significant that only positive 
gravity anomalies have been reported in the region of southern Egypt and 
the Red Sea (Gutenberg & Richter). 
·"'·::.· 
(4) IGNEOUS ACTIVITY. 
(i) Sills in the Upper Sandstone. 
The biggest intrusions in the area of the mines are the sills of 
olivine dolerite capping Gebel Farsh el Azraq (Blue Carpet Mountain) to 
the east of Om Bogma. 'I\vo of these "eills 11 , in fact :nore ne<1rly laccol-
iths, have been partly preserved here on a sunken fault block, but the 
former limits of only the lower one can now be traced. At the lower 
horizon there are two parts of whcd Jflay have been a continuouf' intrusive 
mass but which is now divided by two deep ravines, the whole measuring 
about one and a half kilometres from north to sout~, about five kilom-
etres fro;n east to west and about 80 ;.netres in thickness. At its 
northern boundary the lower "sill" terminates abruptl~1 - at a sma.ll :f'aul t 
in the country rock, the fault-plane forming (more or less0 the northern 
lateral limit of the intrusion. Part of the roof of the sill is preserved, 
giving no doubt of the original limit of the dolerite. To the south the 
dolerite thins to 30 or 40 metres beneath the northern remnants of the 
second intrusion, which is about 50 metres higher in the sedimentary suc-
cession. Near the eastern end of this belt of "overlap" there is a. 
peculiar conical hill of sandstone (local name - Deleidim) whose apex is 
composed of dolerite and h::1.s the appearance of a.n "outlier" of the higher 
sill. At the base of this hill on its northern side erosion has cut down 
to the lower sill. I regard this hill as the site of a feeder to the 
sills, the peculiar conical shape being due to the resistance to erosion 
of recrystallized sandstone surroundin~ a magm2 pipe or neck. !:<.;lsewhere 
the sandstone surrounding the dolPrite, including that above it, has been 
partially re-crystallized for a thickness of a met1·e or more. Loc&ll;y 
there is also marked staininJ o~ this sandstone by iron and man~anese 
o-x:ides. 
Concordant intrusions at about the same str~tigraphical horizon are 
preserved on the tops of hills and faulted outliers to the south-west of 
Om Bogma between W~di Abu Natash and Wadi Shellal and close to the largest 
oi· the Rift faults along Wadi Dudra, extending to the south as fer as 
Wadi Sidri, about 20 kilometres distant from Om Bogma, and they also occur 
to the east for a similar distance. To the north, where the full success-
ion of the Upper Sandstone remains over a wide area, only a relatively thin 
( i i :1 Discordant Jn trus ions. 
'I'hese tnke the forl!l of d;~r;(es o:f doleri tic roc::C, one of ,,,vhich, ~G!OWYl 
at the IT'ine::: af· the Ur.1 llOf::!!li' or F:ccTTE':P 1!y\-:e~ strikes nec;rJ.y due north-e2st 
and outcrops. u l:;:os t con tinuow' l;y for !c1ore thc'.n :::·5 kilometres with 2 fe.irl~,r 
constant width of "i metreE'. This strike is paralLel to one set of prom-
inent structure-lines. This dyke is ne2rly vertical 2nd cuts through a 
number of faults without l~teral displacement, showing th~t it post-riates 
the major faultine of the region. Locally there has been vertical displace-
rnent, rc;rely more th?..n 5 metref', between the sediments on either side of 
the dyke, but the tnrow is not always in the same direction. The position 
of this dyke is of sorne i:nporta.nce to the rnain sub.ject under discussion es 
it bisects the ore-field along its lone axis. 
Another d3'ke, exactly similar to the above, but str·iKing roughly 
e2st and vvest, outcrops. to the north-east of Ge.uel Um Rinna on the pro--
~ected line of the Om Bogrna Dyke. It appears to join up with a much wider 
,:yke (up to 50 l!tetres in 'Nidth) 1vhieh }':iall d.escribed as e"XterJling to the 
north-west up into the Cretaceous rocks of Gebel ~l Tih, where'' ..••• it 
has altered the limestone into a bl~ck crystalline form which strongly 
re SBiflble S the basalt itself in n.ppea.rance •" l·o Fng,2;esti on is me.de as to 
the nature of this dark colouration, but it is not an unique occurrence -
si:dl<u· blac·( stains e.ssociated with another dy;ze farther· east c;long the 
crest of r;} Tih sho··..v Ul-J very ~Jlc.inly on aerial 1-Jhotograplts. A study of 
these pllOtographs shovvs the presence of a number o!· dykes in the wide sandy 
area to the north and east of Gebel 1Jm ninn2., strik:inc; either l!.G.- S. 1fl., 
1'. - S. or 1'1.\'!.- :::>.B., sowe h<wing a slightly zig-zag outcrop. 
(iii) Other Igneous Activity. 
Sills of dolerite occur in the Cretaceous rocks in the scarp of Bl 
Tib and in rocks up to ,.~iocene age in the down-fe.ul ted area bordering the 
Gulf of Suez. At the mouth of Wadi Teyiba, a few kilometres north of 
Abou Zenima, there is a band of dolerite in rocks of ~iocene Rge which 
according to Ball "h'1.s the ap~Jeara.nce of an interbed(:ed luvct" :' but he did 
not use this as evidence for dating the igneous activity as a whole. In 
t~is case the dolerite is underlain by a bed of purple shale, whose colour 
appears to be due to heavy staining by iron, and possibly also by manganese 
oxides. A number of dykes have also been reported in the younger sedim-
ents nearer to the Gulf, where they sometimes appear to be associated with 
the introduction of hydrocarbons into the exposed parts of the rocks, 
(Hume, Madgwick, ~oon & Sadek). 
(iv) ~utual Relations of the Igneous Rocks. 
Ball concluded from his field observations and macroscopic examin-
ation (but not petrographic or chemical analyses, which had not been made 
when his work on this area was published) that all the dolerite and basalt 
intrusions in the sediments of this region are of the same age and were 
derived from one magma. Some of the intrusions are found in Miocene 
rocks and some have been involved in the faulting which Ball has dated as 
late i1Iiocene, so he assumed that the tectonic and igneous phenomena are 
connected, the magma finding an outlet by means of some of the first 
formed fractures. 
Dr.J.W.Evans, in a private communication to the Sinai ~ining Company 
listed the following sequence: 
(1) intrusion of sills of dolerite in the Upper Sandstone, 
(2) formation of normal faults striking ~.r.w. - S.S.E., 
(3) intrusion of the basic dykes. 
He noted that the sills on Gebel Farsh el Azraq were similar to some of 
the dykes in the basement rocks, with which they might be genetically con-
nected, but he had "seen no dykes of sirnilcr composition in the sediments." 
The Om Bogma Dyke does not closely resemble the rock of the Farsh el 
Azraq sills in appearance in the field as it is much more easily weathered 
and decomposed than the latter; even in underground exposures at a depth 
of 50 metres below the outcrop it is difiicult to find a reasonably fresh 
specimen of the dyke-rock while at the surface the dolerite is completely 
altered to a soft greenish-yellow friable rock. The dolerite of the sills 
on the other hand is being broken up and eroded by mechanical means rather 
than chemical weathering. This striking difference may be partly due to 
the fact that the Om Bogma Dyke is ~n important aquifer (two wells sunk 
into it, Bir Rais and Bir Nasib, give a perennial supply); the salts 
5o. 
dissolved in the percol~ting water perhaps assisting in the early stages 
of the decomposition of the rock. 
In thin section the rocks are of a similar nature with the exception 
that in the sills fresh olivine is present, but in the dyke olivine can 
be identified by crystal outline only. 
The Om Bogma Dyke cuts cleanly through ne~rly all the faults which 
cross it, and thus post-dates them, but in the case of the sills only a 
few of the smaller faults definitely ante-date the intrusion. There is 
no physical connection between the Farsh el Azraq sills and any of the 
dykes so their mutual genetic and age relations must remain in some doubt, 
but it seems almost certain that their origins are closely bound up with 
the tectonic disturbances which have affected this part of the globe in 
Tertiary times, particularly in the Miocene Period. 
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(.5) FACIES VARIATION Hi 'ri-fE LIMESTONE SERIES. 
'fhe ore deposits are entirely confined to the Carboniferous Lime-
stone Series and the top of the underlying Lower Sandstone, so the lith-
ology of these formations will be considered in more detail. 'fhere is 
a considerable variation in both the thickness of the Limestone Series 
and its lithology from place to plece, and there is a definite relation-
ship between the facies and the chArhcter of the ore deposits. In this 
chapter the various rock types will be described, their distribution in 
relation to the development of the Series as a whole and to the configur-
ation of the "Sandstone Pavement" (i.e. the to~., of the Lower Sandstone) 
will be discussed and finally an attem9t will be made to reconstruct the 
conditions which prevailed during and immediately after sedimentation. 
The alteration of the rocks associated with the deposition of the 
oxides of iron and manganese will be dealt with in a later chapter. 
(i) Rock-types. 
The types of country-rock exposed in the outcrops and encountered 
in the underground mining operations vary from almost pure dolomite through 
sandy or muddy dolomitic limestone, clays and shales to siltstone and 
coarse sandstone. 
(a) Dolomite. 
In weathered outcrops the dolomite appears typically as a massive 
light brown or grey rock. It is very hard and resistant to weathering 
and forms vertical cliff faces, sometimAs overhanging softer underlying 
rocks. As a result of this resistance to erosion of the dolomite the 
Carboniferous Limestone Series is frenuently found capping flat-topped 
hills, or "mesas", and forming ple:.teau surfaces. 
In fresh exposures on the surface the dolomite is seen to be white or 
yellow in colour, composed of a mess of individual crystals adhering 
strongly together so that the roc:Z: gives a. characteristic "ring" under 
the hammer and breaks through the crystals rather than between them,.but 
at the same time there are intergranular pore-spE.ces, more particularly 
in the coarser-grained varieties. 
The dolomite frequently contains fossil remains of a 1nore or less 
fragmentary nature; locally these mdke up the bulK of the rock. Corals, 
brachiopods, crinoids and bryozoa are most co~nonly found. 'rhe palaeon-
tology of the Series has been described by Ball and has been quoted in 
Chapter 21 it need not be further discussed here, but it is significant 
to note that most, if not all, of the dolomite wa.s originally a biogenetic 
limestone. 
In underground workin~s below the oxidised zone of weathering, 
which in the dolomite penetrates to a depth of about twenty metres, this 
rock is generally grey. When it is powdered and heated the colour 
changes to a pale red or pink, which suggests that the colour of the 
original rock is due to the presence of carbonaceous matter. The change 
from grey to pale yellow at the limit of surface oxidation is a gradual 
one; the alteration extends farthest along joints and fracture cracks and 
penetrates only gradually to the centre of unbroken blocks of dolomite. 
In thin section the rock is seen to be ;:·1ade up of an interlocked 
mass of hypautomorphic carbonate crystals, generally of uniform size in 
any one specimen. There is, however, a considerable variation in grain 
size in this dolomite from place to ~)lace, up to a maximum of about l m•n. 
The refractive index of the ordinary ray, nO, of the carbonate grains is 
in the range 1.6~9 to 1.685, the grains often having narrow outer zones 
of slightly different refringence from that of the GOres. These measure-
ments indicate a small ferrodolomite or mangan-ferrodolomite content in the 
dolomite, up to 5% on the data of Smythe & Dunham, 1947. Chemical anal-
yses of unaltered (unoxidised) rocks show up to 0.3% .JnO and 0.37~ equiv-
alent Fe.6 (other than pyrite, which makes up about 5% of th~ rock), but 
part of this may occur in detrital minerals which are often present in 
small amounts. The yellow varieties of dolomite contain a small amount 
o~ interstitial limonitic clay, and are usually finer grained than the 
white dolomite. 
(b) Impure dolomitic "limestones". 
The rock described as limestone at the Om Bogma mines is disting-
uished from the dolomite by its softer and more friable nature and by the 
fact that it is generally well bedded, often with thin interbanded sandy 
shale. In outcro)s the colour varies from ~ale cream to bright yellow. 
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This rock contains more or less quartz silt or sand and clay, 
its hardness varying roughly with the ratio of carbonate to interstitial 
matter. The carbonate of the softer varieties can be separated by washing 
and is seen to be composed of single automorphic rhombs and little aggreg-
ates of intergrown crystals. The refringence of the carbonate rhombs 
shows them to be of a similar composition to those of the hard dolomites, 
but calcite is present in some rock-specimens either in xenomorphic grains 
or in the clay fraction. Quartz and other detrital minerals are present, 
both within and between the carbonate rhombs, as rounded and angular grains, 
most commonly of silt grade. The clay is predominately illite showing an 
admixture of iron oxide in D.'l'.A. The yellow colouring matter is almost 
certainly limonite, and it is f~irly evenly distributed among material of 
all size fractions, even _permeating Rome of the ceirbonate rhombs and rend-
ering them semi-opaque. In at least one locality the rock has an oolitic 
texture and is strongly limonitic, but this is an exceptional case. 
In exposures below the zone of surface oxidation the colour of the 
"lirnestone 11 is gre;r to block, E,r:d i:;, shown by a com!Justion test to be 
principally due to the presence of carbonaceous matter. In thin sections 
this is seen in discontinuous belts and streaks p2rallel to the bedding, 
and also along grain boundaries and as inclusior1s in the carbonate rhombs. 
There are also numerous opaque specks dissemin~ted within ~nd between the 
cryste.le; these can be recoEnised in polished section as pyrite. Chern-
ic;:,l analysis inc'icates. -lJetweerJ four and five per cent of llyrite in this 
type of rock. 
When SO,:Je fragi!lents of the roc:': were shaken for six rrOUI'S in slic;htly 
ammoniated ta~ water the solution after settling gave positive reactions 
to pot~ssium ferroc~Rnide 2nd bariu1n chloride, indicating slight oxidation 
of pyrite to ferric and sulphate ions. Rlank tests on tap water gave no 
immediate reactions, and only weakly positive ones on standing for several 
minutes. 'rhe oxidetion of" the cr.rborwceous Tn:''tter- w:.'s ::·lmost completed 
0 
in the clay frc;.ction ir. t1cvo 'Neeks at F1bout 35 C. by the :~r<".dmd r~dd:i.tion 
of 100 volume hydrogen peroxide. Presumabl~ in natural conditions of 
oxidation by· percola tint_; rnetl~orj.c w<-, te:r·s the iron is re-r.>recipi tated os 
11 lir~onite" while the sulphc.te r<<dical is cF;rried away in solution; an.<rlys.es 
of local well water s~ow that while aissolved iron is virtually absent the 
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concentration of sulphates in solution is of the order o~ 500 to 1,000 
parts per million. 
When the dark impure dolor•;i tes have been expo2ed in underground 
workings for several wee~s long silky i'ibres of epsornite (wg~0~.7H0 0) ~.. L.. 
develop in ~:n·oru2ion, eventually forming a crust up to 5 ems. thiek. 
These rocks are not generally well exposed in the outcrops as they 
are .. 1ost eat:.ily eroded and tend to be bidder, und.er scree or other detritus 
from the harder beds. Close to the surface they 8re in the oxidised 
state e.nd appear mottled in c. variety of colours including reds, yellows 
and pale greens, or bleached almost white. Surface oxidation, however, 
does not normc-.lly penetrate more than a few metres into this type of rocks. 
The unoxid.ised clays and shales are invariably black, and are usually 
soft and soapy to the touch. Bedding is usually not well developed. 
These argillaceous rocks are typically much disturbed, with numerous curved 
and slickensided partings; they re<ccdily 1Jree.k up into ht111ps from about 10 
to 20 ems. across. :::>rnall-scale i'olds and "rucks" can o.lso be seen. 
'rhese features 2re regarded as being due to adjustment during consolid-
ation under load, probably accentuated by shocks during later earth move-
mente. 
The clay in these rocks is essentially a mixture of illite and 
kaolin. "':;ore or less quartz silt is present in ar:.gular grains. }Tic a 
is often present, locally in abundance, both dark and white mica being 
found. 
Besides carbon and small quantities of fine-grained pyrite the clays 
and shales cont2.in trac8s of cop}Jer, often sufficient to give an emerald 
green colouration to a carbide flame. This is confirmed by the growth 
of efflorescent fibres of chalcanthite (CuS0~.5H0 0) on underground 
·~ (._ 
exposures here and there. 
(d) Siltstone. 
The siltstone is hard and comp~ct, becoming al~ost splintery when 
dry, and generally shows well-~eveloped bedding. It does not form 
prominent scarps in the outcrops, uowever, as the processes of weathering 
(essentially the removal of carbon and alteration of pyrite) render it 
somewhat friable and rather ruore easily eroded than much of the overlying 
Upper Sandstone. In the oxidised zone it appears, like the clays, bleached 
or mottled in a variet;y of colours. Again surface oxidation does not 
usually extend very far below the outcrops. 
In underground exposures the siltstone varies fror.n almost pure white 
to dark grey or black, according to the amount of carbonaceous matter 
present. Generally this black material and pyrite can be seen in the hand 
specimen as ramifying and discontinuous streaks and strings along the 
bedding. Occasionally larger pieces of pyrite are found, up to a centi-
metre or more across. In polished section minute pyrite crystals can be 
seen disseminated throughout the rock in sizes down to the limit of visib-
ility. Loc~lly small aggregates of these grains suggest by their form 
replacement of fossil fragments. 
The rock is predominately made up of quartz silt in &ngular grains, 
with larger quartz grains where the rock grades into a fine sandstone. 
The matrix contains either illite or kaolin, or both of these. Locally 
mica is present in considerable proportions, but its occurrence is not 
typical. 
The clay fraction of a micaceous specimen of siltstone gave a D.T.A. 
curve simil;:,.r in some respects to those of a SI1ecimen of bituminous coal. 
0 The resulting furnace brick after heating to 1050 C. was pale red in 
colour. The carbonaceous matter and iron sulphide of another portion of 
this clay were oxidised by the gradual addition of 100 volume h;ydrogen 
0 peroxide at about 35 C. for a period of four weeks. At the end of this 
time the clay, which had originally appeared dark grey, was a very pale 
yellowish grey, and it became bright orange on heating to 1050° C. 
(e) Sandstone. 
The rock type described under the previous heading is sometimes 
coarse enough to be classed as fine-grained sandstone, especially higher in 
the Series, where it closely resembles and merges into the Upper Sandstone, 
but there is a distinct type of coarse sandstone which is similar to the 
Lower Sandstone. This is composed of well rounded grains of quartz in the 
0.2 - 2.0 mm. size range, with smaller angular grains down to 0.05 wn. 
Patches of clay minerals mixed with silt occur between the quartz grains, 
more or less impregnated with red iron oxides. 
In underground exposures the condition of this rock is exactly the : 
same as in the natural outcrops: no carbonaceous matter or sulphides have 
been found in it. 
The following are objective descriptions of representative unminer-
alised specimens of the various rock-types found in the Carboniferous 
Limestone Series at Om Eogma: 
Dolomite. 
Sp. 11o. OB/9. 
Collected from: 
Grey crystalline dolomite. 
~ain South, Lease 9, at north side of collar 
of 2E., 2m. above the Sandstone Pavement. 
(c. 100m. below surface .. 
A dark grey mass of interlocking carbonate crystals, some of which 
appear to be fragmentary fossils, forming the bulk of the lower part of 
the Limestone Series. In this area the dolomite is somewh~t lenticular, 
and is associated with shales, which are more or less calcareous and / or 
arenaceous. 
Under the microscope the rock consists of an interlocked mass of 
hypautomorphic cc:trbonate crystals, even grained, Civeraging 0.15 mm. or a 
little more, with many crystals reaching 0.~ or 0.25 mm. There are also 
sor:1e l&rger }ll•,tes which represent dolomitised crinoid ossiclee, showing 
tracee of trabecular tissue. Much of the carbonate has nO 1.685, indic-
ating a ferrodolomite or manganferrodolomite -content of up to 5~ in the 
dolomite. 
powder. 
Clear, but n~rrow outer zones can be seen on fragments in 
Some detrital quartz, in sharpl:r :-,ngular gT<'tins up to 0.1 ::1m. 
across, is scattered through the rock. No c~lcite or other carbonate has 
been found. There is 2 slight tendency towards spherulitic arrengemPnt 
in the dolomite. 
The dark colour is due to opaque material along crystal boundaries 
and in cleavages. Gpaque material (but possibly not the seme) also 
occurs as tiny disseminated granules within the carbonate. 
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Limestone. 
Sp. }1o. 013/19. 
Collected from: 
Yellow sandy li~estone. 
east side of Drive 17 cutting, Lease 170, 
4.5 rn. outbye from the portal, 2 m. 2bove 
the Sandstone Pavement. 
The specimen was collected from a series of bedded limestones hnd 
sandy shales with bands of intermediate composition, one of which is 
represented by this specimen. 'rhe li1nc::stone bands are from 5 to 15 ems. 
thick, the shale bands are thinner, the whole being pale yellow in colour. 
The shales o.re soft and crumbly, with a high proportion of sand grains. 
The formation makes up the middle part of the Limestone Series, the 
whole Series being of the order of 15 m. thick at this place. The bedded 
rocks are resting on 2 massive pink crystalline dolomite, the junction 
being a sharp transgressive solution boundary, with a ? em. thickness of 
red sandy shale material separating the two formations. The beds have 
been slightly tilted, but very little broken, by the effects of the solution. 
The limestones are overlain conformably by a dolomite similar to 
that below them. 
In thin section the specimen is seen to be a sandy bedded partially 
dolomitized limestone. Quartz is scattered through the rock in angular 
grains, mainly of silt grade. Cloudy xenomorphic carbonate, at least 
in part calcite, is the most abundant constituent of the rock, but rims 
and areas of clear hypautomorphic dolomite with nO near 1.681 are also 
present. The calcite contains yellow pigment (possibly limonite), but 
it shows no fossil remains. 
Shale. 
S ,,. c1· 1 ~ p e 1\J Q • I_-)/ l.f- • Contorted black shale. 
Collected from: Drive 31- ll S.E., Lea~e 179, eouth-east 
of the 5 m. fault. (c. 40 m. below surface). 
This specimen was taken from the midQle part of the Limestone Series 
in an area where the calcareous beds are poorly represented, the full. 
thickness of the Series here being about 8 ~. The rock shows no recog-
nisable bedding-planes, but is divided up by numerous irregular slip-
surfaces with well-marked slickensiding. In fresh specimens it is soft 
and soapy to the touch. The colour is black. 
In thin section angular quartz grains can be seen dispersed in a 
matrix containing: 
( i) cryptophyllite birefringent clay, probably illite; 
( i i) abundant opaque material. 
The appearance in section suggests that some of the latter is original 
carbonaceous matter, but as the black colour is not dispelled by heating 
to redness it cannot be wholly due to this cause. Probably some fine 
grained pyrite is present; 
(iii) tiny mica flakes, visible at high power; 
little angular pockets of fibrous and vermicular kaolinite, seldom 
over 0.1 mm. long. 
Siltstone. 
Sp. I~o. OB/2. 
Collected from: 
Hard black pyritous siltstone. 
east side of Drive C South at 20 m. north 
from 11 S.E., Lease 170, 1.5 m. above the 
Sandstone Pavement. (c. 150m. below surface). 
The specimen was collected from an area where the Limestone Series 
is very poorly represented, and entirely non-calcareous; c. locality 
corresponding with a "high" area with respect to Sandstone Pavement con-
tours. The siltstone passes upwards imperceptibly into the Upper Sand-
::i9. 
stone, so that the true thickness of the Limestone Series is uncertain here. 
Bedding is visible, emphasised by thin streaks of pyrite. 'fhis 
0 
specimen shows two parallel joint plenes, at about 45 to the bedding. 
Tiny quartz-grains are visible on a bedding surface. The rock is hard, 
breaking to a sharp edge, and is not affected by exposure to the air. 
The colour is dark_grey. 
" In thin section the rock is seen to be composed predomina,.tpl;y of 
quartz varying U:t.> to 0.1 mm. grain sise 7 but inostly of silt grade, in 
sharply ~ngular grains. The only other non-opaque mineral is fibrous 
or vermicular kaolin having nZ 1.568, elongation positive. The kaolin 
also occurs as finely divided material between the quartz grains. The 
matrix is black or dull brown material which fails to take any polish in 
polished section, and which is thus probabl;y carbonaceous in nature; 
with abundant pyrite in ramifying streaks, having groups of little crystals 
with them. 
As seen in polished section, minute pyrite crystals are dissemin-
ated throuehout the specimen with sizes down to the limit of visibility at 
high power (x 400). Locally small aggregates of these grains are seen, 
the for::1 of the aggregatec:. suggesting replacement of small fossils. 
Larger shell fragments have been replaced by pyrite crystals of about 0.5 
mm. size and annular areas of pyrite indicate replacement of crinoid 
ossicles. A few equant grains of pyrite up to 0.5 mm. are seen. 
(ii) Relation of facies to the Sandstone Pavement. 
(a) Facies and thickness of the Limestone Series. 
In its thickest and most complete developments the Limestone. Series 
can be divided into four lithological units: (i) the Basal Dolomite; 
(ii) shaley bedded "limestone"; (iii) the Upper Dolomite; (iv) bedded 
"limestone 11 ; 'rhere is often a layer of sandy shale or clay (the "Pavement'' 
Shale") between the Sandstone P;.:vement proper and the Basa.l Dolomite; it 
rarely exceeds a metre in thickness and is usually much less than this. 
The Basal Dolomite is made up entirely of massive crystalline dol-
omite, reaching 2 maximum thickness of 15 metres in Ge-11el liukhul, where 
the entire Limestone Series exceeds 40 metres. Where the Seri0s as a 
wr1ole is less than 15 metres thick, as in some parts of tb.e Om Bogrnc 
mines, the Basal Dolomite is ~bsent altogether or present only as isolated 
lenses of small extent, sometimes only two or three metres across and a 
metre thick, in a matrix of clay or shale. 
The bedded limestone is composed of layers of impure earthy dolom-
itic limestone, souetimes vvith thin bands of crystalline doloJ,ite, separ-
ated by shales or sandy layers. The mMximum thickness (Gebel Nukhul·l is 
17 metres for the mid1le part of the Series and 4 metres for the uppermost 
C,o, 
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par·t. Beyond the limits or· the Basc•l Dolomite the bedded limestone 
0ersists with reduced thickness until, ~ith the continued thinning of the 
Limestone Series as a whole, it ;::;rade~ tl1rough ca.lcareoue. shale to clay 
or siltstone or until the in~ividual beds ninch out (see ·~p III and Sect-
. \ 
lOrlS .• Typically these beds o¥ limestone or dolomite do not thin ~ra~ually 
but terminate rAther abruntly within a metre or two, the beds disappearing 
in turn from the lowest upwards. 
The Upper Dolomite is the most widespread of the calc~reous form-
atione. It is more uniform in thickness than the other divisions of the 
Series, heine eenerally of the order of 5 metres thick and rather less 
where the non-c~lcareous ~acies 2ssumes importance. 
Siltstone is ch~racteristic nf the ooorest ~evelopments of the Lime-
stone Series, which may consist entirely oi 2 few metres of this rock. As 
the siltstone often closely resembles the lowest part of the Upper S6ndstone, 
or merges in,perceptibly into it, it is sometime'=' difficult to cleterrnine 
the exact thickness of the Limestone Series. 
Coarse sandstone is only found within the SerieP where the c~lcareous 
rocks are virtu2lly absent, or at most very restricted. It takes the form 
of irregular lenses sep~rated from the Pavement an0 surroun~ed by shale or 
siltstone. In extre!..ne cases a lens of this "D'lootin§': Se:cndf:tone", a.s it is 
called at the mines, may extend for ~ hundred metres or more, but generally 
these lenses are only a few metres in eytent. In areas where the Wloating 
Sandstone occurs the Sandstone Pavement is itsclf often very irregular, 
with steep ridges and. hurnmocks projec~ting 2 metres or i110re up into the 
shales <C.nd siltstone of the Limestone Series .• 
(b) JJistribution; the facies map. 
In adr~i tion to the thinning oi' the Limestone Series f'ror~ north-west 
towards the south-e&st, and its comT.Jlete disapne<:uance sowe 6 kms. beyond 
Om J3ogma, there are numerous varia.tions in tnickne ss, with rel "'ted changes 
in f~cies, from place to place in the mining areas. The broad differences 
in thickness and facies are known from the outc~ops round the edges of the 
hills, while the lithological character of the b~se of the Series has been 
plotted in detail by careful profile-drawing of most of the mine develop-
·~ent hea~ings, which follow the Sandstone Pavement as closely as is prac-
ticable. It has thus been possible to construct a map of the mining 
areas s~owing the distribution of facies in the Limestone Series (Map III). 
Irregular areas devoid of calcareous roc~s and v~rying in extent 
from about a hundred souare metres to sornething approc.ching a S(]uare 
kilometre occur in all parts of the region mapued. No significant trends 
can be seen either in the shape, orientation or distribution of these areas. 
There is, however? an increasr:' in their size and numbers towards the s.outh-
east as would be expected from the general thinning of the series in this 
direction. 
(c) Confi~uration of the Sandstone Pavement. 
The practice of taking the Sandstone Pavement as the floor of the 
mine workings has revealed thRt this horizon is not an evenly dipping 
surface but locally steepene, flattens or dips in an unexpected direction, 
even where there is no reco~nisable warpinz or folding of the beds above 
or beneath it. The "rollinr;" of the Pavement has caused some inconven-
ience to the engineers, particularly in driving primary development headings 
that later have to be used as main tramming roaas. Close su:lervision has 
been necessary thrnu~ho~t such work to ensure that the Pave~e~t is not lo~t 
() 
beneath the sole of the level durin~ the advance. 
The measure;nent an.d recording of accurate reducec' levele on the Sand-
stone Pave~ent hae been a part of the routine survey operations fro~ the 
earliest stages of developmPnt in the mines, Hnd latterly this formed 
part of the geologists' work. Prom these records it h~s been possible to 
compile a o::tratum contour map for the Sandstone Pave,nent c:overing mns.t of 
the principEJ.l mining ereas ('lap Til). 
~rom this map it can be seen th~t there is a regional dip to the 
north-east with local modifications close to faults, and that the minor 
irregu1irities of the Pave~ent are superimposed upon this gently dipping 
plane. An attempt has been made to apply a correction for this dip in 
the lower and western 8reas of the northern hill or "Lease 8 r.roup", a. 
relatively unfaul tr::d uart of the rnines, ir, order t.o bring these irregul-
arities into perspective (Maps V & VI. I. The result sho~s a number of 
low elevations and s~allow 0e!•ressions with a dir+·erence in levels of the 
order of 10 - 12 metres. 
(d) Relation of facies to the corrected Pavement contours. 
A comparison of the facies distribution with these corrected Pave-
ment contours shows a very close agreement between the patterns and can 
leave no doubt of a direct connection between the thickness of the Lime-
stone Series and the rise and fall of the Pavement. The deepest parts 
of the hollows coincide with the thickest and most complete developments 
of the series, while on the rising slopes the basal dolomite disappears 
and the highest elevations are characterised by sandy and shaley facies. 
An examination of the Pavement contour and facies maps for the 
central, or Lease 9, hill leads to the same conclusio1J, and although 
information for the east, or Lease 10, hill is less detailed and probably 
less accurate the rule can be seen to apply there also. Bven in the out-
crops in the steep sides of some of the wadis it is possible to see the 
rise and fall of the Sandstone Pavement and the accompanying variations 
in thickness and facies. 
(iii) Conditions of Sedimentation. 
(a) Variations in thickness. 
It is apparent both from the foregoing observations and from the 
appearance of the formation in the field that the variations in thickness 
of the Limestone Series are the direct result of differences in deposition 
from place to place rather than of subsequent erosion. Ball (1916) and 
others hELve :::uggested that differences in thickness c;nd F1ore particularly 
the local absence of the lower ~art of the series are primarily due to 
later solution by hydrothermal activity fran below. While there can be no 
doubt that such solution has taken place it is cle~r frorn field investig-
ations that it has not been sufficient for this purJlose, no:r cn'e its visible 
effects as marted where the Limestone is now seen to be thinnest as they 
are in some of the thicker parts of t~e formation. These effects will be 
more fully described and discussed in a later chapter. 
(b) Formation of the Pavement. 
There are virtually no flexures in the planed surface of the basement 
rocks, or in the overlying Lower Sandstone. There is there~ore no reason 
to supjJOse th<:,t the "rolling" in the Sandstone Pavement is the result of 
folding, upward doming or subsidence of strata. The coarse and false-
bedded nature of much of the Lower Sandstone indicate rapid, b1tt not n~c­
ess~·ril3' continuow:, deposition in a. littoral, deltaic or terrestrial 
environment. The material of the lower part certainly, and probably the 
whole, of this formation was derived from the b~sement rocks during the 
process of planation. 
With the beginning of the deposition of the Limestone Series there 
was a definite change, both in the materi~l depo~ited and in the conditionF 
of sedimentation. Apart from the Flo.' ting ::lands tone, which is small in 
amount and never far removed from the Lower Sandstone, the rocks above 
the Pavement are all finer grained than those immediately below it. In 
the Upper Sandstone, wbere current bedding is common and some thin bands 
of coarse sandstone occur, no detrital grains exceeding one or at the 
most two millimetres in diameter hbve been seen, while the bulk of the 
particles are much finer than this, contrasting with the ~uartz ~ebbles 
larger than a centimetre which are frequently found below the Pavement. 
This in itself suggests that the higher sediments may h~ve been derived 
from a pre-existirg sedimentary rock, rather than directly from the cryst-
alline basement, in any case there would appear to have been a change of 
conditions in the provenance of the detritus at the Pavement horizon 
suggestive of a time interval. 
The local irregularities in the Pavement, in the form of sharp ridgea 
and hummocks, indicate erosion of a previouf::l;y consolidated rock. There 
is thus a strong probability of a hiatus in the succession at this horizon: 
as there is no direct fossil evidence of the ~ee of the Lower Sandstone it 
is possible that this formation is much older than has been supposed, and 
it may have been much thicker before being peneplaned to fDrm 2 platform 
for the later deposition of the fossiliferous strata of known Carboniferous 
age. 
(c) Lower Carboniferous palaeogeography and sedimentation. 
Marine deposits of Carboniferous, or of any other Palaeozoic age, 
are unknown to the south of centre,l ::iinai; the area represents the ultimate 
limit (excluding the possibility of other marine sediments having been 
removed by erosion) of the encroachment of the Palaeozoic sea 6n to the 
northern edge of this part of Gondwanaland. The change of facies with 
the varying level of the floor of deposition, as represented in the 
b.~. 
earliest stages by the Sandstone Pavement, can be used in conjunction with 
the characteristics of the rocks themselves in deducing the conditions of 
seoimentation. 
There are no physical barriers between the areas of calcareous &nd 
no~-calcareous facies; hence in a normal m8rine environment there would 
be o~;en cireulation with uniforrn ph:1::-.ico-chemice.l conditions. The change 
in facies cannot be directly related only to the proxi~ity of a sourae of 
detrital material, P-s some o+' the siltstone area.s apoeer a::- "if'lands" 
\ 
entirely surrounded by limestone deposits. The variations within these 
non-calcareous areas, i.e. the increase in the )Jroportion of the coarser 
component with a rise in the floor of deposition, indicate that sorting 
of an evenly distributed sediment rather than a locally concentrated supply 
was the primary factor in facies control, with finer material being washed 
out from the elevations to be deposited in the deeper water. •J'he tops of 
the higher elevations were therefore subjected to an agency which had no 
significant effect in the deeper parts of the sea: wave action is implied 
here. 
With the exception of fringing reefs, which are not found in the 
Carboniferous rocks of Sinni, organic limestones generally increase in 
iinportance in deeper water away from a 1 i ttoral enviror:rnen t. The distrib-
ution of limestone can thus be rtirectly related to the variations in the 
depth of water if the sea as e whole is asFUJ.ned to have been fairly shallow; 
that is to say the difference in depth of the order of ten metres (indicated 
by the corrected Pavement contours) must have been a sufficient proportion 
of the total depth to change the environment. 
This line of reasoning leads to the conclusion that the depth of the 
sea did not exceed 20 metres anywhere in the Om :Bogrna hills or the Nahman 
Areas. The hypothesis is supjorted by the presence of a fauna character-
is tic of shallow and ma:rginal E'ee.s, principally co !lposed of brachiopods, 
crinoids and corals. 
From the remarkably complete planation of the crystalline basement 
rocks coupled with the great stability of the whole area throughout 
Palaeozoic times, and probably for a greater period, we must deduce that 
the neighbouring land was low lying and as a consequence erosion and trans-
port was slight. This is confirmed by the paucity of coarse detrital 
material in the marine sediments, and the regularity of the lower beds of 
the Upper Sandstone when traced be~'ond these marine deposits to the south-
east. 
During the earlier part of this marine phase the deeper water was 
evidently quite clear, with an abundant fauna whose hard parts gradually 
accumulated uniformly on the sea bed. Probably as the sea advanced some 
of these calcareous remains were swept into the inlets and shallow basins 
closer inshore, becoming more or less broken in the process. Thu~S a relat-
ively pure limestone was deposited. The sh~llow water along the shore and 
surrounding numerous o:f'f-shore islands v;as more muddy, giving r·ise to the 
clays and shales which are now found surrounding the dolomite masses and 
lenses. 
At a later stage transport of detritus from the neighbouring land 
increased so that considerably more detrital material was deposi~ed with 
the limes tone. At t-he same time the area of deposition incree:,sed, sug-" 
gesting an overall rise in the relative level of the sea. This period 
must have been characterised by a series of slight oscillations to account 
for the alternations of muddy or sandy limestone and sandy shale. There 
are signs of slight erosion here and there in these bedded rocks, and occ-
asionally beds are seen to bifurcate or coalesce, but the differential 
movements which would appear to have caused this must have been very slight, 
affecting individual beds only. 
'l'he siltstone areas must at this time have been sandbanks or barely 
submerged shoals of silt. The carbonaceous matter suggests a plentiful 
flora, some of whose remains apparently became deposited with the muddy 
limestones. The "floating sandstone" (sn,all irregular patches of coarse 
sandstone within the Limestone Series) would appear to be material of the 
Lower Sandstone derived from the erosion of rocky islands. 
Towards the end of the marine phase clear wster conditions again 
became almost universal as the rate of deposition decrehsed once more, and 
nearly pure limestone was again being deposited. By this time the deeper 
hollows in the Pavement had been filled up and the islands were reduced in 
size or submerged, allowing uniform deposition over a wider area than hith-
erto. Finally there was a return to muddy w2ter condition2 for a shorter 
periocl before fine sand (i.e. the 1Jpper Sandstone) spread over the entire 
area supporting a good deal of vegetation, Porne of which has been pres-
erved as coal. 
Throughout this period of marine deposition the shore-line in this 
neighbourhood extended from north-east to south-vves.t, curvine; a little 
towards the south. On the western side of the Gulf of Suez the coast 
apparently swung towards the north, as t£lin mar·ine Lower Carooniferous 
deposits of Wadi Arabah e.ppein to indicate tae proxiniity of a si:tore-line 
at a slir;htly rnor(' northerly latitude than Om Rogm'-'· Ttis difference in 
latitude co11ld also be explained, as Ball (lql6) suggested, by a lateral 
shift on the rift faults. 
(d) Conditions for the deposition of iron and manganef:"e. 
~~rurnbein ard Garrels (1q52\ heve clessil'ied c~1emical sedirnents in 
terms of the pH and ~h of their environments. On their data conditions in 
the normal marine open-circulation environment, which is indicated for the 
Limestone Series in western Sinai, woulcl be (;o.SSU!ling uni:f'ormity) slightly 
alkaline (pH in tne ran:;e 7.5 - Cl.(': rtnd rnildl;y o::idising (E~1 in the range 
0- 0.4), with salinity at about 3-5~. Dissolved iron would vary between 
";. 
0.02 and 0.002 parts per million and manganese between 0.01 and 0.001 narts 
per million, botb heine; involved in or;:.:;:,1oic nrocessr;s CJnd tnerefore, strongly 
affected hy biological activity. With a nearby land-mass there is the 
possibility of rather higher concentrations of these ions, and even call-
oidal matter, being brought into the see. In these conditions both iron 
and manganese could ~recipitate as the oxides together with calcite. 
(a~ Preservation of carbonaceous matter and nvrite. 
From the foregoing internretation it appears thht the se<timents of 
the Lower Carboniferous marine phase were deposited in an epineritic 
environment in conditions of open circulation, wnich implies that deposits 
consisting nrincipally of ·calcite and aragonite organic remains, and includ-
ing also the soi't parts of animals and IJlc:nt::>, were being laid down in 
oxidising corditions. A number of oic::.-·enei:ic changes must conPequently be 
invoked to account for the present state of the country rocks beyond the 
zones of subseQuent oxidation. 
Rubey (lQ30) concluded that the most favourc.ble conditions for the 
formetion and preservation of calciurn carbon<·.te, orga!"iC :n&tter ar;_d nyrite 
to~ether were probably rather shallow water and a rapid accumulation and 
burial of organic matter. Under tr..ese conditions 'nuch or genic matter 
and carbone:1te woulcl be .'reserved by burial 11nd iron sulphide would form 
in the ooze - chiefly below its up~er surface. ThiP is supported by 
observations on estuarine muds, where ancerobic conditionR often obtain 
beneath shallow oxidising waters (Hatch, Rastall ~Black, lQ50~. 
(b) Redox ootentiu.l. 
The most strikin~ change in conditions as sediments pass from the 
settling mediul!l into the diagenetic environ;nent below the surface of the 
sea floor is in the oxidation-reduction )Otertial (En), as described by 
Krurnbein and Sloss (1951) <,nd Pettijohn (1g571. ZeBell (194(1 concluded 
that sediments containin~ orga.nic rn"tter becorne reducing through ti1e act-
ivity of anaerobic bacteria. Once created the reducing conditions are 
maintained by ferrous iron, divalent manganese, hydrogen sulphide, etc. 
As a general rule both Eh and the reducing capacity decrease: with depth, 
pH increasing slightly. Finer sediments, he found, are more strongly 
reducing than coarse deposits. 
(c) Iron and manganes~. 
Reactions involving these metals are of particular interest in con-
sideration of the sug~ested sedimentary origin of the ore-deposits. 
Goldschmidt, (1954 , described two processes affecting manganese in 
the transport, and after settling, of silts, muds and oozes: 
1. solution of manginese as the divalent io~ in non-oxidising conditions 
in carbona ted waters, form in& the bicarbonate C··IL( EGO) 2). 
2. precipitation of insoluble m2nganese dioxide (~no 2 ~ in oxidising 
conditions. 
In the presence of decaying organic matter oxidation is limited to surface 
layers of oceanic sediments, hence manganese accurnul<:,tes in a thin surface 
layer in contact with o~idising waters. ~elective solution in reducing 
conditions also affects iron, which is dissolved as the ferrous bicarbonate 
(Fe(Hco
3
) 2 ), but manganese is preferentially dissolved because manganous 
hydroxide (Mn(OH)~) is a stronger base thHn ferrous hydroxide 
L 
a result of the lar,c~er si:?;e of the divalent manganese ion. 
( Fe(OH),..') 
' <:'' 
'fhe avera;-e mang<mese content of the igr:eous rocks is of t~1e order 
of 0.09%, while the ratio of manganese to iron is about 0.017. Smaller 
•'o Ch> 
values than this in sediments indicate leachin1~, while larger values show 
concentration, of mang,,nt:'se. Goldsc "''idt concludr:::f'. (i'oid): 
"Green, blue or blac!k muds ( j_ndicating presence of ferrous iron, 
sulphides or humic substances) will suggest leaching of manganese. Red 
clays (indicating oxidation to ferric iron) will be indicative of fixation 
and reprecipitation of mangc'-nese also." 
2.2 
Mason (1q5,) gives the ionic potentials as follows: 
'" 2+ 
.!:'e Mn4+ 
7-7 
Ions wit~-~ smaller potential tend to go into solution more readily and 
stay in solution longer than those with larger potential. 
Krurnbein & Garrels (ibid) note the co:nplexi ties introduced by dia-
genesis. Sediments deposited in oxidising conditions may be radically 
changed in the diagenetic environment. Reducing conditions (Eh L 0) 
woJld prevent the complete oxidation of carbon and thus black carbonaceous 
matter, if preserved by rapid burial, would remain in the rock. Sulphate 
ions from organic matter would be reduced to yield H2 S which could react 
with iron at an Eh of less than -0.25 at pH 8 and eventually form authi-
genic pyrite (Fes 2 ). In similar conditions manganese would be expected 
to form alabandite (~nS), but probably an even lower Eh is required. 
In less strongly reducing conditions (Eh -0.1 to Eh -0.25 at pH 8) 
siderite and rhodochrosite would occur, while between Eh 0 and Eh -0.1 
the oxides would he stable in the presence of organic matter. 
Thus at Om J3ogrne., where the unaltered. secliments contain pyrite e>.nd 
carbonaceous J!lCI.tter 7 i!Jan.ganese would be e:cpected to occur in the form 
of rhodochrosite or alabandite. In fact neither of these minerals has 
been found in western Sinai. These rocks are generally very poor in 
manganese, as shown ~y the assays:-
Grey dolomite (OB/69; 
Dark gre;y· shale ( OB/22) 
Black micaceous siltstone (OB/106) 
0.03 
0.013 
0.02 
In general the carl)onaceous country rocks at Om l)ogma contain quite 
small amounts of manganese in spite o±· their proximity to large ore dep-
osits: one specimen of grey dolomite assayed. 0.03~· ~in and its ratio of 
:,in: Fe vvas 0.012. 
(d) Dolomitization. 
The conditions for penecontempor6neous dolomitization are described 
by Hatch, Rastall & Black (1q501 and seem to h~ve been fulfilled during 
the deposition of the Carboniferous Limestone of Sinai. 'rhe se E~re: 
l. shallow water near the shore, between 0 and 50 m. depth. 
2. the ~resence of carbon dioxide, causing partial ~olution of the 
limestone' this would be present in tbe se~-water enclosed in the 
newly deposited sediment, the coarse nr,ture of the si1ell frag;uents 
allowing :?-OlliS circule tion c.".d where circula.tioll was restricted b~; 
interstitial mud and carbonaceouP matter the bacterial oxidation 
of part 01' the CC:<J'bon witil rJvy,c:;er, derived fr0r1 SUll)hete-redu.ct.ion 
would ~rovi~e so~e carbon-dioxide. ( Irhi. s r.~igh t lead to the depos-
ition of small amounts of iron and mcnganese 2s carbonate, but would 
certainly not c?use a concentretion of these met2,ls '•. 
3. porosity of the limestones, ellowin~ the oercol2tion o~ sea-water; 
here again finer sediments contain a higher 9roportion of connate 
water althouNh circud2tion is rest.~ict.e6. 
4. snfi'iciently slo's s.ubsidPnce to render the chcLl'S'e complete; the 
mudd~; "l:i.mestoT:en, whoPe buriF'l 'NOnld have been ;nor!?: rapid, are less 
cor'l:)letely dolotniti::-~ed than the purer dolomite-rock. 
1.' 
A significant point concerning the availability of magnesium during 
diagenesis is th~ presence of this element in the shales and siltstones 
as r~vealed by the formation of epsomite on the underground exposures. 
As this rninere-l forrr,s more readil~;' on mudd;)' "limestor:es" and non-calcareou:o 
rocks than on the dolomites it is unlikely that the magnesitlm is derived 
from the solution of dolomite crystals. It is most probable that this 
element was adsorbed by the clay minerals, or was attached to them by base 
exchange from the connate water soon after deposition. ~agnesium is the 
second most abundant cation in sea-water at present, exceeding the concent-
ration of calcium ions threefold (Krumbein & Sloss, 1951~. 
Hatch, Rastall & Black (ibid) describe how aragonitic shells ''such 
as those of gastropods and cephalopods" are altered before calcitic fossils 
"such as crinoids, stout brachiopod shells or rugose corals." At Funafuti, 
the site of the classical work on modern diagenetic dolomitisation, all the 
aragonite was found to have been dissolved before metasomatic replacement 
by dolomite of the calcite began, the first-formed crystals apparently 
having grown from solution. This sequence of events also agrees with 
observations in the Om Bogma area: the bulk of the dolomite is composed 
of automorphic crystals and the majority of the fossils consist of corals, 
crinoids and brachiopods, while lamellibranchs are poorly represented and 
gastropods and cephalopods are scarce or absent. 
The virtual completion of dolomitisation in the area of Lower Carbon-
iferous outcrops, even in country-rocks otherwise unaltered by mineralising 
activity, suggests that the dolomite is of diagenetic origin. The form-
ation of automorphic rhombs with carbonaceous and pyrite inclusions in the 
calcareous black shales, and the appearance in thin section of shale laminae 
bending round these rhombs lend support to the view that dolomitisation 
took place in the early stages of compaction. 
(e) Compaction. 
The effects of compaction in reducing the overall volume of the sed-
iments have been stronger in areas of shale and siltstone facies than in 
the "limestones" and dolomites, serving to emphasise the differences in 
thickness of the Limestone Series. In spite of this, however, the top of 
the Series is more regular than the Sandstone Pavement. 
(6) THE ORE BODIES. 
(i) General features of the ore deoosits. 
(a) Size and shape. 
The larger ore-bodies are tabular in shape, with an average thickness 
of about five metres, going up to a maximuw of eight metres. Laterall;y 
they extend continuously for more than half a kilometre, sometimes linking 
up with smaller bodies of ore. The floor of these deposits conforms, 
more or less, to the Sandstone Pavement; there may be up to a metre of 
"Pavement Shale" between thew or, at the other extreme, up to two metres 
or so of the Lower Sandstone may have been almost entirely replaced by ore, 
leaving only corroded remnants of the original rock. The roof is always a 
red, or occasionally brown, shale, sometimes even and regular but more com-
manly undulating. The lateral terminations are abrupt, but the outlines in 
plan are generally irregular with many indentations and apophyses. Because 
of their d.imensions these large deposits are often referred to as "beds", 
but the term can be misleading as they are not true beds in the stratigraph-
ical sense. 
The smaller deposits range in size down to small pockets and, in the 
extreme,to nodules. The small ore-bodies are oftep lenticular in shape, 
most commonly with a nearly level floor and a domed roof. lrregul2r and 
more disperse deposits are also known, with the ore minerals occurring 
intermixed with material of the country-rocks. 
The original size of the largest single ore-bodies, those of the Om 
Bogma hills, is unkno'.'ln as they hc.d beer; dissected a.nd truncated by erosion 
during the formation of the present topography, but each was well in excess 
of a million tons before mining began. It is probable th~t the total 
original deposits in the central are<.,, within a radiuE of 2 !r.Jlls. of the 
trigonometrical survey station at Om ~ogma, amounted to betweer1 ten and 
fifteen million tons before they were greatl;y reduced by erosion. The 
amount of the original deposits of the entire exposed ore-field is of course 
even more conjectural, but it was possibly of the order of twenty million 
tons containing between four and five million tons of manganese metal, the 
avera(SE tenor being be tween 20% and 25;£ lin. These estimates include rock 
which would not all necessaril3' be clcu3sed aE "ore" in the tec·,cnical sense 
~t any given time, although composed almost entirely of iron and manganese 
oxides, as this status depends on so many outside fectors. 
(bj Composition • 
. An analysis (Gill ~~ F'ord, 1956_1 of ore as shipped, that is to say a 
sample of a cargo of ore from many parts of the mine, gave the following 
composition: 
Mno 2 
YnO 
Fe 2o3 
l''eO 
Sio 2 
ill::-'03 
CaO 
MgO 
BaO 
K 0 2 
Na 0 
2 
Baso4 
P205 
so 
3 
GuO 
PbO 
ZnO,lJiO, 
As 
co? 
Combined 
Water 
32.76 
0. 97 
51.47 
nil 
5.80 
:::.38 
0.78 
0.10 
0.40 
0.30 
0.10 
0.90 
0.24 
0. ?5 
0.05 
0.07 
CoO tr<-'Ces 
o.ol 
0.12 
3. 25 
r:~n ?1.46 
F'e 36.03 
"Joint metals'' 57-49 
••.•••.•• other tha.n contP.ined in BaSO il 
••••••.•. other than contained in BaSO. 
t+ 
73. 
The high state of oxidation of the principal metals, indicated by the 
above analysis, is a feature of all the deposits. No compounds of iron 
other the:m the ferric oxide>' h<:•ve 1Je~n reco,,;nised within the ore depo:?its, 
and the o·r:ly lower oxide of rnangEmes.e (i;2.uro:rn2.nnite, l·'n 3o4 is of very minor 
i;n;JOrtance. T!.,e 11 ,joint meta1 11 corctent is c•le.o eonstant within narrow 
limits throughout the bulk of the deposits. 
Vari::tion ir·. the ores. 
'rhe ores s~:·ov a very wide vc.ri;. tion in t!te ratio of m<:•ngHnese to iron 
over nuite short distances both horizontally ~nd vertically. 
1L,. 
conditions minins to produce a constant grade of shipping ore (priced on 
the units of manganese contained) called for constant sampling and a 
detailed knowledge of the ore-bodies. With practice it was found possible 
to estimate the tenor in manganese of ore in situ within arbitrary limits 
by comparison with parts previously sampled and assayed. f3y this means 
detailed plots were produced showing the variation in the ratio of the 
two metals, but no recognisable pattern was ever discovered end it was 
never found possible either to deduce a controlling factor or to predict 
changes in the grade of the ore in undeveloped parts of an ore-body. 
There are also variations in the texture and ~ineralogy of the ore, 
but these are not so sudden as with the metals ratio. These features are 
described more fully Jelow. 
(a··. 
. ) Gangue minerals. 
About 85~ of a typical dried sample of ore is composed of the oxides 
of iron and manganese. With these should be included some combined water, 
baria, potash and lead, which are respectively essential components of 
SOJdB of the ore minerals. The bulk of the reDainder, including silica 
and alumina, eppec.rs as traces of the country-rock whicn have beco~·.'e inter-
mixed with the ore. Thus the true gangue minerals form only some two or 
three per cent of the total. 
~arite ls tae most obvious g&ngue mineral, of wide distribution and 
generally present as radi2ting groups of coarse tabular crystals, often 
linine; smsll vu'~s. These crystals are colourless or (occasionally) nale 
~rellow, with many faces develo3;ed, particularl;y for several values of (hCl': 
and (Okl). Sometimes this mineral occurs white and massive in pieces up 
to 10 c~s. across, or intimately mixed with the ore minerals and visible 
only upder the microscope. The barite usually appears to h1ve crystallised 
later than the ore minerals, but 4uite often coarse needles of ~yrolusite 
c~n be seen terminating against a well formed crystal of barites. 
Ce.lci te occurs in the ore on EL much :•ore restricted ::''Cale. It has 
·been seen in veinlets aseociEJ.ted v'ith pyrolusite, a.nc1 f'n·;ee.rs to be a lc.te 
sta 1,":e mineral. 
Dolomite also apne2rs to hFve crystallised at a late stage within 
the ore. It occurs most commonly as a matrix in stalactitic masses of 
,<:,oethite, so:'1etimes cementint: J;recciated fra.grnents of this mineral. 
'15. 
RLil·el;y it is found in well developed •l;·r<JI1lids in vugs \vit:nin the ore. 
Aragonite has hePn recognised under the ~icrascope in sn~e se~tions. 
(ii) TeYture of the ores. 
Tbe followinc· ore types v:ere recocnised i!l the rr:inin.'~ <::rt,es: 
l. : iixed ores 
''Run of 1;ine" orP. 
0 (._. Segregated ores Rich ore (dioYide' 
"assive iror ore (goetbite~\ 
Ochre ~nd reddle 
Fled ·iroj·r ore (haem&tite. 
"Fard. blue" ores. 
8luvie1 depos.its "",loa.t" o 
(a) ·Randed orP.. 
Large areas of the bigger deposits are co~nosed of ore ~rranged in 
alternating iron rich and manganese rich horizontal bands. The bands a.re 
about 1 ern. wide and often show up very clearly in old mine workin~s as 
the mang8nese rich layers tend to beco::e encrusted with efflorescent rock-
salt helictites and flowers (cf. ~uff, lQ40 1.!nc!e:c the rrricroscope the 
ruangenese layers are seen to be comnosed of more or less s~herical structures 
of :'JicrocrystC!lli""e to finely crystalline r;yroJ.usite \':ith concentric shrink-
age cracks, suggesting crystallisation from 2 colloidal precipitate. The 
matrix is forrued of r:Jore coarsely crystalline pyrolusite with Borne e.ssoc-
iated botryoidal goethite. 
Tte iron rich layers contain earthy haem8tite, often with associated 
fine quartz €:r;,ins, t>;ivj.n2~ the i;npr~ssion o:f' the re'Jccin!':. of ehi;le or silt-
stone. Specimen no. Of::/31 is typica.l of this type oi' ore. 
(b) Nodular ore. 
This is the most cornmo'L type of ore in the larger deposits. Mangc;.n-
ese rich nodules of v;:rious sizes fro1n one to five or more centimetres 
across, are embedded in a matrix of earthy iron ore. The nodules may be 
discrete or grouped to~ether in bunches; where they er-e ver~~- numerous they 
coalesce to form a very coarse spongy texture, with the interstices filled 
by the friable iron oxide. 
rrhe nodules thetnselves are either an intergrown l'lixture of very 
{(g. 
finely granular pyrolusite and haernatite enclosing rather coarPer crystal-
line pyrolusite or radiating coarse needles of pyrolusite. Remnant Rrains 
of quartz are often found in the former type of nodule ( e s in OB/3fl,:·, indic-
ating replacement of a siliceous host-rock. 
The widespread nodular and banded habits of the ore have been made use 
of in the past in beneficiation by screening. It was found that by separ-
ating the fine material from broken ore a product (the lurnpe and rubble> 
could be obtained which was several per cent richer in manganese than the 
original ore as mined. 
(c) "Run of ~nine" ore. 
This type of ore is so-called from its lack of any readily identifiable 
features, such as are seen in the other types described here. It is essen-
tially an intimate mixture of goethite and pyrolusite in varying proportions, 
these minerals being distinguishable in the hand specimen. It is found in 
ore-bodies of all sizes, and generally in places where the field relations 
suggest replacement of a dolo;ni te or doloini tic "limestone". 
A specimen of this ore (OB/33) under the microscope shows irregular 
areas of powdery and finely crystalline pyrolusite with occasional poorly 
developed concentric structure. These areas are surrounded by crypto-
crystalline goethite with associated coarsely crystalline pyrolusite. 
(d) Rich ore (dioxide). 
Locally in the large deposits there occur lenticular and irregular 
pockets of an ore very rich in manganese and correspondingly poor in iron. 
Where these were of sufficient size and purit;y they were vJOrked separately 
for chewical grade ore, or "dioxide". This type of ore also occurs in 
persistent and intermittent layers extending for a hundred metres or more 
in some of the deposits where there has been a good deal of segregation of 
the metals, as in the Central and East Hills. 
This ore consists almost entirely of pyrolusite, ranging from a soft 
powdery grey material, very finely crystalline, to a mass of coarse, hard 
'77. 
metallic grey crystal needles in intergrown radiating aggregates. In 
extreme cases the individual needles attain a length of several centimetres. 
In polished section (Sp. no. OB/32) the finer varieties are seen to 
be composed of interfering irregular concentric structures with centres of 
soft powdery pyrolusite surrounded by radiating needles 'ii&de up of tiny 
grains with parallel extinction. ( 'l'here is a 
in needle-like bundles of micro-crystals with t~eir c-axes parallel to the 
length of the needles, but with the other axes at random, Butler & Thirsk, 
195 2). These core areas are crossed by fine veinlets of pyrolusite suggest-
ive of filled shrinkage cracks. Awc-J' from the centres tile crystals increase 
in size, their free ends either protruding into small vugs or embedded in 
a matrix of gangue mineral, usually a carbonate. 
(e) Massive iron ore (goethite). 
Segregations of iron within thE: thick ore "beds" are generally larger 
than those of rich manganese ore. In one i'orm the iroYt occurs c;,s large 
masses of goethite in closely packed stalactitic forms, or in concentric 
layers of radiating fibres. Gangue ~inerals are typically present in this 
type of ore, as veins and filling interstices. 
A section of the stalactitic goethite (OB/14~ showed perfect examples 
of colloform radiating structures rimmed by rnicrogranular pyrolusite and 
locally brecciated. In the brecciated areas were acicular crystals of 
aragonite and nlates of barite, the whole being set in a matrix of dolomite 
which extended as veins across the unbroken part of the specimen. 
Another section (OB/35) showed an irregular spheroidal structure with 
many shrinkage cracks. The core areas were usually eoethite surrounded 
by finely crystalline and amorphous material. 
In the mine spheroids up to 60 ems. in diameter huve been seen. ln 
one example alternating concentric l<Jyers of fine-t:rained massive and 
radially banded rnanganePe oxide (probably pyrolusite~ were surrounded by 
a thick layer of massive goethite with ill-defined r~dial ba~ding at its 
outer edge 
( f' 
' ) 
termin<:ttint: in a sJnooth spheroidal surface. 
Ochre and Reddle. 
These earthy iron ores are very widespread, forming the matrix of the 
nodular ore, and in soJne localities making up virt~ally the full thickness 
of the ore "bed" for areas of uo to a hundred S<luare metres. 
In section a specimen of yelJow· ochre (o:Ei/30~! showed very thin vein-
lets of ~an~ue bordered by bands of goethite cuttin~ Pnrnss 2 mass of softer 
~ryntocrystalline lD2terial, identified 8P soethite by X-ray powder photo-
(g) Red iron ore,(haematite~. 
Very fine grained bright red iron ore is typical of the deposits in 
a siltstone or sandy facies of the host. This ore occurs in fairly thin 
layers, occasional!~ reaching a tl1ickness of three metres or mo~e but usually 
of the order of one metre or less. Usually several of these l~yers occur 
one above the other or a l~rger body of ore may contain bands and pockets 
of included country rock. This iron ore is typically friable, crumbling 
into small more or less rectangular frhgments a few millimetres in size. 
1/Janganese ffii.i.y be nresent but l!lan;.' of the mine sc:.rn<•l.Ps a~ sayecl u,-, to 66~f 
iron (F'e) with often lesE; than one per cent manganese (;;n). 
A polished section (OB/13) of this ore showed very fine grained 
material which vv2,s s.hown b;)' an x-ray powder p!wtog.r<-i_I:•h to ·be ha.emati te. 
A small amount of goethite and wad was found in veinlets, possibly fract-
ures or joints. 
(n:i ''Hard lllue•• ore (Ps.ilomelane type). 
Tnere are two varieties of ''Eard blue" ore; both are very herd, not 
easily taking a scratch from a steel ~nife blade, and are grey with a slight 
metallic blue tinge. 
'I'he PsilomelflnE'' type of ore is houogeneous in ap.,earance, although it 
contains both iron and manganese in varying proportions. Over the ranr;e 
froTn nearly pure manganese oxide down to a man::~;anese to iror ratio of l : 3 
there is ~o detectable difference in the hand specimen, but with decreasing 
rnangc.nese content the lustre becomes dull, the ore becornes more brittle 
and shows a red streak, grading into massive naematite. This ore may be 
jointed, tending to break into rectangular fr6gments. Under the micr6scope 
botryoidal texture and colloform or difi'usion banding can be seen, and 
while some anisotropic granular material can be detected under high magnif-
ication much of the material appears to ~e amorphous. 
This variety of ore occurs adjacent to the doleritic Om Bogma Dyke, 
(OB/11), and also occasionally in association with a non-calcareous host 
(OB/l2:i. 
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(i) Hausmannite type. 
By contrast this other variety of .!::lard Blue ore is granular and cr;yst-
alline. It i2 typically of high tenor in manganese, often exceeding the 
theoretical maximum of 63f for pure pyrolusite, but it is low in 1~0 2 . 
This Hard Blue ore strikes fire under the hammer and breaks off in thin 
flakes with an uneven surface and a very sharp edge. It is never jointed, 
occurring in irregular ?labs and fairly eztensive "beds" up to a maximum 
thickness of about a metre. It is never found in the larger ore deposits, 
but occurs away fro~ the main centres of mineralisation, either alone or 
associ~ted with,(but not mixed with), haematitic iron ore, and often in 
a non-calcareous host. It appears to predomin&te over all other types of 
ore in the outcrops, probably because it is extremely resistant to weath-
ering and stands out prominently while other ores are eroded or buried 
beneath scree, but there is a suggestion that the ore becomes hardened by 
weathering processes as outcrops of Hard Blue ofteG lead to softer ore 
under the surface. 
In section (OB/15) there is no sign of colloform banding in this type 
of ore: the predominate mineral is hausm~nnite. In one urderground expos-
ure (Sp. no. OB/16) hausmannite was found in angular pieces up to about a 
centimetre across, altered marginally to psilowelane and set in a matrix of 
calcite associated with pyrolusite. These latter minerals were apparently 
introduced after the formation of the hausrnannite. 
(j) "Float". 
This is a prospector's term for loose material ~erived from a solid 
ore body, and it is used here for recent eluvial deposits which are useful 
as a guide to ore in situ rather than for their own value as ore. In 
western Sinai manganese float, being of high specific gruvity, becomes 
concentrated near the sourc~ in a thin surface layer of hard black pebbles 
as the lighter minerals ~nd rock fragments are washed away. 'rhe ore frag--
ments vary in size from about l ern. in diameter upwards to nearly 3 metres 
across in extreme cases. 'rhese latter blocks sometimes become detache<i 
on steep hillsides as a result of undercutting as tue softer rocks are 
re:rwved in the nol.'wal course of erosion. ~ar~ patches of the smaller 
fragments show up very prominently against the general light sandy back-
ground, and by their aid the presence of ore (or of a previoue.ly existing 
ore-body) can often be detected from a distance of several miles. 
2'o • 
(iii) Significance of the mineralogy. 
(a:', The ore minerals. 
The ore minerals never show automorphic cryst2ls; they have been 
identified in a liillited number of specimens by ~eans of their optical 
properties, confirmed by x-rays. In other spec ilitens and in the field 
tLe;y have been recognise<l by analogy with those s:pecimens ;r,ore fully invest-
igated, comparing in particular habit ~nd colour, and form and hardness of 
ag[~-regates vvhere these api>eer to be dis tine ti ve. That the specimens exam-
ined 1 which were car·efully selected in the field as being typical of the 
various types of ore making up the deposits, do give a f&ir mineralogical 
representation of th~ whole of the deposits is supported by the assays and 
in particular by the analysis ~uoted (q.v.). 
The ore minerals recognised are as follows: 
(1:: lorrninc: the bul~{ of tJ::te deposit: 
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(3) also suspected in very s~2ll nurntity, but not pro~ed; 
Crednerite 
(b) Collofor1n -;-,extu:ces .• 
".Iuch of the ore displa.y2 texture~' v1tich Ere '.r,ener,<Jlly essocia.ted with 
prec.ipi t&.tior, fro;;- c.olloidcd ~:elutions. '1"his iF"o p?.rticula.rly true of the 
goethite, wi,icb typicc.ll.v occurs in stc:da.etitj.c habit vrith smooth rounded 
It is urobable that tbe bulk 
of thP ore minerels were for;.Ied in thiP m<-<nner, cryst8llj.sn.tton f'rom call-
oidc:,l e;el beil".". more e.clv<'.ncr:•rJ in 20i 1lE' pc~rts of the ore-borlieP thrn in others. 
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The miner&ls of this suite and their modes of occurrence give some 
indication of the conditions of deposition. The presence of hsusmannite 
c:ppe~""rs to sug,T,est a hi.::(her tE:T't',erFdure .c:p :i.t i:-· tbe Pt2hle oYide of ma:ngan-
e~:e cct hi,':her temneratures ccn'd can be for;necl by he";tinp: ~ncroluFite to 1000° 
in 0ir. 
cribed in Ch2pter 7) which shows no other trJel"n!al er+·ect. I ~-L• sesrns likely 
therefore that t~e hausmannite was formed at a lower te~perHture, ~nd that 
t11e mCJ.nganes.e oweS: its lower sta.te of oxidation to c;.nother c2nse, such ae 
The hccus:~anni t.e 
i,,, in 2.ny cc.s.e, of 1r:inor i:r:port.ance in the ore!': and. orly of si.g;nificcwce 
in indicating purely local conditions at the time of formation. 
The most importHnt factor determining whether the oxides of iron and 
manganese sh0ll be formed, and tne valency Ptat.e o~ these metals, is the 
oxidation-reduction potenti~l durin~ their form2tio~. Oxygen, of course, 
is an esse~tial constituent; the nresence of vast amounts of the higher 
oxides of irort and mang2nese in itself indicates that there was an abundance 
of availeble oxygen at the time of denosition. The actual mi~imum value 
of Eh required for the precipitation of these oxides will var-;:,r with pjL 
At higher values of pH precipitation of these oxides can take ~lace at a 
lower Eh. The presence of dolonli te and calcite in t.he eo:angue iinplief?, 
alkaline conditions, at least in the later sta~e of mineralisation when 
;,;uch of the g<:tngue a.p_:ears to have ·oeen introduced. These conditions can 
be r:J.ssessed u:ore accurately by reference to the effects of ii'ineralisation 
on tbe host rocks: this will be discussed in the next chapter. 
'I'he colloidal origin indicated by the ;nineral te-..:tures ir,Ipl ies precip-
itation from, and transport in, an aqueous medium at low temperature. 
Whether the metals were ac.ually transported in the colloidal state can 
only be determined after a study of the wider environient of the deposits. 
Plate XVIII 
Thin sills of dolerite intruded into the Upper Sandstone; 
V/adi Abu Natash, 5 kms. south-west of Om Bogma. 
The high ridge in the background (to the south-west) is 
composed of Cretaceous marls and limestones, beyond the 
main eastern boundary fault of the Suez Rift. 
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Plate \IX 
Marginal alteration of shale with impregnation by manganese oxides. 
Sp. Ol:'/24 from face of :Oevt. 2- l rt. at 43 m. inbye,? !li. i:'.l,ove the 
::landstone P2.vement and about 40 w. lle1ow t"e :o.urfe>.ce. 
Thin section in ordin&ry light, x 6. 
Bottom left: heavily stained brow~ silt~ mudstone. 
Black growths: manganese oxi~e. 
White ground: kaolin. 
(irregulBr white lines are fracture~ in the section1. 
Plr:J.te XX 
Siltstone impregnated by red iron oxides. 
Sp. OB/26 from G J3orth, 8. w:c•ll Ht f1 rc. ir·h~re, 1 :•1 • ;:•t)()V8 the Sandstone 
Pavement and 160 m. below Purface. 
Thin section in ordinary light, x 6. 
The opanue material is principally iro~ oxides. 
1,. 
Plate XXI 
~argin of the oxidation halo in muddy dolomite. 
~p. OB/21 from E. side of Drive lQA at 51 m. inbye, 2m. above 
the Sandstone Pave~ent and about 20 ru. below the surface. 
Thin section in ordinrcry light, x 3lJ. 
Top right: pale greenish zone, dolomite rhombs in a clay matrix. 
Bottom left: dolomite in a matrix of red iron oxide. 
(There are numerous holes in the section:. 
Plate XXII 
Manganese vein in dolomite. 
Sp. OB/20, location as above. 
Thin section in ordinary light, x 15. 
~arrow veinlet of dense manganese oxide cutting iron impregnated 
dolomite. Corrosion and a~sor9tion of the carbonate crystals 
can be seen. Penetration was assisted b~ solution and 
ll..u.t....,o•ph;._ 
dolo"" ;~ 
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Pl;c;,te XXIII 
Metasomatism of dolomite. 
Sp. OB/1 from r:. side of >:ain South - 2 1:!!., lrn. e.bove the 
Sandstone Pavement and about 160 m. below the surface. 
Thin section in plane polarised light, x 30. 
"Ghosts" of fossil remains, reple.ced ;netasomaticall;-r b;r ankeri tic 
dolomite, and showing incipient replacement by manganese oxides. 
Note the reticulate pattern produced at the centres of the 
organic remco.ins, and the development into an "atoll" (ri,o;hf: 
with residual rim and core. 
Plate XXIV 
Impregnation of purer clolornite. 
Sp. CJB/68, exact location in Om Bogr:1e. unknown. 
Thin section in plane polarised light, x 30. 
The primary invasion of the dolomite 1y manganese oxides takes 
place along the crystal boundaries, and in cleavages. 
tration was more rapid than re~l~cement. 
J:ene-
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Plate XXV 
Sp. OB/18 from E. Fide of Drive 17 cutting, 4 ill. outbye 
from the portal 2.5 rn. above the Sandstone Pavement and 
2 m. below the surface. 
Thin section in ordinary light, x 6. 
Tiny ramifying veinlets of manganese oxide (right) and 
spots of hydrous iron oxides (left) in a nearly pure 
an~eritic dolomite. 
~ Plate XXVI 
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Sp. OB/51 from the surface about 75 m. Pouth of the 
ventilation Phaft on Hill 8 (Lease 180~. 
Upper Dolomite in the neighbourhood of a prominent 
fracture. 
Thin section in ordinary light, x 6. 
Fossiliferous dolomite with manganese oxides spreading outwards 
from a small fracture • 
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Plate XXVII 
Sp OB/50, location as for OB/51, but ne~rer to the 
large fracture. 
Thin section in ordinary light, x 6. 
Impregnation of the roc~ proceeding along crystal 
boundaries, with complete replacement close to a 
fracture. 
Plate XXVIII 
Sp. OH/49, location as for OB/51, adjacent to the 
main fracture. 
Thin section in ordinary light, x 6. 
Replacement well advanced. 
Plate XXIX: 
Lower Sandstone impregnated with manganese. 
Sp. OE/78 from a road cutting between the East and North 
hills, about 100 m. below the Sandstone Pavement. 
Thin section in ordinary light, x 15.· 
Ill sorted sandstone partially impregnated with manganese 
oxides. The boundary of the impregnated area is regular 
and fairly well defined. 
Plate XXX 
Sp. OB/77, exact location in Om Bogma unknown. 
Thin section in ordinary light, x 20. 
Very ill sorted sandstone (Lower Sandstone) rather 
patchily impregnated and reJ>laced b;'l iron o.nd 
manganese oxide~. 
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Plate XXXI 
Lower Sandstone with incipient manganese replacement. 
Sp. OB/76 Lower ~andstone from the southern slope 
of Hill 8 (Lease 180). 
Thin section in ordinary light , x 6. 
Ill sorted sandstone cemented by manganese oxides. 
Plate XXXII 
Same as above, x 30. 
Numerous emba;yments in the so.Ed grains show 
incipient replacement of quartz by the 
~anganese oxides. 
Plate XXXIII 
Halo oxidation in siltstone. 
Roof of Devt. 2 main at no. 15 branch to the fault, about 
150 m. below the surface. 
Top and bottom of picture: unaltered grey to black carb-
onaceous siltstone. 
Centre: very irregular patches,alternating bands of bleached 
and heavily iron-stained siltstone. 
Plate XXXIV 
Carbonaceous clay preserved in a fault plane • 
. The Tony Fault exposed in Devt. 2 main, no. 12 branch to fault. 
l - 2 m. ~hove the Sandstone Pavement on the upthrow side, 350 m. 
from the outcrop at Pavement level Iabove Ain Abu Hamata) and 
about 170 m. below the surface. 
Right: light yellowish brown Upper Sandstone. 
Left: red iron-stained siltstone of the non-calcareous facies 
of the Limestone Series. 
Centre: 
plane. 
the black material is carbonaceous clay dragged into the fault· 
The white line is a bleached zone. 
Dark grey (unoxidised) siltstone is seen at the bottom of the picture. 
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Plc.te XXXV 
Roof of Devt. ? m2in, about 150 ~. below surface. 
Patches of brown iron-st~ined siltstone surrounded 
by bleached. boundary zones in uncd tered carbonaceous 
siltstone. 
Flate XXXVI 
Well defined, but extremely irregular, boundary 
of the oxidised halo. 
Hourad. cross-cut, about 70 m. below the surfe<.ce. 
cf. Plate XIX. 
,. 
Plate XXXVII 
U~1turned. bedding on both sides of a s;nall fault. 
Opencut face on the east side of the Central Hills, 
showin;-;- dolorni te 11nd f'hale beds of the Limestone 
Series. 
A l i t t 1 e ore c n6 r e s i d u c' l r o c k E1r e Fe. s s o c i Ec t e d w i t h 
the f;:;.ult, shown at the bottom of the picture. 
Plate XUVIII 
Part of an ore lens, showin~ roof shale and the 
transgressive relations with the overlying beds. 
Opencast face on the east side of the Central 
Hills. 
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Plate XXXIX 
Opencast face in the Centr~l gills. 
A t;y~)ica.l thick "hed" of ore is _pc;.rtly S8f-cn near 
the picture, with its base obscured by detritus. 
the bottom of 
It if' in the 
position normally occupied by the massive basal dolomite in 
barren areas. The ore is overlain by a shal~ roof, separating 
it fro:n the bedded dolomitic "lj_mestone", which is unmin<?relised. 
fl_ (lorle of rc;s.iduc.l roc:Z (vri th seco>ldP.ry rlolo;r:i te rhombs' Cc1n he 
seen, a little left of centre, extendine upwards from the roof 
shale into the bedded rocks. The dark layer at the top of the 
face is the Upper Dolomite, stained purple and parti;:.lly renlaced_ 
hy manganese oxides. 
The Om ~ogma Dyke can be seen on the extreme right of the uicture. 
(7) l.~.A..RGlliAL AL'rERA'rim.: OF' 'rHE COt!l"fRY-ROCKS. 
~rom the genetic point of view the ground immediately surrounding 
ore bodies is often of more interest and significance than the ore itself. 
This is so at Om Bogma where the nature and configuration of the alteratione 
to the country-rock adjacent to the ore give the strongest clues to the 
probable ori~in of the ore, and their study leads on to the subject of ore 
controls, which is to be discussed i~ the two following chapters. 
(i) The "oxidised h<-do". 
The unaltered country-rocks of the Lime::done Series at Om Bogma and 
their respective weathered states have been described in Chapter 5. The 
rocks immediately surrounding the ore-bodiee and associated with less con-
centrated mineral deposition present a striking contrast in that they are 
typically bright red, pink or brown in colour, and only occasionally yellow, 
although they are fundarnentEdly the earae roclz strata. The association of 
this predominately red colouration of the host-rocks with the ore is such 
that the term "halo" can be used to describe the zone v>here they occur. 
"Harginal mineralisation" vvould ·be a misnomer here as generally 
speaking the bound~ries of the larger ore-bodies in the mining areas are 
sharp, with no gradation into barren ground. "Marginal ore" and "sub-ore" 
in the corr®ercial sense at Om Bogrna have been rock with a comparatively 
low mangnnese to iron ratio, rat~er than rock with a low total metal content, 
and they will not be discussed in this section. Partially mineralised 
ground, with about 30% - 50% iron plus manGanese, was not found in sufficient 
quantity to warrant the establishment of more than the most primitive bene-
ficiation procedures. The oxidised halo is, however, slightly mineralised, 
and it has been closel;_y studied in the search for "leaders" to hidden ore. 
( a) Dolo rn i t e • 
Very comJ:Jonly, and virtually alvm;ys in the mining areas, the massive 
teds of al~ost pure ankeritic dolomite are pink or pale purple in colour. 
Analysis s~owed the manganese content of L pink specimen of this rock to 
be 0.3% (Mn.), which is considerably higher than t~e average for sedimentary 
carbonate roc~s in general and ten times the concentration of manganese 
found in a ~, 1 ,ecim8n of car·bon;:eceou2 dolo:ni te. A series of six analyses 
quoted l>y ball (1916) o:l specimens of the dolomite from widely separated 
localities in West Central Sinai indicated, afC· is suggested b~.r the colour 
of the rock, that these relatively hi~h manganese values are the rule 
rather than the exception in the massive nearly pure dolomites. 
It is a moot point whether the whole mass of the basal dolomite was 
~3. 
originally carbonaceous in character, probably it was not as the only grey 
carbonaceous dolomites to be found now contain about 20% ~t least of silica. 
alu;nina and other impurities. hevertheless by analogy with the other rock 
types at Om Bogma and in contrast with the a!Ewst pure white basal dolomite 
of c.reas remote :t'rorn the ore deposits (e.g. the upr,er part of Wadi :Baba and 
Wadi Ikhfi), the pink m~nganiferous dolomites are assumed to form part of 
the "halo" of altered host rocks. 
The pink dolomite is typically massive, very hard and coarse-grained, 
with hypautomorphic crystals and open intergranular cavities often clearly 
visible to the naked eye. On the whole recognisable fossils are infrequent, 
but locally they are abundant, standing out well on weathered surfaces. 
In ~any places, particularly close to fractured ground, this type of 
rock is traversed b;<; numerous ramif;yrinc; veinlets of opCJ.que oxide :"inerals, 
most commonly pyrolusite (::In0 2 ), with some hausmannite (:~n 3 o .. ;·'· In thin 
section smaller and more widesprehd veinlets and strin~s of these oxide 
minerals can often be seen extending between the dolomite rhornbs and along 
cleavages and fractures within the individual crystals. 
Replacement of the dolomite by the metal oxides is generally more 
restricted in distribution than the impregnation described above. 'l'his 
solution and re"~lac:e;nent h<:if, occurred in Lvco ways at Om Bogme, viz. concur-
reJ1tly" (met;;somatism·i and consecutively, partial replacement by depos-
ition 0f colloidal oxides after the virtually complete removal by solution 
of a part of the dolomite. Th~' l01.tter met orl e:>ppeE,rs to have operated to 
produce the largest ore bodies, givinc rise to some of the structures to 
be described in a later section of this chRpter. 
l~YHmination of thin sections shows th;c.t ;netssornatic renlece:~ent did 
not becin in the dolomite until impregnation w~s well advanced. 
fossil remains~ originally calcite or arngonite 1 h0ve been replaced by 
larger and ofte~ clearer crystals of dolomite than those which make up 
the bulk of the rocK, and these h2ve been more suscentible to attack during 
the introduction of iron and manganese. In such a case replacement began 
on a roughly reticulate pattern within the crystal, tendin~ to continue 
r~ost rapidly at the centre so that in the meTt stage the grains may show an 
''atoll" of carbonate surround.ing an oy,ar;ue "lagoon" of oxide mineral. Else-
where in the roc~ the ramifications of the invading veinlets have cut off 
"isl2nds'' of re~idual carbonate, surrounded by opaeJ.ue :.ateriol. Locally 
very fine needles, 0.02 to 0.1 :,rrn. in length, :<rob;:;bly· of Il3rrolmc;i te, 
radiate from a c~ntre situated on &n intergranulPr boundary into the surroun-
ding crystals. Shorter and l!lore ::tu:J:p:" redc1ish tran::lucent crystals, up 
to 0.01 m;,r. in length? probably of goethite, C'"-n be seen :nore rctrely rad-
iating in a similar manner. (These latter can also be seen where iron 
oxid~ has been replacing secondary nuartz~. 
(b) ~ure dolomitic limestones. 
Within the oxidised h~lo these rocks are generally bright red, but 
sometimes, awby from strong mineralisation, as to the south-west of Hill 
'D' (Map II), some beds are locally yellow. The red colouration is due to 
iron oxide disposed between the carbonate crystals and also along intercry-
stal faces and cleavages. 'l'his oxiC:e appea.re. to hccve replaced the· orig-
inal intergranular material, mainly clay. At the limits of the oxidised 
halo there is typically a narrow pale green band wnere the interstitial 
clay has no staining matter associated with it. This boundary is generally, 
but not always, irregular, the alteration having advanced with more facil-
ity in some places (e.g. along fractures) than in others, but it is not so 
erratic in its disposition as in the non-calcareous rocks. In e.hcllow 
underground workings the rock beyond this. nc.rrow bounding zone is often 
b-right yellow and only slightly ferruginous, presuwably having been o:x:idisen 
by deep we~thering at a later date than the oxidation associated with the 
iron and menganese mineralisation. In deeper exposures the pale green zone 
is invariably sandwiched between dark grey to black rock on the one hand 
and red to yellow roc~ on the other. Where individual beds are traced 
across the boundary they can usually be seen to be harder and, in the case 
of the more shaley rocks, even less c~lcareous than the normal country rock. 
The impure limestones often contain veinlets of black manganese oxides, 
which are thicker and less diffuse than in the purer dolomites. These 
manganese oxides corrode and replace the carbonate grains. Apparently the 
interstitial matter has obstructed so~ewhat the easy passage of the mangan-
ese oxides, but has been no serious b~rrier to the iron oxides. The ase-
ociation of the halo with ore mineralisation can best be seen where an 
apoph;ysis of the oY._idised zone hn:- a vein of 1Jlcck 1anganese oxide cd its 
centre enclosed by a broad irony red are~, W11ich in turn is surrounded by 
a narrower pale green bHnd. 
(c) Clays and shales. 
The cl~ys are typically bright red within the halo, but they some-
times appear bright yellow and occasionally with alternate red and yellow 
bands resembling Liesegang diffusion rings. Impregnation with red and 
yellow iron oxides is indicated, but the soft plastic clays rarely contain 
deposits of manganese oxides. Their other physical properties, notably 
plasticity, soapy feel and irregularly orientated slickensided partings 
remained unaltered during the colour change. 
The boundar;y of the o:-:idised halo in the clays and more i:lrgillaceous 
and micaceous shales is generally marked by a narrow band, ranging from a 
few millimetres to a maximum of five centimetres in width, with very sharp 
edges. Thie band ie very }:"J&le green .. (as in the case of the Bhaley dolom-
ites), and while it rarely contains a few crystals of pyrite, it has no 
trace of either the carbonaceous matter of the unaltered country rock or 
the iron oxide which characterises the oxidised halo. 
The coarser, rather silty sh0.lecc s,.ow a vviwle ra.n.c;e of colour in this 
oxidieed zone from dark red through brown to dull orange and yellow. They 
snow varying proportions of iron oxide, which when present in excess occurs 
as nodules or thin irregular layers. l-lanr:nnE:f-'8 oxides al~w occur in this 
latter manner; usuall;y the nodules <:'.re composed of a wixture of the oxides 
of both metals. The nodules range in size from l to 10 Cl!lP., and the 
laminae vary from a millimetre or two up to over a metre, ~hen the rock, 
according to circumstances, way IJeco_,,e considered cu-· or''· 
Very rarely manganese oxides have been found within the original 
black shale, but never at a distance of more thc:.r1 '~ centimetre or two from 
the altered red shale. ":ore typic;:dly c. numl:Jer of ' t lrO:n/!,lo.ng~nese roodules, 
or "atches of irony red shale, ay;·,ecir sc<.~ ttered in the blacl( shale, each 
within i tF o-. n f-:mall halo of ble;Jched and. red roc:-:, ( f-'ee Pli:.t tes~O 4. ... ~). 
Such patcnes and nodule~ would appe~·r to be interconnected and also joined 
to the oxidised zon8 proper - usually along fractures - but the connection 
is not always visible in the section exposed. 
'l'he shales are often indurated -oy their iron content, particularl;y 
when it is fairly high. The original beddin3 is preserved, but where 
there are nodules of iron and rnanganese l:Jiner&L' the lc"minationf'· are com-
rnonly disturbed, indicating that many of these nodules have grown in situ 
displc:cinp; the surrounding ~,;wJes. in the process. In other cases, notably 
where there is more ~uartz silt pr8sent in the sh: le, the oxide nodules 
have apparently repl&.ced the 2bc;.le metaso;·-iE·.ticcdly. 
Sturm (1q53:1 in his description o:f the de_l)oFits in Vfac1i :·'.enayeh 
noted the occurrence of nodul~r concretions of pyrolusite in clay and 
shale which is distorted in such a w~y as to indicate that the concretions 
bad ·mshed it outward o.nd c_·,wn;,' durin~- growtl-1. lie illustrates the point 
with an excellent photograph, which shows conditions very similar to those 
in some of the shales at Om Bogma. 
(d) Siltstone. 
'rhe siltstone of tl.le o:x:idised helo "'l C'O '"n.;earP 1n·ow:n '"nd ocnPsion-
ally yellow, ~ut usually it is Pithe, red or almo2t pure white, often in 
irregul,':r al ternatin~c; bands cc.nd ilCJ.tcheP. A t y p i c 2.1 r:. s s o e i "' t i o n i P for r e d , 
white and bl~ck siltstone respsctively to occur in ascendi~g order immed-
iately overlying the Sandstone Pavement or above an ore body. These 
colour difference2 are a symptom o~ the ;nore erratic distribution of iron 
in the siltstones; the white rock consists of 0uartz silt in a matrix of 
illite or kaolin, while the red roc~ is composed of 0u~rtz silt in a red 
iron oxide (haematite) matrix. 'l'he iron content v<:>.ries considerably; 
often there are bands of haematite with a little goethite and wa~ in vein-
lets (possibly infilled shrink~ge crac~s~ and irregular patc.1es, assaying 
over 65% "'e. 'l'he bound.aries of the oxidised halo in the siltstone are 
similar to those in the closely rel~ted sh~les, with rrojections along 
~otnts ~nd bedding ·l~nes le~din~ to nodules 8nd patches of irony silt-
stone surrounded hy the unaltered carbon~ceous rock. 
~anganese oxides occur in two way2 in the siltstones. In the 
1J]_eecbed ar>d red association, '.vi:lere tJ1ere :iE: •:s·eners~lly Bn 2bundance of 
iro11, •iiYl[j'i-lc•ese is found in _pockets oF "hard :Plue" ore, cornposed of 
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psilomelane (s.l.) often with a coarse spongy texture enclosing wad in the 
cavities. In the brown siltstone, on the other hand, especially in the 
general vicinity of large ore bodies, soft, grey powdery pyrolusite is some-
times found in nodular concretions and veinlets which are typically assoc-
iated with disturbed bedding in the enclosing shale. Concentric and radi-
ating textures are common in theee nodular oxides, and the appearance in 
section, as exposed in the sides of a development heading, strongly suggest 
an upward and outward growth in eitu, pushinr away the enclosing rock. 
Examples of this type of occurrence were recorded in the East and North 
Bills; in the former case these deposits stretched for over a hundred 
metres and locally formed a discontinuous "bed" which was worked for mangan-
ese dioxide ore. 
Descriptions and analyses of reprePentative specimens follow to show 
the differences between the unmineralised rocks and those within the oxid-
ised halo. 
Dolomite. 
Sp. No. 013/18 
Collected from: 
Pink dolomite. 
East side of Drive 17 cutting, 4 m. out-
bye from the portal, Lease 179; about 
2.5 m. above the Sandstone Pavement, and 
2 m. below the surface. 
The specimen is part of the basal dolomite, collected within 5 m. of 
a small lens of ore. It is pink in colour, with individual carbonate 
crystals visible to tne naked eye. On oGe side of the specimen a fragment 
of a fossil coral can be seen. 
a cut surface. 
Tiny black oxide veinlets are visible on 
In thin section an even grained interlocking mass of hypautomorphic 
carbonate crystals in the size range 0.05 wm. to 0.25 mm. can be seen. 
Refractive index (no) varies up to 1.683, indicating a slightly ankeritic 
dolomite. The veinlets of opaaue oxides run between and around the dolom-
ite crystals, and are clearly post-dolomite. 
Chemical analy8es of this specimen ~nd of a specimen (No. OB/69) of 
unaltered grey dolomite from Incline l C, south-west of Hill K. are given 
for comparison: 
CaO 
MgO 
K2o 
£,a
2
o 
UnO 
r<·es 
- 2 
co 2 
H2o 
Ratio Mn/li'e 
OB/11:) 
1.5 
0.5 
28.? 
22.2 
trace 
45-9 
0.7 
101.4 
0.5 
OB/69 
11.7 
2.6 
24.2 
l7. 2 
l.l 
trace 
0.04 
0.3 (other than con-
tained in pyrite) 
4-7 
35.8 
1.5 
99.14 
0.012 
The greater part of these analyses was carried out by the rapid methods 
of Schapiro & Brannock •. 
Shale. 
Sp. No. OB/22 
Collected from: 
lciottled :o·.hale. 
Roof of Drive 31 at 66 m. inbye, Lease 179; 
2.5 m. above the Sandstone Pavement and about 
40 m. below the surface. 
This specimen was collected within a few metres of a medium-sized ore 
body, at the edge of the oxidised halo. The unaltered country rock is 
dark grey shale similar to Sp. Ko. OB/4 (collected 50 rn. away). Black 
manganese oxide can be seen infiltrating along a joint plane, surrounded 
by a co~paratively broad (about l err,.) purple zone and a narrower bleached 
zone. The latter shows broad apophyses and (apparently) detached areas 
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containing purple specks. 
The grey unaltered part o~ the specimen became orange yellow on heat-
ing to redness, sho,;ing the dark colour to be due to carbonaeeow:·. matter. 
Chemical analysis showed it to contain 0.013% Mn. 
In seution the shale can be seen to consist of birefringent crypto-
phyllite "illite" with a little quartz silt of about 0.05 mm. grain size. 
Black manganese oxide occurs as tiny disseminated granules within the clay 
and as :nore solid t'IRSe-es which aplJear to have pushed aside the clay. 
Siltstone. 
Spp. Nos. OB/106 
OB/107 
OB/108 
Collected from: 
i:.lack micaceous siltstone. 
Pale green silty clay. 
Red irony siltstone. 
Roof of Development 2 Main at 430 m. 
inbye, about 5 m. above the Sandstone 
Pavement a.nd 200 m. 1Jelow the surface. 
These three specimens were taken from an area of rather patchy miner-
alisation in a thin development of the Limestone Series. They were all 
collected within a few centimetres of one ~nether, at the edge of the oxid-
ised halo. The black siltstone represents the unaltered country rock; 
the pale green specimen is from the narrow boundary zone, here about 5 ems. 
wide, and the bright red rock is from the halo proper. F'rorn their reJ.a-
tions the two latter rocks are clearly alteration products of the former. 
Sp. ho. 013/106 was disintergrated by c.gite:.ting in water for 8 hours, 
and separated into the following (approximate) proportions: 
Size Proportion 
+ 200 mesh 
- 200 wesh 
Remarks 
Almort entirely opaque plates, nrobably mica 
flakes coated 'iVith carbonaceous matter. Some 
fla:,Ces of white rnica and dark brown lnica can 
he seen. 
Rounded 2.nd sub-angulc;r ouartz gra.ins, e.nd 
some flakes of 0ica. Abu~dant opaque (carb-
nnaceous? · mc:teriol, ootn free and co<ding 
crystal~ of other minerals. 
Size Proportion 
clay 
Remarks 
Settling velocity less than ) cms./hr. 
Predominately illjte and carbonaceous 
r;,e. t ter. 
Sp. J:o. 01~/107 shows no sign of either carboneceo<JF metter or opa.aue 
oxide miner2ls. Sp. No. OR/lOR is heavily stained with red iron oxide. 
Differential Thermal Analysis. The material was prepared by the Macaulay 
orocess, as follows~ 
The specimens were broken into ~mall lut'!PS and placed in quart ·nilk 
bottles two thirds full of tap water. .880 ammonium hydroxide solutior 
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w2s added as a dispersing agent and the bottles agitated until the water 
remained turbid on standing for several hours. OB/107 and OB/108 re~uired 
2 mls. of dispersing agent and six hours agitHtion for this, but OB/106 
(black siltstore) contained more free electrolyte (principally sulphates) 
and re~uired a change of water, 5 - 10 mls. of dispersing agent and eight 
hours agitation. After standin~ for 15 hours th~ clay suspension was 
siphoned into a wide glass dish, and the bottles were re-fille~ and ~haken 
to yield a further clay susyension. 
'l'he am:,Jonia.cal solutions were neutraliPed (to litmus·, '.Vith acetic 
acid, and magnesium chlori~e was added to precipitate the clay. The 
OB/107 (pale green silty clay) suspension did not flocculate on the gradual 
~ddition with stjrring of much magnesium chloride, follo~ed by gentle heat-
ing, so it was finally sep&ratecl t'Y c.entrifuge. 
A portion of the OB/106 clay fraction W<•S further treated separately 
to eliminate carbonaceous matter. The suspension was gently warmed (by 
placing on a radic;tor c>nd 207; (100 volume) h~rrrogen peroxide 'Nas gradually 
added with periodic stirring. The reaction was very slow, bubbles being 
evolved slowly for 28 days, during which time the colour of the clay 
chc:mged frOlll dark grey to very pale yellow. The water turned green, 
giving positive reactions for iron and the sulphate radical - indicating 
oxidation of pyrite. The water containing the other clay suspensions 
showed no dissolved iron. 
The clay fractions were washed in alcohol (methylated spirit) and 
separated by centrifuge four or five times and finally dried in a small 
beaker in a dish of water over a water bath. Before being placed in the 
D.T.A. furnace they were crushed to pass a 100 mesh sieve and kept in a 
controlled moisture des/ifator. 
OB/106 
OB/107 
OB/108 
The following colour changes took place o~ heating these clays to 
Before After 
unoxidised dark gre;/ pale red 
oxidised very pale yellow- orange 
ish grey 
white pinkish yellow 
dark red bri{;ht red 
Differential Thermal Analysis showed no apparent difference in the 
clay minerals (illite and a little kaolin) of these respective specimens, 
(see D.T.A. curves). Chemical determination of the manGanese content 
(~!, Mi;.J..) also showed little chan~e across the halo boundary, viz: 
OB/106 OJ3/l07 OB/108 
0.022 0.014 0.012 
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The significant changes in this country rock during the halo oxidation 
were thus: 
(1) Complete removal of carbonaceous matter. 
· (2) Impregnation with red oxide of iron. 
Argillaceous dolomite. 
Spp. l'os. OB/20 
OB/21 
Collected from: 
Yellow and red dolomite. 
East wall of Drive l9A at 51 m. inbye, Lease 
178, 2m. above the Sandstone Pavement and 
about 20 rn. below the surface. 
A rather coarsely crystalline carbonate rock, partly yellow an1 partly 
red with a narrow, very pale greenish zone about l em. wide separating 
tb.e,se parts. The red colouration of the rock is usually associated with 
veinlets of black manganese oxide. 
The rock is made up of automorphic zoned dolomite crystals up to 
0.4 mm. across with refractive index nO in the range 1.673 to 1.682. 
Fossil criLoid and shell fragments up to 3 mm. in diameter are present. 
In the yellow part of the rock there are pockets of yellowish brown bire-
fringent rn~terial, probably limonite-stained clay, between the carbonate 
crystals. There is also a little quartz of silt grade and some opaque 
brown limonite. The pale greenish zone contains a clay ~ineral with 
little or no staining matter and some quartz silt. In the red portion of 
the rock the interstitial clay, and to a lesser extent the carbonate cry-
stals themselves, have been impregnated by red iron oxides. 
of manganese oxide has altered and corroded the carbonate. 
A veinlet 
Differential Thermal Analysis. Analyses were made of pieces of each of 
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the three coloured parts of these specimens, ground to pass a 100 mesh 
sieve, and of their respective clay fractions, separated and prepared by 
the same technique as was used with the siltstones (q.v.). The clay 
suspensions were decarbonated by adding a few drops of 1 1 hydrochloric 
acid and allowing to Ptand till effervescence ceased and did not recommence 
on the addition of more acid - a period of one or two days. 
For comparison the clay fraction of a specimen of grey carbonaceous 
dolomite (OB/69) was also separated and analysed by this method. As with 
the carbonaceous siltstone, this clay did not disperse until a certain 
amount of electrolyte (including sulphate ions) had been removed by chang-
ing the water. 
17 days. 
Oxidation of the carbonaceous matter of this sample took 
The colour changes on heating the clays to 1050° were as follows: 
OB/69 (oxidise d) 
OB/20 
& 
OB/21 
Before 
very pale greyish brown 
bright yellow 
pale pink 
red 
After 
blood red 
brick red 
r-eddish brown 
red 
The D.T.A. curves for the untreated rock are typical of dolomite in 
the cases of the pale green and red parts respectively, while that of the 
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yellow portion is more reminiscent of a calcite curve. The curves for the 
clay fractione, ... while more irregular than those for tlte clay fractions of 
the siltstones, show some similar characteristics in that they indicate the 
presence of illite with a little ~aolin; again this is with the exception 
of the sample fro& the yellow portion, which shows some resemblance to a 
calcite curve. 
(ii) Contrast with surface oxidation. 
The hypothesis has heen put forward in the past that the ores owe 
their present oxidised state to alteration by deep weathering from a prev-
ious reduced condition. It is true that with the deeply dissected topo-
graphy and the semi-arid climate obtaining at Om Bogrna complete oxidation 
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of a deposit of iron and L1&.nganese carbonctes :night be expected to some 
depth, and it is therefore necessary to examine this 0uestion in some detail. 
(a) Position and extent of the oxidised halo. 
The o:::idised hc!lo is ver~r ;·;idespre~Ld; it extends in :~reroter or lesser 
thicknes.s over the w'r;ole 8rea of the ore de~)osi ts. Fo r.arb0n2CP-O<JS rock 
has ever been recorded resting directly on the Sandstone Pavement: there 
is alw~ys a layer of red rock separating thern: at least half a metre thick 
in the clay facies and much more than this in fame of the more permeable 
rocks. The Lower Sandstone may indeed be a part of the oxidised halo, 
since it is al~ost invariably stained, often heavily so, with iro~ oxides, 
although the lack of carbonaceous matter in the upper part of the formation 
is only to be expected in that type of lithology. Underground exposures 
of the higher part of the Limestone Series are much less fre0uent than 
those of its base 2.s the practice vvas to keep the mine WOl'kings as far as 
possible on the Sandstone Pavement. 1-lowever in certain circumstances the 
top of the Series was renetrated, particularly in prospect rises put up 
to test for mineralisation in the hi~her parts of the thinner developments 
of the Series. It was found th~t there is Mlso a layer of red iron-stained 
rocks at or near the top of the Limestone Series, but the overlying beds at 
or a little above th8 base of the Upper Sandstone almost invariably contain 
a little carbonaceous matter and pyrite with no iron or n•anganese oxides. 
In some places the whole of the Limestone Series was found to be within the 
oxidised zone, but typically a layer within the Series - generally the most 
argillaceous part - still retains the diagenetic carbon and pyrite. 
the Limestone Se-ries appears to be absent altogether, cJS in parts of the 
East Hills, the lowest part of the Upper Sandstone comes within the oxid-
ised zone. The•relation~ of th~ oxidised zone and its boundaries to lith-
ology has been described in the previous section. The influence of struct-
ure, in particular faults and other fractures is discussed in Chapter 7. 
It need only be stressed here that the depth of cover bears no relation to 
the relative development of the oxidised halo. In a part of Gebel Farsh 
el Azraq this zone is as extensive in association with ore deposits beneath 
some 200 metres of overlying rocks and more than 500 metres from outcrop, 
as it is anywhere else in a similar type of country rock. The inclined 
heading to the south-west of Hill K showed that the bulk of the lowest 50 
metres at least of the Upper Sandstone has not been subjected to oxidation 
even where the underlying Limestone Series has been so affected. 
(b) The perched water table. 
The disposition of the oxidised halo can only be related to meteoric 
agencies by means of upward oxidation beneatn a perched water table~ with 
the slightly permeable Upper Sandstone forming the aquifer <'nd resting on 
the locally impervious Limestone Series, which forms the barrier and in 
turn overlies the porous Lower Sandstone, a relatively "dr;/' (unsaturated) 
rock. Such a water table does exist in the mining areas: workings on 
the Sandstone Pavement are invariably dry, except in places where rainwater 
runs in from the surface and is held by a layer of mud on the floor, while 
rises put up through a carbonaceous shaley layer in the Limestone Series 
often produced a trickle of water, especially under heavy cover or beneath 
a surface dr~inage channel. There are examples of this latter phenomenon 
in both the East Hills and near the middle of Gebel Farsh el Azraq. The 
circulc.tion of air in the Lower Sandstone is further aided b;y open fissures, 
a centimetre or two wide, which are found here and there. During strong 
winds there is a rapid movement of air in son1e of these openings, as shown 
by a fairly strong draught from an opening in ihe floor of a blind-ending 
drive, 3U metres inbye. 
In the outcrops there is occasionally a slow drip of water from the 
Limestone Series at the head of a steep wadi (as in Wadi Abu Thor, Map II) 1 
but this is ratner exceptional as the weathered rocks of this Series are 
always perrneai)le in a grec.ter or lesser c,_egree and consequently the lateral 
limits of the perched water table seldom reach the outcrop. 'rhe position 
of the lower or main water table near the bas~ of the Lower Sandstone is 
more clearly shown b;y a "spring line" marked b;y li ttl.;; tufts of vegetation 
and an almost continuous line of salt encrustations. 
(c) Comparison of the "oxidation fronts.'' 
The various depths to which the zone of surface oxidation (deep weath-
ering~ normally penetrates in the various rock types were noted in Chapter 
5. These are very small (20 metres maximum) when co*pared with the dis-
tances to which these effects would have to penetrate the Lower Sandstone 
to achieve the results observed in the oxidised halo, when one considers 
that the alteration is undiminished at 800 metres (the greatest distance 
reached by mining) from the nearest outcrop of the Lower Sandstone at that 
level. 
The nature of the boundaries of the two types of oxidation also offers 
a contrast. The lower limit of surface oxidation is very diffuse, with a 
gradu~t change from unaltered to weathered roc~ over a distance of 20 ems. 
or more. The limits of the halo oxidation, on the other hand, although 
often extremely irregular, are always very ~harp with one single clear 
boundary line between the unaltered rock and the narrow bleached transition 
zone and another at the edge of the iron-stained rock. 
The chemical changes which have affected the original constituents of 
the rocks are fundamenta-lly the sarne in the :-.wo cases, i.e. rerr:ovc l of carb-
onaceous rna tter, presuma.bly -by oxidation to earbon dioxide or c&rbona. te, 
and complete alteration of all sulphides, principally pyrite but also in-
eluding chalcopyrite and galena, with oxidation of iron to ferric sesqui-
oxide. 'I'ile oxidation capacity of l,oth ::.;y·ste:Js has been sufficient to 
carry these reactions to virtual conpletion witnin the zo~es affected. 
The differing COilfiguration of the respective fronts however suggePts a con-
siderable difference in oxidation intensity. In the zone of deep weather-
ing t118 indefinite boundary indic21'_eP thc1.t tl,e rate of ar1vance of the front, 
which keeps pace, more or less with the r•te of erosior, has be0n greater 
thi-'11 the rate of Gh8nP;e; witr1 the oxidised halo t-uese conditions were rev-
) ot or·l~,r has there been 2. f!1orr" eiltensive !)enetr<:1.tion of the rocks 
under ~rester confinin~ pres~ure in the latter case, but the chemical change 
has heen (in the Feologicel time-sc~le 1 immedi~te. 
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The most fundRrnental difference betweG~ these two zones of oxidation 
is in the concentration of the metals, iron and meneanese. The we2 there cl 
zone rocks contain no visible nAn~anese oxides other· than the ~endritic 
markin~s on ioint-faces which are found in rocks of all kinds, whether 
associated with ore deposits or not. They Hlso cenerally contain no more 
iron, typicell;>' present "'s "l:i.rr.onite", th<•n is necess,'·r:'·' to colou:r· them 
pale or, more rarely, bright yellow. This contrasts significantly with 
the occurence of these rnet;_, ls in thr~ rock2 of the oxidised halo, partic-
ularly when tr1e sc:.we stratulll is. traced from or•e zone of o~·:idatior. to the 
other. 
Solution and replace:rent :ohenornenc,. 
In addition to the above changes of a largely metasomatic nature there 
h2ve been other less widespread ~Iterations affecting the uhysical compos-
ition and attitude of the country rocks. 'I'hese ~'henomen2.. are more obvious 
in the outcrops and opencast workings tnan those connected with the halo 
oxidation, and conse~uently they have been described end interpreted (in a 
1:umber of di f'feren t wo:y s :~ b:y previous wor 1\:ers. 
(a': Truncated ·bedding and collapse structures. 
In many places in the mining areas the lower limit of the ~edded dol-
omitic "limestones" can be "'een to be very irregular, cuttir'.?; E,cross indiv-
idual heds to lebve dovmws.rd nrojections 2nd dot'!e-like hollows in the under-
side of the form<'.tion (see Plate~). 'l'hr~ beds above the Ln·ger of these 
hollows have sagged into basin-like structures which gradually die out in 
the overlying strata of the Upper Sandstone. Elsew~ere the beds terminate 
agflinst an irreguLtr surfrtce of the based d.olornite 'Xith only a band of 
shaley materisl a few centimetres wide separating the two form~tions. ln 
these cases the underside of t~e bedded rocks is clearly a solution boundary, 
part of the formation having been re:,,oved from below. 
In other places the beds have been preserved, but they have become 
flexed to conform to the configuration of the underlying rocks, which include 
ta.buler ore bodies and irregule:.r lJatcnes of massive basal dolomite (see 
PlatelQQSWI). Here the eol uti on haf: taken place in the basal dolorni te, and 
the inference is drawn th&t the ore bodies reolaced part of this dolomite 
and were thus able to support the ~eggi,n,c~· 1jedded "limestone:-·". 
(b) Residu~l Rock. 
Where there has been removal by solution of part of the calcareous 
beds, particularly in the case of the s~aley limestones, there remains a 
soft fria1,le mass of sandy and argillaceous matter vvi th no recognisable 
bedding or structure. This material appears to be the less soluble part 
of the original sediments which rem~ins after the solution of the lime and 
magnesia, hence the descriptive term "residual rock". This rock is invar-
iabl;~r found beneath the bedC.ed liinestot:es which he:ve been attacked by the 
dissolving media, and its thickness (approxiillately, and over small areas) 
varies inversely ·,'iith that of the rcwwining limestone, i.e. it varies 
directly with, but is smaller than, the thickness of bedded limestone which 
bas disappeared. Residual rock surrounds many of the larger ore bodies, 
but \vhere it overlies them it is separated fro:;, them b;y a "roof", usually 
20- 50 ems. thick, of a harder ar;ri more COl11Pc"-Ct iron3' sl1al0. A more 
argillaceous and less sandy form of this rock occurs around irregular sol-
ution re1unants of 1mrer doloui te, often enclosing small rounded fragments 
of the dolomite to form a kind. of "solution breccia". This latter phen-
ornenon can often be seen at the top of the basal dolomite, and also in 
the upper layer of the oxidised halo. 
In addition to the solution remnants of the original dolor~ite there 
are also automorphic rhombs of secondary dolomite present (see Section (iv) 
(a), below,;. 
The residual rock fresuently also contains nodules of manganese and 
iron oxide minerals, particularly in the vicinity of larger ore bodies. 
Commonly these are compo~ed of closely packed radiating needles of pyrol-
usite, but sometimes they appear to be an amorphous mixture of the oxides 
of the two metals. The individual nodules vary in size from one to five 
centimetres in diameter, SO:iJetirnes lctrger, a.r,d are generally spheroidal. 
Frequently they occur grouped together to form botryoidal or reniform 
clusters, as in some of the larger ore deposits. 
(c:J Doming in the shi:iles. 
Fold-structures si~ilar to those describ~d under (~) above, in which 
the bedding conforms to the sectional outline of an ore body, can also be 
seen where ore bas been deposited in the soft plastic clays and argillaceous 
shales. In the latter, however, there docs not appear to have been any 
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removal by solution of previously underlyinz roc~. The field relations 
here suggest that ore bodies up to three metres or more in thickness have 
accwnulated while squeezing the enclosing rock upwards &i1d outwards, as is 
inferred in the case of the smaller nodules. 
(iv Secondary mineralisation. 
A number of new minerals, not always directly asPoci~ted with the ore, 
occur in the zone of ~alo oxidation. These appear to have developed mainly 
by re-precipitation of material derived by solution from the original coun-
try rocks. 
(a) Dolomite rhowbs. 
These are almost perfect rhombohedra,·breaking with the character-
istic curved cleava?,"e of dolomite. They range in size from l u~. to 15 mrn. 
on an edge, but in any one place tney are all of the same dimensions. The 
crystals normall~ show clear centres with n~rrow cloudy outer rims, but the 
refringence (nO 1.680) indicates a pure dolomite composition throughout. 
The appearance of zoning may be due to the incorporation of foreign matter 
in overgrowths. 
'rhese rhombs of dolo;;Ji te occur as se~)a:r·ate individuc'ls and as a.ggreg-
ates of intergrown crystals; they may be sparsely scattered in the residual 
rock or closely packed into l~nticular masses up to 6 m. x 1 rn. or more in 
cross section. 
(b) Silica. 
Second~ry silica occurs in a variety of ways in the Limestone Series 
or a little above it, and there is sou1e evider:ce (v.:here it is exr1oeed) of 
corrosion and partial replacement of ~art of the underlying Lower Sandstone 
in the localities affected. 'l'he :;Jos.t comnJOn occurrence if", in a thin bed 
of med.iu:n grained sandstone near the base of the 1Jpper Sand2.tone formc.tion. 
The rock is stained v~rious shades of hrown Pnd looolly even black; it is 
very hard, resemblin~ ~uartzite, and on weathered surfaces it shows the 
hish _l)olisb of typical "desert v&.rnish 11 • In t~in section the original 
rounded gr<:Lins of 'uartz can be ~'een to be coated with a thin film of opaque 
matter, nrohably iron an~ manganese oxides, and a~ outer rim of secondary 
~uartz in optical continuity with that of the centre. 1l'he intersticeP 
bP.ve ·bec;,n filled with rrlinutely cr:·s.talline ''ue.rtz~ whicl, e.ppears to have 
~I' 
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Plate XLI 
Plate XL 
Secondary ~ilica in the Upper Sandstone. 
~p. OB/45 from the base of the Upper 
Sandstone on the northern part of the 
Central Hills. 
Thin section between crossed nicols, x go. 
There is a little secondary growth of quartz 
in optical continuity with the sand grains, 
and more in tiny crystals between the grains 
Secondary silica replacing limestone. 
Sp. OB/63 from a loose block, S.W. of 
Shaft B, torth Hills. 
Thin section between cross~d nicols, x 30. 
Irregular crystals of carbonate in a 
matrix of micro-crystalline quartz. 
An "atoll 11 of carbonate can be seen on 
the right, with its centre replaced by 
quartz. 
Plate XLII 
Secondary silica associated with manganese. 
Sp. OB/64 from Dr. 5, North Hills, l m. 
above the Sandstone Pavement in a pocket-
lined with pyrolusite, within massive 
pink dolomite. 
Thin section between crossed nicols, x 30. 
Fibrous quartz associated with opaque 
material. 


Phte XLIII 
Secondary silica associated 
with iron. 
Sp. 0~/46 from the Upper 
Dolomite, above Dr. 14, 
North Hills. 
Thin section in ordinary 
Black~ goethite. 
Regular lath - and straw 
shaped ag3regates of quartz 
crystals appear within the 
t~oe thi te. 
Plate XLV 
Plate XLIV 
The eame, -:; 30. 
Rypautomorphic outlines of quartz 
occur ~t the boundary of the two 
area.:::. ~oethite can be seen 
growl~8 into the included agsreg-
ates of que.rtz. 
rrhe same in plane polarised li(';ht, X 90. 
A group of radiating fibres, and other 
single fibres of goethite can be seen 
in the quartz. Goethite appears to 
be replacing the quartz. 
·;-roinl outwards from the J.E,r~-o;er crEtins. In the darker varieties of this 
rock there iP I'i:ther more of the metallic oxides and correspondingly less 
secondary quartz. 
-~icrocrystalline quartz is E:.lso found loc<illy "'" b replace:TJent of 
fosPiliferous "dolornit,:;", the l<tr~·:er foesils being ··,reserved in the quartz. 
In hand-specirnen this rock hd' the i.'JrJ~!ez,.rance of' chert, and weathered spec-
iu,ene'- show characteristj.c desert varnis.h. In thin section some remnant 
rhornbs of carbonate CHn be seen at the irregulBr replacement boundary 
wi,ich have been enclosed in i::icroer;·stalline silic<::. and also replct.ced at 
the centre by slightly coarser quartz. 
Coarsely crysta 11 ine r:uartz so::tet ime s occurs <:Is a reylacemen t of 
dolomite within the oxidised halo, and it is then often partly replaced in 
turn by an iron oxide, usually goethite. •1uartz crystals have been found 
up to 5 x 2 erne, in size. 
An unusual occurrence of quartz was found in a bed of massive basal 
dolomite in the l'Jortl1 Fills. A closely packed mass of spheroids, each some 
2 - 3 ems. in diameter and composed of radiating fibrous crystals of nuartz, 
wae enclosed in a tain layer of pyrolusite needles within the dolomite. 
The identity of the nuartz was conl·irmed by x-rays. 
(c) Gypsum and alunite. 
Gypsum (Ca~o4 .2H 2o~ is common as thin b2nds of satin spar in many of 
the rocks of the Om l~og•m:J c>.r8a. It is found in the black ca.rbonaceous 
clc.ys and sheles, in the oxidised shaley limestones ~ncl mottled shales of 
the wea.thering 2.nd halo zones end ulso, ae r2ther thicker and r:1ore extens-ive 
sheets, in the lerger ore bodies. It ulso occurs ae a "lining" on the 
hanging wall of the dyke, where tuis cuts the large nre deposits of the 
.earth Bills. 
Alunite (KJ..l 3 (so<,~; 2 (uil) 6 ; is t_;ometirnes associated with e,-ypsuw in the 
shaley limestones, but it occurs more commonly in the siltstones and shales 
of the oxidised halo where it is found as little nodules or infilling cracks. 
This mineral i~ nure wnite and so finely cryst~lline that it hbs a soapy 
feel in spite of its hardness of 3.5 - 4. The material collected gave a 
good x-ray llowder l'attern and c.n excellent :D.'I'.A. curve. 
A green mineral sometimes found in small amounts associated with gyp-
sum in shales and siltstones of t~e halo is believed to be brochanthite 
(v) Conclusions. 
The following conclusions are drawn from the foregoing observations 
and deduction~;: 
(a) Oxidation, 
Certain of the rocks of the sedimentary series, notably those in 
which the oxides of iron and manganese are now found, and rocks adjacent 
to them, have been subjected to intense oxidation at so~e considerable 
time after deposition c.nd corcsolidation. 
some means other than meteoric processes. 
(b) Changes in composition. 
This oxidation was effected by 
During the oxidation process certain elements, i.e. oxygen, iron and 
manganese, were introduced to these rocks in quantity from an outside 
too. 
source. Certain other elements, particularly carbon and sulphur, and also 
calcium and. IDctgnesium, which were part of the original rocks, were either 
removed or redistributed. 
(c) Means of access. 
The media effecting these changes gained access to these rocks from 
below, by percolating through the Lower Sandstone. 
(d) Physico-chemical conditions. 
The configuration of the argillaceous rocks containing nodules, etc., 
indicates that pressures were relatively high. Solution and re-precipit-
ation o£_ both silica and dolomite indicate a variable, or fluctuating pH. 
~;odera tely low terupera ture s preva.ile d, lectving a total absence of thermal 
effects. 
( 8) DEPOSITION OF ORE IN hELATION TO LI'fHOLOGY. 
Although the deposits of ore are concentrated at the Sandstone Pave-
~ent or in the Limestone Series, the iron and manganese ~inerals a~e not 
entirely confined to these limits but are found almost throughout the rock 
sequence in the area of the mines. V!hen these cieposi ts and their marginal 
/OJ 
associations are examined in relation to their host-rocks a definite con-
nection can be seen between the nature and magnitude of the mineral deposits 
on the one hand and the lithology of the country rocks on the other. This 
connection has been studied for its importance from the economic stand-
point as it forms an important aid in prospecting, and it has been inter-
preted in terms of a lithological control of mineral deposition. It can 
be described under two heads: the stratigraphical control, affecting the 
vertical distribution of ore minerals throughout the rock sequence, and the 
facies control, affecting the distribution of ore and related phenomena. 
within the ore-bearing Limestone SerieE. 
(i) Stratigraphical control. 
(a) Basement rocks. 
There are no deposits of ore in the basement rocks in the vicinity of 
the Om Bogma. mines, but the broken ground of fault zones frequently e.hows 
a little red haematite staining. This is most noticeable in the granit~s 
in Wadi Samra, Wadi Shellal and in the Na.hman _4..reas. 
Vein deposits of haematite and of manganese dioxide ore occur in the 
crystalline basement rocks in other parts of central Sinai: 
described in another chapter. 
(b) Lower Sandstone. 
these are 
The Lower Sandstone at Om 13ogma em d in the Nahman Areas, which is gen-
erally poor in intergranular clay or other clogging material, is frequently 
found to contain patches, pipes and layers which have been cernentsd aniipar~­
jally;~~placed by the oxides of iron and manganese. These are much more 
common towards the top of the formation, where the rock is coarser grained 9 
but they are also met_with in the lo~er part of the Sandstone. Weathered 
fragments sometimes reveal a concentric layered structure in the impreg-
nations, while joints cemented with metal oxides are quite common. 
In places a thickness of more than a metre at the top of the Lower 
Sandstone bas been so heavily impregnated with the oxide minerals that it 
constitutes ore, the bulk of the 1uartz of the sandstone having been re-
placed; 
stone. 
all gradations of this material are found down to stained sand-
Replacements in the Lower Sandstone nost commonly occur at the 
base of large ore bodies, but thi~ is not always the case. 
In thin section the areas of r·e]Jlr!ced or impregn;~ted se.ndstone show 
definite sharp edges, discrete ramifying strings and veinlets between the 
grains are virtually unknown. 
(c) The Limestone Sel'ies as i:l "hoet". 
to::l., 
The f&ct that nearly all of the v.rork&ble ore is found within the 
Limestone Series in itself inplies th~t conditions in this series have been 
!!lOre fi;vourable to the deposition of the ore miner::J.lf' than <"n:'."-"'here else in 
the remainder of the rock-senuence. This ~ppe~rs to be aue to the presence 
of the dolomite, which is the only carhonHte rock throughout the rock column 
in the area of the known ore de~o:cits. 
The very widespread invasion of coarsely crystalline dolomites by 
tiny strings o~ the oxide niner8ls ~s evidence of the relative esse with 
which it is penetrated comp~red with the other rocks. 
observations of its gener~lly ~i~h m~nganese content (0.1 - 0.40) led him 
to conclude the.t this element Wi·S "' primary constituent of the rock, but 
coupled with the microscopic evidence the analyses he ~uoted emphasise the 
ability of the Limestone Series to &bsorb mang~nese at some time after its 
form<:dion. 
(d) The Limestone Series c:ts a "blcnket". 
In addition to its carbonate content the Limestone Series locally 
contains a much higher proportion of ?rgillaceous mhtteT than is found 
else':'Ihere in the rock sequence, and this f'1::ct hc.s h<,.d a profound effect 
on the localisation of ore deposition. In E! number of 1Jlc,ces where there 
is 2. bed oY shale betvre>e'n thE: ;-)andstone Pave''!ent r..:.nd overlying dolomite 
there has been heavy impregn~tion of the Lower Sandstone immediately below 
the P2vement while the Limestone Series remains comparatively uncontaminated. 
There a.re examples of this on the we,tern side of Hill "1<'" 2nd in the lower 
part of the Wadi Shellal. Vfhere pockets of ore occur in the massive dol-
omite they are usually found at the top of this formation, immediately 
underlyine e shaley layer. 
In every case observed workable ore bodies have been overlain by a 
"roof" of shale or argillaceous siltstone, which has apparently been im-
nervious to the colloidal oxides of iron and manganese, while in many cases 
it has allowed the passage of active solvents to overlying calcareous beds, 
giving rise to the truncated bedding, residual rock and collapse struct-
ures described in the previous chapter, (see Plate XXXIX). The roof 
shale has thus acted as a semi-permeable layer, and its presence in this 
role gives strong support to the ar~ument that the ores have been introduced 
by means of ascending solutions. Jly contrast the presence of ''Pavement 
shale" beneath the ore although often noted is by no means a general rule. 
'rhe most significant indication of the "blanket" effect of certain 
strata in the Limestone Series is the fact that the Upper Sandstone above 
the largest concentrationE of ore generally shows little or no staining by 
manganese or iron, while above more patchy mineralisation within the Lime-
stone Series the Upper Sandstone is typically comparatively heavily impreg-
nated with these oxides. These phenomena cannot be related to dif~erences 
in the Upper Sandstone, which shows little or no lateral variation, but 
they can be shown to depend upon the composition of the Limestone Series, 
as described in the next section on facies control of ore deposition. 
Excunples can be cited in the lorth Hills, where the largest single ore-body 
was found under a hill of white to pale brown Upper Sandstone, and in Hill 
'D' where rather poor concentrations of ore are found under a hill of black-
stained sandstone. 
(e) Upper Sandstone. 
In Wadi Buda and generally to the north-west of Wadi Baba where the 
Limestone Series is thicker and contains a relatively smaller proportion of 
argillaceous matter there are few concentrations of ore within the Series, 
while the lowest part of the overlying Upper Sandstone is often heavily 
stained and impregnated with iron and manganese oxides. fo examples are 
known, however, of complete replacement of any part of the Upper Sandstone 
by iron or manganese oxides. 
Elsewhere the Upper Sandstone typically shows dark staining confined 
to fault planes and vertical joints, i.tnd occasionally in a thin bed of 
rather coarser sandstone. By m0ans of this staining fractures can be 
traced very easily from the air or from neighbouring higher ground. The 
inference is drawn that because of its finer grain and int~r-granular clay 
the Upper Sandstone was less susceptible to permeation by the oxides of 
iron and manganese than the other sedimentary formations. In the two 
small hills to the east of Gebel tiarahil (r,,c: •. p II) the Limestone Series is 
absent, and there is no sign, such as slumping or brecciation in the Upper 
Sandstone, of a pre-existing carbonate rock formation having been removed 
by solution, but the boundar;)· betwee,-; the Lower and Upper Sandstones is 
clearly marked by a thickness of about a metre of bluck very heavily im-
pregnated sandstone. Taken with the foregoing evidence this appears to 
reinforce the view of the Upper ~andstone tending to localise the depos-
ition of the metallic oxides which penetrated the Lower Sandstone from 
below. 
This localising effect, both in the Upper Sandstone and in the Lime-
stone Series may be due to the clay matrix actinz as a physical barrier to 
colloidal material, or it rnay be clue to ci1en1ical action oi' their carbon-
aceous content (see Chapter 11 1 , or more probably to a combination of these. 
(ii) Facies control. 
(a~ Ore distribution in relation to facies. 
The lateral variations in thickness and lithology of the Limestone 
Series have been discussed in Che.pter 5, illustrated by l,'8J! III and i<'·igure 
III. A comparison of ~.:aps III and IV will show that the occurrence of ore 
-or workable thickness is quite independent of the development of the various 
facies types in the Limestone Series as ~ whole. 
IOI.j, • 
It is only when we examine the a~sociation of ore with the individual 
members of the Limestone Serief ~h~t we see the effect of the various lith-
olosical divisions on the deposition of the iron and manganese oxides. In 
the thicker develop~ents of the Series ore is almost invariably confined to 
the basal dolo.~ite, and where tnis has been entirely reolaced the ore appears 
-Ln the unper dolomite layer, lea.ving· tjJe intervening shaley bedded. "lime-
stone" virtually unattac~ed. rl'here if' reo record of tliiS "upper bed" ore 
occurring \vhere ti,ere is still so ::e "t.J.Ddissolved b&saJ. dolomite. 
In thinner parts of the Series where there is no basal dolo~ite ore 
may aype~r in either the bedried facies or the upper dolomite. In the a-o-
sence of a calcareous host, and i11 some cases where the lower part of the 
c.'eries ico ver;y urgillirceou>-: 1 the ore r'lay be concentratec1 at the base of a 
compact shsle. 
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'T'o the south-ec.st of hin l'_bu ilE,nFtCC!. (·.c,:n Il.,l there are severe,} srne.ll 
lenses of coarse sandstone, surrounded by siltstone, whic}t have been part-
ia.ll~· or al1nost eEtirel;v renl:-ced by ore. In this case the ore-brinpin~ 
nedia hffV0 r,vir:'18ntJ~; morro ,,,:·sil;v penetr~tec1 the };,:r·geT poreE" of the coarser 
Erained roc~ and h2ve been able to attack this host more stronGlY than they 
have done in the case of th"" fineJ ::oil tf'.tone. 
(b~ Relations of the ore bodies to tbeir host rocks. 
This subject has alre2dy been touched upon in the previous chapter 
on margin~l phonomenu; 
cause and effect. 
it will be further discussed here in terms of 
It appears that the active ~luids were able to penetrate the dolomite 
very readily for considerable dist~nces during the first stages of oxidation 
and impregnhtion, before the later st~~e of repl8cement took place. All 
st~ges of the metasomatic process can be seen, up to complete replacement 
of the dolomite by the metal oxides, so~etimes only a small kernel of 
dolomite remaining to revecl the nt:du1·e of the roc~< which 1ws been replaced. 
Generally o,,ly small :0ockets of the ore ''1inere:.ls nc,ve been prooucer" in this 
w2y, as these conditions result in ~ ten~ency to disseminution rather than 
concentration of the metals, except ~here t~e original dolomite was only 
moder~tely developed. 
The process of colloidal deposition o~ the oxides ~fter the previous 
solution of the carbonate bo~:·t, esj)eeicll~r '·';here;, se:,;i-"•erne.o;,ble n-blanket" 
of roof-slFtlc is. involved, ho.::; led to tl1e cccumul;:·tion of the largest single 
ore bodies in Sinai, for exornple the large tabular deposits of the Central, 
East and Porth Hills. 'I'No factors have brouE(l1t this ubout, firstly the 
removal of the dolo:'lite or li,·,1estone provi--ed the spc:ce necesPar;y, or 
rather it relieved tbe confining preefure wbich woulri otherwise tend to 
inhibit the ~ccumulation of large compact solid bodies, ~nd secondly the 
auto-cataly?ing effect (Zapffe, 1031) of the deposition of manganese would 
lead to a concentration of the metal in a sin~le bo , und even to the 
extension of deposition beyon~ the limits of the original dolomite bed. 
The latter effect appears to be a reasor for the observerl extension of some 
of the large ore-bodies of the North Hill~ downwards into the underlying 
Lower Sandstone. 
lot... 
Generally deposition of· ore after the prior solution of calcareous 
rock has resulted in ore high in joint metal~ (i.e. a high tenor of iron 
plus mfngEmese:: c..r:Cl. lo·: in silica cL.nd other contc.·.minatin.::; substances. In 
prospecting therefore dolo,.,ite and. 1;edcled "limestone" arc considered fav-
·JUrHble hosts for large bodie:: of "clean"ore. 
By contrast the ore deposits associated with a siltstone or sandy 
host rock are usually irregulc:.r in 2-he.pe c•nd often very 11 irty", with 
numerous patches and bands of country rock mixed with the ore. An example 
of' this occurs to the so11th o:f .i-lill Il in tbco 1·,ahmcn Areas where the total 
thickness from Sanustone Pc•.vement to Hoof' Shale of 9.4 :netres compares 
favourably with the greatest tnickness of 8 metres found in the large ore-
bodies associated with a carbonate host in the North Hills, but the joint 
metal value is only 46.9%, compared with nearly 60% in the North Hills. 
Where ore has been deposited in softer, more argillaceous, rock the 
tenor is again fairly high, but the ore-bodies are usually thin and often 
small in lateral extent, as in the southern parts of the East Hills. It 
would appear that these finer-gr<dned rocks could neither be readily pen-
etrated by the ore-bringing media nor easily dissolved to make room for the 
ore, but hn~ been bodily displ2ced by the precipitating oxides. 
(c) Influence of host-rocks on ore mineralogy. 
The various types of ore and the minerals of which they are composed 
have been descri.bec in another chapter. During the routine work of re-
cording the geology of the mines careful note was teken of the character 
of the ore in addition to noting ths lithology of the host-rocks. The 
most striking observation which resulted from this comparison was that 
while goethite is quite common in the ore of the 11 limestone" c.nd dolomite 
areas, it is rarely seen closely associated with a siliceous (siltstone 
or sh&le) host. ~aematite is virtually the only iron mineral found assoc-
iated with the traces of residual s~nd or silt found in the l~rger ore-
bodies or in the shales or siltstones immedi.:·.tely surrour;d.ing them. 'I'he 
associations of the manganese minerals with the nost rocks are not so 
definite, but there is a stronc; te11der~c;y for the "hard blue" type of ore, 
' . 
chiefly composed of the psilomelane 1~.1.; group of minerals, to occur more 
co;JJJnOl.ly in the siltstone and s1-1i:1.le <-,ree:s. 
'fhese findings agree '.Yi th tlte observations of G. A. 'J'hiel ( l92L1) in the 
Cuyuna Range near Lake Superior, w~o found th1t soft pyrolu~ite was assoc-
iated with "ochreous limonite" in the low silicc., high phosphor1H> ores, and 
thot h2ematite occurred with "hard crystalline manganite a,~,d massive d.ark 
blue dense ~Jsilornelane" in the 11igh si1ica, low phOSl)rJOrus ores. 
The ratio of manganese to iron does not appear to obey any rules in 
the limestone areas, where it is uEually very variable both laterally and 
verticall;y. Occasionally, as in the Central and Eastern Hills, a layer 
of al:nost pure manganese dioxide has been found beneath a ti1ick layer of 
ma~sive goethite.,-with. sometimes _unother layer of high grade manganese ore 
above the iron. In the "no limes tone" area~, clOV>ever, iron ore often forms 
e \vide spread "halo" around a body richer in 1t12ngar1ese, Iron wEts appa.rently 
able to ~enetrate the finer grained rocks more easily than was manganese -
possibly the haernatite was deposited directly from true solution as it is 
finely granular and rarely shows colloform textures. Goethite on the 
other hand may ha.ve crystallised from colloidal ferric h;jrdroxide. 
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(o) RSLATIOn UF' 'l'"rJE OR8 TO 'EEE IGLSOU~ IN'rHUSIOl>S. 
The <rssociation of m~:m;y of tl1e ore-bodief with the Orn Bogma Dyke 
has led to speculation on a possible causal relationship in their prox~ 
imity to one another. It is thereforG necessary to examine more closely 
the relbtions of the ore 1nineralisation with the basic igneous intrusions 
to confirm or deny a possible genetic connection between them. 
(i) ~ineralisation associated with the igneous rocks. 
The association of dark purple and bleck stains in the country rocks 
with adjacent basic igneous rocks has been mentioned in Chapter 4. 
stains are not always obvious, but locally they are very marked. 
'rhe se 
They 
occur both above and below the dolerite sill at the north-east corner of 
I 08', 
Gebel Farsh el Azraq, where the Upper Sandstone has been altered in contact 
with the igneous intrusion. In a thin section (OB/95, see Plates XLVI & 
XLVII:: the altered rock irmnedic:,tely above the ::::ill shows closely packed 
irregular quartz grains, in parts corroded and recrystallised, with a little 
secondary growth on some of the original grains. There has also been cor-
rosion and replacement of the quartz ty a translucent dark brown mineral, 
almost certainly goethite, which occurs as a veinlet and also spreading 
outwC:nds as an impregnation of the sar_dstone. 'Lhis rt~ineu;l shows the 
rounded outlines typical of colloidal deposition, especially where it has 
apparently grown into a free space. This space has subsequently been filled 
by quartz snowing irregular extinction, tending towards a fibrous texture. 
The recrystallisation appears to have taken place more or less contemp-
oraneously with the introduction of the dark mineral. The black staining 
of all this hardened sandstone is due to iron and manganese oxides, but the 
source of these minerals in this context is doubtful. They may be part of 
a ~ineralisation associated ~ith the intrusive dolerite, as suggested by 
Westerveld (1948) for similar minerals in the ;esozoic rocks of Morocco. 
The ore deposits and the Om hogma :Dyke. 
(a) The intrusive contacts. 
'i,'her·ever the dyke tr<"-verses ore-bearing ground it cuts clebnly 
through the ore deposits and country rock ali~e with a sharp line of contact 
(see Plates VIII & XXXIXi· ~o evidence has been seen of a penetration of 
the dyke rock by the oxides of iron or manganese, either in the field or 
under the ~icroscope, but veins of the chilled dolerite varying in width 
fro~; two centimetres to nearly h~lf L metre have been found extending from 
the dyke into both the country rock and the ore. At the edge of an ore-
body, as in the Eorth Hills, the fle~ed bedding of the overlying shale can 
be matched from one side of the dyke to the other, and also the boundary 
of the oxidised halo can be seen to corres,!ond on on.e side of the dyke to 
its position on the other side. 
(b) Effect of the dyke on the ore. 
'l'he dyke is typically bordered layer of fibrous gypsum (satin 
spar1 up to 3 ems. thic~ in the lower part of the Limestone Series, and 
thi:::· mineral o.lso occurs in the nuir,erous ,joints within the ore adja.cent to 
the dyke. The ore in a zone from one to five metres wide on either side 
of the dyke is id··os.t inva.riabl;y in the form of "Eard Blue" ore vrhich is 
a nearly homogeneou.s mass ]Jreci.o:·,inantly co posed of the ex_ e.eries of l!IBY:-
,o;aDese dioxides. (Ghapter 6, (ii}, (h),, the 'Nidt.l of tllie zone apparently 
bein~ in direct rel~tion to tne ~mount of gypsum in the ore. Outside the 
Hard Blue ~one the ore has the usuAl nodul~r or banded texture typical o~ 
the larger deposits. 
The infere~ce is drawn that active fluids associated with the dyke 
hE•Ve attacked the ore, formiwc: r;, c:o] loi·:1a1 solution o~ iron ;:,nr; mc'nga.nese 
(poesj1ly as tlle hyaroxides~ Bn~ thR associnted gangue, these being re-
preciyitated in situ almost imm~di~tely with typical colJoform texture. 
' \ (e.g. barium) into 
its structure to give -!'11e imj)ur~ 0<. c1io~\ides, 'l'he nur,terous .ioints ~:ould 
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be ~OI'!'ted in subse.luent sbrinKc:cge. to be fi1led lc>.ter by i\XJH'lUJ; derived from 
the overlyin~ pyritous limestones. 
werp collected resoectively in cot:t'.'Ct ·,"i th the d.ylce ,.,ncl '"t nistc;.nces of 
30 and OC ems. aw<~-:,r fro:n it. 'rhey sho'N -:-:ontam:i.nation ancl replacement b;y 
the ore minerals ulose to the dyke, heco.!in~ orogre2Fively weaker away from 
it. 'l'he <.WJount of t.llis secondar;,: :Tiigro.tioP of the ore is very small 
indeed co:.-,pare.i with the siz,e of· the ore 'borly. 
(c) Age relation~. 
It is c:lear fro:n ti'H: ;,:bove observations th-st the ore c-Jnd its. accom-
panying oxidation halo was in place Jnuch as it was found in recent times 
at the time of the intrusion of the dyke. It is therefore assu~ed that 1 
tllere i:? no c1irect genetic connection oetwe:e11 tne ore c•r:d ti<e intrusior. of 
T~e co_ncidE~ce in position is internreted as being due 
to factors v'ihich ho.ve influer:ceo. the distrj_[lution of totlj the ore E:r:cl the 
dolerite. The2.e will 'be discu:o-E;erl t·urther in the next c},apter. 
The presence of the dyt~e is 2r: eYtremel;'l useful, end conclusive, 
guide to the E·ge oi' the ore, c-cnd in partic11lf-r t>1e age of its associated 
oxidation phenomena. As the dyke outcrop:? over a distance of at least 18 
kms. and does not connect with Rny surface extrusion of lava it must have 
been intruded well before erosion cut rlown to its present level. Hence 
pqssible oxidation of the ore, anrl the formation of the associated o~idised 
h~lo cannot be the result of meteoric activity. 
'!',' 
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Plate XLVI 
Partially recrystallised and mineralised sandstone from the contact 
with a dolerite sill. 
Sp. OR/95 from the roof of the sill at the extreme north-e~st 
corner of Gebel Farsh el Azran. 
Thin section in plane polarised light, x 15. 
Secondary growth of auartz can be seen on the sand grains, locally 
err,bayed and corroded by the opallue:.' ;ninera1. 
Plate XLVII 
The same, between crossed nicols. 
A new growth of quartz can be seen in a cavity in the oxides. 
Co~"'ocle.cl <;an d 
"?,"a I"' !. 

Plate XLVIII 
Manganese mineral veining and replacing an ieneous dyke. 
Sp. OB/105 from a fine-grained pink dyke, transversely cut by a 
group of closely spaced veins of manganese oxides • 
.Alchdar, about 45 l<:m::,. E.S.E. of Om Bogrna. 
Thin section in plane polarised light, x 40. 
We.di el 
The rock is a felsite, with a veinlet, left, filling a joint. 
There are signs of corrosion of the felsite by the vein material, 
and this has also invaded the rock for some distance away from 
the vein. 
Plc.te XLIX 
~anganese oxide in the bc.sement complex. 
Sp. OH/101 from the contact of a vein of manganese oxides with 
the country rock, Wadi el Akhdar deposit. 
Thin section in ordinary light, x 6. 
Black: manganese, and possibly some iron, oxides. 
Light grey: principally carbon~te grains of the country rock 
(a much altered and decomposed gneissic rock;. 
Dark grey: finely gr~nular matrix. 
Towards the top of the picture the section has been broken 
during preparation. 
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(10) TEE ORE DEPOSIT.S IN RELATION TO S'l'RUCTURE. 
The distribution of ore and sub-economic mineralisation projected 
on to a horizontal plane ugrees more closely, both in gener~l and in detail, 
;ith the tectonic pattern of the urea than it does with any lithological 
divisions. This aspect of the ore deposits will accordingly be described 
in relation to the structural elements. 
(i:; Listribution of the_ore-deposits_. 
(a' Extent of the ore-field. 
The western limit of the ore-field is the largest of the ri¥t faults 
forminff the bo11nd2ry between the centrfl Sinai block and the Clysmic area. 
Beyond this fault the basement rocks fnd the lowest sediments which else-
where net as host to the ore ~inerals 2re buried bene~th thousands of 
metres of younger deposits. Any concentrations of iron and manganese 
oxide minerals which may occur there wo,tld be of no ecoromic interest on 
account of the diff.iculty and expense of location and extraction, hence 
any geological sueculation in thi2 direction is never likely to be proved. 
rfo the north the l1os.t roc~.::::. C:,isap;,e<::.r benee.th a gri:iduall~r increasing 
thickness of younger sediments, and concentrations of minerals in them 
v;oulr_1_ become unworkfcble on this account, but ap2.rt fror• tL_is effect there 
is 2 decrease in the size and fre~uency of workable ore deposits towards 
the northern limits of the E!ree in which th0• host-rocks do outcrop. Only 
the higher priced manganese dioxide would rep~y working anywhere to the 
north of Wadi ~aha although ferruginous mancanese deposits do occur. In 
the region of Gebel Nukhul in the north-west, ~nd in Wadi Buda, some four 
kilometres north-we::o:t of Gebel Um Rinn1i, -,.o concentrations of ore minerals 
are ::Cl·,own to occur <:it all, only some chemical 8nc:.lyses quoted by Ball (191•):: 
revealing a probable increase in the iron and manganese content of the 
d.olomi tee. 
To the south and eust small scattered ore-depoeits and occurrences 
of ore-minerals hRve been reported up to and beyond the farthest develop-
ment of the Limestone Series. The sedimentary rocks have been consider-
ably eroded away in this phrt of the peninsula, so that the original south-
ern :~nd eastern limits of the ore-field can only be determined with refer-
II~, 
ence to the basement rocks. 
(b) Locus of thicker deposits: axis of the ore-field. 
The overall distribution pattern of the ore can only be seen satis-
factorily in respect of the lnrger deposits of ferruginous manganese ore. 
These are aligned in a south-west to north-east direction, from the lower 
part of Wadi Shellal, close to the great rift fault, through the Om Bogma 
hills, the llills flanking Wadi Abu Harnata and V!adi Abu Thor (the ore being 
less continuous here), the long hill and the V-shaped hill flanking Wadi 
Lehian to Gebel Urn Rinna near to the northern limit of the Limestone outcrop. 
This line of outcrops is twenty kilometres long and although it has a max-
imum width of five kilometres, if one includes the deposits near Bir Rekeis 
to the north-we~t and those of the head of Wadi Nasib to the south-east, it 
is generally much narrower than this. 
The axis of the greatest concentrations of ore is thus parallel to 
the strike of one set of joints. F'or most of its length it i·s also coin-
cident with the Om Bogma dyke. The only noticeable departure from the dyke 
is in the area of Gebel Urn Rinna. The line of the dyke traverses an out-
crop of basement rocks east of Wadi Zobeir and continues along the floor of 
Wadi el Sih, which is covered with loose sand. This is some two kilometres 
south-east from Gebel Um Rinna. There are, howeve~, several other s~milar 
dykes in the neighbourhood, one of which, outcropping to the west of Wadi 
Urn Zerdab at its junc~ion with Wadi el Sih, has iron and manganese oxides 
associ~ted with it where it cuts the Limestone Series. 
(c) Association of ore with K.E. - ~.W. fractures. 
The primary dependence of ore distribution on the north-east to south-
west structure lines is <tlllply confirmed by a study of aerial pr10tographs in 
the light of knowledge previously gained from the grour"d. Structure lines, 
in the form of joints, faults and dykes, show up very clearly as straight, 
or nearly straight, lines which can often be traced intermittently or cont-
inuously for long distances across the very rugged topography. 
In the Wadi Himeira to the north-east of the northern hill at least 
three clearly incised lines can be seen eroded into the granite basement 
in a direction roughly parallel to that of the Om Bogma dyke. These joints 
are in line with the three most clearly defined belts of ore found in the 
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northern hill. Two of them are also opposite known ore-bodies in Hill F. 
The directional trend of the ore deposits is most strikingly exhib-
ited in the long hill and the V-shaped hill between Wadis Nasib and Zobeir. 
The ore here occurs in two fairly narrow ~nd nearly parallel belts, 500 
metres apart. The more south-easterly one of these coincides with the 
line of the Om Bogma dyke, although the dyke does not outcrop continuously 
across these hills. The bands can be followed for two kilometres, and 
would 2~pparently be continuous had they not been dissected by erosion. 
(ii) Association of ore with faults. 
(a) Major faults. 
~.:ost of the larger individual ore bodies are found to occur in close 
association with the major faults described in Chapter 3. The most import-
ant examples of this connection occur along the fault-system which traverses 
the ore-field from Wadi Shellal northw<uds along 1.1/adi Um Sakran, crossing 
the eastern and northern hills, where some of the biggest single ore bodies 
are found, thence continuing northward to cross the W~di Baba near Bir 
Rekeis, close to another fairly large ore-body, to pass up Wadi Kharig and 
disappear under the loose sand to the north-west of Gebel Hazbar. Another 
example can be seen in Wadi Nasib, a channel which has been eroded along 
part of one of the biggest faults (thrown 200 metres) in the ore-field. 
~ot only are the largest ore-bodies along the major axis ass~ciated with 
these faults, but the only large deposits which occur to either side of 
this 7 associated with parallel fractures, are found to be adjacent to them 
or in their immediate neighbourhood. 
(b) Br~nching faults. 
As noted in Chapter 3 the m&jor faults may occur as a single plane 
of displacement \Nith no s~nupathetic frccturin;~· of the rocks on either side, 
or they 1nay be acco··panied b;y a broad zone of frcwtures. In the former 
case the rocks arP devoid of ore and the ~ineralisation and accompanying 
oxidation of the country rocks are comparhtively restricted; in the latter 
c~se t~ere are freauently modPr~te or 1~rge ore bo~ies to be ¥ound. E-v:am-
n]e~ 0f this are to be seen in the west sidP of that tributary of Wadi Abu 
Hamata which runs northwards from the pass at the head of Wadi Rekeis, on 
\.r 
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the eastern face of Hill 'D'. There is a big fault running along the Whdi 
which at two places brings the Limestone Seriee against the basement rocks 
with no apparent subsidiary ~r~cturin~ of the ground; at these ~laces no 
ore was found. Elsewhere along ite length this fault throws off e number 
of "flyers" into the sediments on the dovmthrow side, and it is in thie 
disturbed ground that deposit8 of o1·e occur. 
The best example of a broad fr2cture zone is in the northern hill 
where a major fault has split into two, each with a throw of 35 -40 metres, 
which are separated by a 250 metres wide belt of ground with numerous small 
faults with throws varying up to 5 metres. There is a very large body o~ 
ore in this aree. and to either side of it, where there are :>lso a few sym-
pathetic faults. 
It is in the strongly fractured ground of broad fault zones that min-
eralisation in the form of staining and impregnation, with partial replace-
ment, is most frequently seen in the Lower Sandstone. Thi8 is al8o true 
in some cases where the overlying dolomite is devoid of ore, as on the 
western face of Hill 'F', to the north-east of the northern hill of Om Rogma. 
(c) Divergence from the fault~. 
Although there is a definite association of ore with the faults 
there are also cases of e divergence of ore bodies from the exsct line of 
faulting. One feature of the big ore body in the northern hill which is 
particularly striking is the presence of a number of berren areas assoc-
iated with the s1nall faults thrown in the opposite sense to the larger ones: 
generally the small faults thrown in the same sense as the l;n·ger ones have 
a greater than average thickness of ore associated with them. 
There are some significant evposures in the worki1gs along the ~ault 
which extends south-eastwards from Ain Abu Hamata. This fault throws off 
a number of "t'lyers", and these, rather thc.:n the main fault, a.ppear to form 
the loci of ore deposition. In some of the cross-cuts to the principal 
fault the fault plane is seen to be marked by a band of black carbonaceous 
clay gouge some 5 - 10 ems. wide with oxidised rocks, either stained red 
with ha.ema ti te or blecwhed b;y the re:noval of carbon and p;yri te, on each side. 
It would appear th&.t tJ.1e gouge hoes formed an impervious barrier which 
has inhibited the passage of oxidising ~nd mineralising fluids in the fault 
plane while the broken and more porous rocks on either sid'e have not been 
so protected from these effects. 
' I 
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(iii) Agreement with the joint pattern. 
(a) Shape and orientation of the ore bodies. 
These featureR are best seen in the smaller ore-bodies as the larger 
ones are generally bounded, at least in par~ by the limits of erosion at 
the hill sides. The small ore-bodies are often fairly long and narrow, 
or irregulc.r with elongate apophyses in a number of directions. These 
narrow belts of ore may extend along a fault line, as is the case with the 
northern extension of the main ore body in the northern hills, but more 
Itt!. 
often they do not coincide with any noticeable line of displacement. They 
may be apparently independent of faulting, as in the middle of the northern 
hills, or they may cut across a series of faults or run parallel to a fault 
but separated from it by barren ground, as in the eastern hills. 
(b) Correlation between surf2ce staining and hidden ore. 
In at least two cases in the northern hills joints marked by heavy 
dark staining of the Cld~acent rocKs can be seen on the surface directly 
over an ore-body e:.nd coinciding with its direction of elongation. B,-
carefully noting such stained joints and fractures on the surface of the 
ground it has been possible to predict the extension of a known ore-body, 
w~ich h~s subsenuently been proved by ~ining development. It hCl:'" <'lso 
been possible to predict the presence of an entirely uneYposed ore-body 
which has since been proved to exist by churn drilli~g. 
An eyamination of surface staining is not, however, an infallible 
~1ide to the economic possibilities o~ an area. Often there is little 
or no stainint; in the rocks overlyin,s· the ler:~··est ore bodies, 'Nhilst 
investigations below soue very prominent surf~ce staine., as in Fill Kin 
the western Nahman Areas, have revealed either comparatively small concent-
r8tions of ore minerals or only dispersed deposits in;the Limestone form-
ation. Nevertheless it is true to say th~t where there are si3ns of 
·~ineralisation along a fr~cture above the Limestone there are ~lso abundant 
signs of mineralising activity within the rocks of the Limestone Series 
·where they 2re inte:csected by the same f'rncture, even though ore may not 
·he present in commercial quanti ties. 
(c) Isoocchytes. 
The larger ore-bodies Rre tClbular rather than lenticular in outline, 
ten<iing to terminc.te abruptly at the edges so th<ot a ~~"bed" of ore up to 
four metres thick may cut out altoGether in a very short horizontal distance. 
The lower surface generally conforms more or less to the Sandstone Pavement, 
although there may be up to a metre of intervening Pavement Shale, or a 
metre or two of the Lower Sandstone may have been replaced. 'Ehe upper 
surface is much less regular, so that there are considerable variations in 
the thickness of a large mass of ore. 
In the larger ore deposits of the northern hills vertical measure-
ments of the thickness have been made at intervals of about twenty metres, 
the results plotted on the lcine plans 2nd isopachytes dr&wn for 6 metres, 
4 metres and about l metre (i.e. the commercial "cut-off"). The resulting 
isopachyte plan shows a number of ridges of thick ore, each one either 
extending outwards from a fault or running along a fault. 'f'he directional 
trends of those ridges which do not coincide with faults are significantly 
parallel to the strike of the joint systems described in Chapter 3. The 
most prominent of these belts of thick ore is parallel to, but not coin-
cident with, the Om Bogma Dyke. 
(c) Ore-grade maps. 
For commercial purposes the grade of the ore is expressed in terms 
of the percentage of manganese metal which it contains, but as the combined 
content of manganese and iron is typically constant between 57~ and 60% the 
manganese percentage is in effect an expression of the ratio of manganese 
to iron. The observation made by earlier workers that the ore is richer 
in manganese adjacent to the faults, although applicable in some cases, is 
by no means the rule. 'I'he ore is essentially an inhon1ogeneous mixture of 
the higher oxides of iron and manganese with sudden and marked vertical 
and laterc..l variations in the M.n : :B'e rc:. tio. In places a layer of iron 
II~, 
ore very low in manganese has been found ahove, or sandwiched between, 
manganese ore of chemical grade, while elsewhere the manganese was relatively 
more concentrated at the periphery of a large ore-body. 
(iv) Interpretation: structural control of ore deposition. 
The agreement in distribution between the ore and the effects of 
mineralising activity in general on the one hand and the various fractures 
on the other can leave no doubt that the former was dependent upon the 
latter, and this leads to the conclusion that the metals were actually 
introduced by means of the fractures, which acted as ch~nnels for their 
transporting medium. 'l'he wide extent of mineralising activity suggests 
that the metals were derived from a large source area. It seems likely, 
however, that they commenced their journey in comparatively few channels, 
spreading out into the incre1-1sing number of fractures and fissures which 
exist nearer to the surface of the earth. 
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This hypothesis agrees with the following deductions made from a 
consideration of the larger deposits of western Sinai. The alignment of 
these deposits with the Om Bogma Dyke suggests that the mineralising fluids 
hegan their journey by pa~.sing through ti1e series of fissures which are now 
occupied by the dyke, or others closely related to them. As they continued 
their passage they began to spread laterally along the larger of the r.B.W. 
to S.S.E. trending faults, and thence into the smaller faults and joints, 
moving more easily through shuttered ground e::nd by-passing the "tight" 
fault-planes. On entering the sediments part of the f'luids was able to 
infiltrate into the rock on either side of the fractures, especially in the 
coarser part of the Lower Sandstone~ ~nd in the dolomites, while in some 
cases further passage in the fault-planes was prevented by argillaceous 
gouce which rendered them impervious. 
(i:: ~arlier hypotheses. 
A number of hy]lotheses concernin:~ the origin of these ore deposits 
has" heen advanced in the past, but when these are examined in the light 
of t11e dC<te. J;resented here a number of them ;1mst ·be rejected iminedie.tely, 
w~ile some contain features which are still acceptable and others which 
are r;ot. 
Sedimentarv ori~in. 
-___:.....:'~·-
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1rhis h;cpotbesis WB.S put forward b;y T)arthOUX (1q23) ·o1 nd latE:r by .8varJS 
(orivate reoort, 1g29). 
,_ t • . 
During the deposition of the Limestone Series and alsq part of the 
Upper Sandstone the rocks of the basement complex are assumed to have been 
exposed to weathering and erosion in the land-mass lying to the south-east 
of Om Bogrna. A humid climate if supoosed to have supnorted abundant veget-
ation the products of whose riecay provided the reducing conditions necessary 
to dissolve, and maintain in solution, iron and manganese from the crystal-
line rocks. On reachinf,' the sea t~1ese i:letc:cl!:' would be })recipitated in the 
oxidising environment, either as carbonates or oxides, in the former case 
to be oxidised by meteoric waters after the uplift and deep erosion of the 
strata in w~ich these deposits are found. 
A nuDber of objectionE to this theory can be raised immediately, even 
on a casual acquaintance with the ore deposits. ThePe are, briefly: 
Ir.cegulari t~,;. ~edimentary depoFits found by chemical precipitation 
a.re t:ypica.lly regular or vc.rying gradwdly in thickness, at least 
over fairly small areas. 'l':i:Je iron e:;nd man,c;a,.,ese ores of western 
Sinai are intermittent and irregular in thickness, with abrupt lateral 
terminations. 
Ir,!iornogene i ty. Chemical sediments are usu~lly uniform in composition 
and texture, or showing regul2r variation within narrow limits over 
small areal". 'I'he deposits under di!"cussion are extrer,lely variable 
in composition as regards the ratio of manganese to iron, and often 
very variable in texture over ~uite small distances. 
/I'}. 
(3) Associations witn structural elements. The relations of the ore 
deposits to post-depositional fractures of the sedimentary strata 
were recognised by tne e~rliest workers in the area. 
((1 Solution phenomena. Bvidence for the solution of the country rocks 
in proximity to ore deposits was also recognised and accepted from 
the earliest times. 
To account for these apparent inconsistencies the protagonists of 
the sedimentary hypothesis have had to propose a number ·of_ post-deposit-
ional changes. Rartnoux suggested solution and re'crys tall is a tion vvi th 
segregation of the iron and manganese, but he did not discuss the means 
of solution. Evans postul~ted a strong north and south compression 
which 
" caused the hard Carboniferous Limestone to be thrust over and 
through the softer underlying manganese ore and the shale and sandstone on 
which it rested. This will explain some of the rapid cuti.ing out of the 
ore." 
The detailed examination of the ground which has been undertaken in recent 
years has brought no evidence to light showing thrusting on the scale im-
plied here, although there is some evidence of compression (see Plate XXXVII). 
Evans &lso attempted to explain the intermittent nature of the ore 
"beds" by means of vc.lle;y bulges: 
"',Vhere it lies bene<;.th a considerable thickness of superincumbent 
strata, this exerts a .cleavy pressure upon it, but in the vicinity of the 
vertical sides of a wadi, it has no lEteral pressure to SUl):>ort it, and 
as it is less resistant than the rocks above and below, it is slowly 
squeezed outwards. This will account for the fact that there is often a 
fair show of manganese on th8 surface of the slope that is soon lost when 
it is followed into the hill." 
Thif' h;-pothesis, wention.ed by Groves (l\,138), was put forward to account for 
a statel!Jent by t·ne I'ining en::ineerr:o to t1,e effect that ore is more abundant 
i.n and near the outcrops thr,n it i2 -beneath e grei-l.t depth of overbuTden. 
:<ore extensive m-,derground exploration h2-s shown th<:t the enr;.i.neers' be1ief 
WbS unfounded (see Haps II ~IV~. fhere is in fact no sup,ort for lateral 
movewent of the ore, nor for the contention that it is less resistant than 
the rocks above and below. 
Svans rlismissed the association of ore with fractures: 
''The faults throw the m~nganese as well as tne rocks in ~~ich it 
occurs. ~his clearly negatives the sugKestion which has been made that they 
represent the channels by w~ich the manganese found its way to the position 
in which it if: now found." 
1 .lo. 
'I'his a.rgwnent is not concluf•ive, it would be n:ore correct to say that the 
ore occurs at a l)articuler horizon rpgarr.".les~· of the displ1wement of this 
horizon by faultinc. 
The stron~est evidence against a syng~netic origin for the ores is 
to be found in the carbonaceous ~at:er and very low m2nganese content of 
the unaltered host rocks COUJ>led vii th the presence c.no_ co!.figur<'i tion of the 
oxidised halo ass,ociated with t,te rn·eser,t distribution of the oY.ide ore 
!Tiineral s. 'I'he rocl<T o:F' the J.imestons ~erierc indicate a lon::~, f"lirl;r 
narrow offshore ?one of ~h~llow wAter jn which oxidising conditions (Sh > o) 
prevaileo. There w~s also 2 nearby l2rge land mass, probably containing 
eznosed igneous rocks, and it is ~ost likely that hurnirl cli~atic conditions 
. 
prevailed. 'l'hese 2re trJf: cor,0i.tiolos 11rder whir·h iror• anrJ rnPngc<.nese oYide 
deposits :night be eYpected to acculnu];'te ;;.s che::nicc.l precinitr-,tes (see 
War the depoPition of beds aver~ging five metres 
in thickness there would have to be r~pid deoosition of the iron and mangan-
ese with slave deposition of oth•:::r mc•_teriel which might co1~taminate the ore. 
'l'he preservCJtion of c;;.rbonaceotlS :naterj,;d in tbe strata being depos:ited in 
oyidising conditions on the other hand re~uires rapid deposition and burial. 
(Chanter 5, (ivi, (a.)), 
The very low manganese content of these rocks containin~ carbonaceous 
matter is very strong evidence against the sedimentary origin of the ores. 
It is inconceivable that under conditions of open circulation a chemical 
precipitate could he concentrated or certain parts of the sea bed and at the 
same time be almost absent on adjacent p~rts. Tt1i s argument is even rnore 
convincing when it is added th2t there can be no correlation between ore 
deposition and depth of water or sediGentary facies variation. 
The direct connection between the o~idised halo and the ore minerals 
is indisputable, (see Chapter 7, (i:-, I< (ii:!, and l'lates XIX '\XII, XXXIII, 
XXXV &.XXXVI:; • There can be no doubt that the formation of the halo was a 
post-diagenetic change, and the inference can be made th~t the ore is an 
epigenetic deposit. 
(b) Concentratioc of a disperse deposit. 
Ball (1916~ proposed the view that the ores of Om Bogma are residual 
deposits concentrated by the solutio~ of tne host (the dolomite) of a 
disperse deposit. Be described the process as follows: 
,~,. 
"Intense faulting during the l&tter ,)art of the ihocene period gave 
rise to an up-flow of heated subterranean waters in the fault fissures. 
these waters acting on the dolomitic limestones, dissolve~ the carbonates 
of li:'le and magnesia which form the main constituent of the dolon·lite, 
leaving the less soluble carbonates of iron and manganese, and the siliceous 
impurities, largely unattacked. The carbonates of iron and manganese wers 
subsequently oxidised, and underwent a process of segregation to form the 
ore bodies near the faults, while the siliceous matter forms the sandy 
shales which nearly always occur above the ores." 
Ball supT10rted this contention b;y quoting a number of anal;yses of dol-
omite collected from several widely scattered localities, which gave an 
average content of 0.24% MnO. He calculated that 
''a single square metre of pure manganese ore a metre thick represents 
the total possible yield of some thirty square metres of the dolomitic 
strata." 
Although the deposit:::' cn·e not ''pure rnangH.nese ore" they average con-
siderably more than a metre in thickness over quite large areas. The 
largest ore body in the North Hill had an average thickness of about 5 m. 
over an area exceeding 3 hectares, with an average content of 21% Mn. 
This would represent the total yield of some 150 hectares, 
assuming all the dolomite were dissolved, whicn is by no means the case. 
Clear-ly thiE source would be insufficient to sup1ll;y the que.nti ty of mange.n-
ese required. 
The hypothesis is even less tenable when we consider the origin of 
the manganese in the dolomite. Ball's specimens were of the pink massive 
dolomite, which on close examination (see Chapter 7, (i), (a)) shows the 
presence of manganese oxide in tiny veinlets which have invaded the rock 
after post depositional dolomitisation (see Plates XXIII- XXV 1 • It 
seems more reasonable to suppose that the manganese of both the ore deposits 
and the pink dolomites was introduced during the same mineralising activity. 
In an attempt to solve these quantity relations Fenine (1930) sug-
gested that the manganese was derived from the igneous rocks of the base-
ment complex, being dissolved by thermal waters rising through fractures. 
Assuming the solution removed all the manganese from a width of half a 
metre on either side of a fracture, and allowing a (generous} average 
manganese content of 0.2% ~n. in the igneous rocks, then to yield the 
same 3 hectare ore body, fed through a 200 m. length of fr~cture, the 
thermal wa.ters would have to tr<:cverse a thicknesB of about 40 kms. of rock. 
Taking Goldschmidt's (1954) average of 0.1% Mn. for the igneous rocks 
I 2:2. 
this becomes something of the order of an 60 km. depth of origin for the 
heated waters. When oepthe of t11is m2gni tude are envisaged it would 
be more reasonable to as2ume that the manganese was derived from a more 
concentrated source, or that it was an integral part of the original thermal 
solutions. 
(c) pxidation of a protore. 
The arguments against the sedimentary deposition of large oxide dep-
osits in the Limestone Series apply elsa to the accumulation of large 
deposits of rhodochrosite, or even alabandite, under similar conditions. 
A sedimentary protore, oxidised at a later date, can therefore be ruled out. 
There remains the possibility of a hydrotherm,,l carbonEcte dei)QSit, oxidised 
on the depression of the water table conse0uent on deep erosion in Pleisto-
cene and Recent times. This is one of two alternative possibilities put 
i'orward b;y Schnellmann (private report, 1951 .. The objections to this 
mode of oxidation have been discussed in Chapter 7, (ii) &(v), and Chapter 
q, (ii), (c), (o.v.:J. However such an oYidation could h&ve been effected 
there is a very Ftron,:; objc:ction to the previous existence of a protore in 
the complete lack of ~ny unoxidised remnants, in spite of the preservation 
of diagenetic pyrite (which re011ires P lower potentia] th~n rhodoc~rosite 
for its oxifation) in the unaltered country roc~s. 
(d) Deposition from circulating meteoric waters. 
Deposition of the ore from descending solutions has not been put 
forward as a serious hypothesis by any worker in this area. The most 
serious difficulty would be to find a suitable source rock able to yield 
suf~icient ouantities of mung~nese. It is true that the Upper Sandstone 
contains some local deposits of ~::<:;rwf~ne~·e oxi(Jp ceJnentil",q: the sand ,rrrRjn~', 
hlJt t ,is iF ~"Or-rPntr8ten mo"'t comr~o,,J~- in the faul t-pl;::Des, where leaching 
wo11ld be expected to be strongest if the rnang2nese were being removed in 
solution. By analogy with the strata exposed in the scarp of ~ebel el 
Tih and along the gulf mar~ins, th~ rocks ~ormerly overlying the Garbonif-
erous beds of Om Bogma were not manganiferous enough to heve provided 
eu~Picient ~ateri~l for the formation r1 .r.· J I ore deposits .. 
!~nether severe difficulty wo'tlcl be the neces:c·ary changes in the 
physico-chemical conditions. For tbe leachin~ and retention in solution 
of the mHnganePe durin:::; trE,nsoort rec'l.ucing conditions are necessary, 2-fl 
1:23. 
discus~ed in Chapter 5j (iv), (c), while the precipitation of the higher 
oxideP 7 (not to :nention theLorganic matter of the host rocks:: would requir~emo'<a\ o~ 
oxidising conditions. Percolating meteoric waters would not show a sudden 
and spontaneotls rise in Eh with increesin~ depth in this manner, and certain-
ly not so in rocks where strongly reducin~ conditions previously prevailed, 
ss indicated by the co-existence of pyrite and dolomite. 
(e) !!Iineralisation in association 'Ni th the i.c:neous intrusions. 
The distribution of the lar~est ore-bodies along the strike of the 
Om ~ogma Dyke has led a nu~ber of mining engineers to conclude that the 
deposition of the ore and the intrusion of the dyke were intimately connec-
ted. Westerveld (19~8) concluded fro~ his work in Morocco that the large 
masses of dolerite associated with the .:esozoic rocks of that country were 
sills, and that the adjacent mang~nese deoosits owed their origin to eman-
<·!tions from the igneouf'. tnagme. before it solidified. 
That thi~ ca~not have bePn the case with the large ore deposits of 
the Om BogEJa district: i~ shown by the fact that the ore was in place before_, 
the intrusion of the dyke (see Chanter 9, ( ii _': :: • 
(f) Hydrothermal deposition of the oxides. 
Deposition of the oxides of iron and rnancanese from ascending dro-
thermel solutions wc..s proposed by Schnellin<mn a~ the probable mode of 
origin. He susgested a mechanism of metasomatic replacement, the hydro-
thermal solutions gaining access to the Limestone Series by means of the 
faults. He pointed out that in many cases solution of the host rock had 
gone beyond the limits of the zone of replacement, leaving an intermediate 
zone of residual shaley material between the ore and country rock (cf. 
Chapter 7, (iii)). 
The present investigation has confirmed that the ore was deposited 
from risinE; solutions. (Chapter 8, (i) :, &.nd ha!" also f'hown the importance 
of the various structural elements as channels for the introduction of 
ore-depositing fluids (Chapter 10). 
(ii) Conclusions from present investigation. 
ra:: }~ect:anif.m of ore formc.tion. 
~rom the discussion of evidence presented in earlier chapters. and in 
the first section of this chapter it will have become apparent that the 
mecnanisw of ore formation in the Om Bogma manganese deposits which is 
0eing advanced in this thesis is, briefly, as follows: 
Durine a long period of tectonic quiesence followinB the planation of 
the basement complex a sequence of oontinental deposits, with at least one 
thin marine intercolatioYi, followed b~r uarine sediments was laid dov•m. 
These reached a total thickness approaching 2000 m. by the end of the Eocene 
period, by which time a phase of tectonic activity had commenced. :During 
this activity considerable faulting occurred, with the formation of one or 
more sets of ~.~. - S.W. fractures, penetrating to considerable depth but 
not characterised by any significant lateral or vertical displacement 
(shown by the corresponding levels and facies on either side of it in the 
Limestone Series). There was thus no tendency for the fractures to fill 
by mutual attrition of the two walls. 
1dneralising fluids carrying iron and manganese were able to eFcape 
by this means and made their way towards the surface. On reaclcing the 
lowest marine sedimentary formation, containing reoctive dolomite assoc-
iated with layers of impervious argillaceous rocks, the bulk of the iron 
and manganese was deposited as the higher oxides. At the same time uer-
tain constituents of the host rocks in contact with these deposits (organic 
matter and pyrite in particularj we~e removed or altered by strong oxidation. 
According to local variations in f~:Jcies and the fractures so;ile of the iron 
and manganese was deposited before reac~ing the Limestone Series, while 
some was carried beyond it into the Upper Sandstone. 
After the mineralising phase of activity basic magma was forced into 
one set of these same fractures, solidifying into a dyke of dolerite. On 
the evidence of Ball (lql6) the dyke is of Miocene age, hence the ore must 
have been formed in the _:_:iocene period or earlier. At that time the Lime-
stone Series would hc.ve r1een buried beneath 1500 ;r,. or more of superincumbent 
strata. 
The unusual fe~~ure of this hypothesis ia that it re0uires oxidation 
by juvenile fluids. fhe next step is therefore to attempt to deduce the 
nature of those fluids. 
(b) Conditions in the host rocks. 
The conditions obtaining in the ho~t rocks before mineralisation give 
the environrnent of ore delJOsition. In particular a consideration of the 
variations in these conditions in the vertical sequence may yield important 
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inform~tion on the reason for precipitation at one horizo~ (i.e. it may 
eYplain the stratigraphical control of ore formftion • 
'rernperature would be higlJer than at the surface, but not markedly so. 
Little variation would be expected from one rock type to another. 
Pressure. At a de th of 1500 m. the confining pressure on the rocks 
would be fairly high, and would tend to close such openings a~ fissures, 
joints and other fractures unless these were under tension in competent 
strata (e.~. durin~ earth movements1. drostatic pressure in such open-
ings as could still allow access of ground water would be of the order of 
150 atmospheres, increasing with depth. 
Permeability would depend on th0 nu~ber and state of the fractures, 
and c:->n porosity ( t!,e ~~i2;e and siJctpe of the poreE rc-:ti1er than per·centage 
In tbe basement rocks permeahility would be confined to fract-
ures, while the Lower Sandstone, heinE coarse to v~ry coarse ~rained and 
rather poorly cemented, wo,<ld be virtually per-meable throughout. In the 
Limestone Series permeability would vary considerably with facies in both 
the solid rock end in the fractures (see Chapter 8, and Plate XXXIV). 
Perme2.bility in the Upper Sandstone would he r:mch lower th-"n in the Lower 
Sandstone because of the generally smaller 2r~in size 2nd the interstitial 
c1e.yP. Passage would be virtually· confined to t.he frc-cctures and to a. few 
coarPer grained beds in the solid rock. 
esis. 
pH and Eh in the sediments would depend on the conditions of diagen-
The conditions in the basement rocks would depend principally on 
the nature of the ~round w~ter,,the rocks themselves would not be expected 
to cor,ta.in any strongl;y- reactive co:noor,ents which COitld influence either 
pl-7 or Eh. The bulk of the Lower Sandstone, with its ill-sorted coarse-
grained texture, was laid down in conditions of shallow and turbulent 
WF! ter. In such strongly oxidisine oonditions it is unlikely that any org-
anic matter would be preserved to give a reducing or acid dia~Anetic envir-
onment on burial and the consequent exclusion of oxyffen. 
'l'he die,genetic environ!'<ent of the Limestone Series hes "been discussed 
On the data of Krumbein & Garrels f1952) the presence 
of some calcite (in the impure dolo:,1i tic limestones) together with pyrite 
indicates a pH of at least 7.8 and 8n ~;rl of less than -0.2. The pH of the 
Upper Sandstone at this time is less precisely fixed, as calcite is not 
k'own to have been present in that formation before ore-genesis, but the 
Eh must have been -0.2 or less to h8ve allowed the preservation of pyrite. 
(c,l Conditions of uineralisation. 
'l'he colloform textu_res and the absence of any sign of therE13l effects 
in the host rocks indice.te no e;rec:t increase in temperature with the rise 
of the mineralising fluids. 
For the fluids to rise in quantity, as indicated by the size of the 
deposits, they would have to be under a greater pressure than that of the 
column of ground water ~lready present in the rocks. On this reasoning 
the minimum absolute presf".ure would depencl upon the depth of origin, and 
although this would f~ll off with increasing distance from the source one 
would still expect pressures of the order of several hundreds of kilograms 
per square centimetre. Pressures of this order of magnitude might account 
for the distortion noted in the clays and shales associated with mineral-
isation (Chapter 7, (iii), (c):,. 
Another possible explanation for this distortion is the force exerted 
by growing crystals (Becker & Day, 1916). The umnineraliserl clays and 
shales retain their plasticity to the present; in places they have even 
yielded to explosive charges by compression rather than rupture. 
pH during the mineralisation was in the range where both silica and 
dolomite are soluble, approximately between 6 and 8. fhe solution and 
re-deposition of both of these substances may have been due to fluctuations 
in pH, but it is more likely to have been the result of local variations 
in the concentration of the solutions. 
The most striking change which occurred in the physico-chemical con-
ditions with the arrival of the mlneralising fluide was a sharp increase 
in Eh. In the Limestone Series this was frow less than-0.2 to Jnore than 
zero (indicated by the removal of carbonaceous m~tter). Within the zone 
affected by these fluids the oxidising intensity was hi~h, as shown by 
the sharp line oi demarcation at the boundary of the altered zone. The 
oxidising capacity of the system was also considerable 1 being at least 
sufficient to oxidise all the previously reduced coJ,ponents of the country 
rock. 
(d) '11he nature of the mineralisin_c; medium. 
The colloform textures in the ore indicate a low-temperature aqueous 
solution. The conclusions of Duffell (1937) concerning diffusion in 
sol,.l.tion d.ur'_n: 7 its oes~:c-l_cce throu h t~'e u_nderl;rin" roce:s. 
;:·C.·.J118 iJ" or1e rPSU:!Pd tr·r:nf-'TJOI't. nf t~.tF; oTe rv~t.=~J·i.::-1 in tl1.c eolloid_; 
~~.--rite. 
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deposlts. 
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'-['he EUi:,l8Ct Of 'l;i•~TOtt;SY':~c·J o-.:i:~:<tiOl0 Of rnHnco;.-nec-·e :·ninerclS Vc•:::S 
Lnvesti§(clted b:;,- '~'ren,::;rove ( ~'·36), 'Nho e-·ncr·i r1entecl on tl1e tl1er;·;.•d r•ise'oc-
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tner-e w~s no o~id~tion below 170 
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'-Je f'ound. thCJ t 
'rLr::- rec;.ction vve:•s 
retarded at high pressures and in the presence of carbon dioxide. His 
fi~dings do not 2pply to the case under discussion, since there is no 
evidence for a previously existinF deposit of manganese in the form of 
carbonate, and a high pressure is inferred. 
In a short review 6f the literature Trengrove (ibid.) noted a number 
of d~posits, in varying environments, in which there appears to be evid-
ence for the oxidation of manganese well below the water table. 
The deductions made in the previous section lead to the suggestion 
th&t Inangc:mese We.s present in solution in a higher state of oxidcttion, 
and that it was precipitated by reduction rather than by oxidation. The 
possibility deserves consideration that a part of this element was present 
as the manganate 1 or even the permanghnate ion. This at once raises the 
question of the formation of such ions at the source of the mineralising 
fluids. The existence of such strongly oxidising conditions as would be 
required in a natural environment at considerable depth is contrary to 
the general trend of geological thought, and cannot therefore be accepted 
without very critical examination and more comprehensive investigation 
than has been undertaken in the present work. It has been mentioned 
here as the logical conclusion to the observations and deductions made 
during the examination of the Om Bogma ore deposits. No attempt is being 
made at present to explain the formation of the mineralisine fluids. 
(b) Examination of the oerman~anate hypothesis. 
When considered in more detail it is found that the presence of 
permanganate would explain the action of tJ:1e wineralising meciiurn as shown 
by the evidence in the field. In normal laboratory conditions permang-
anate is unstable; it decomposes spontaneously with evolution of gaseous 
oxygen. 'l'hi·S reaction would be inhiuited at high pressures, such as 
those inferred during the formation of the Om Bogma ores (Le Chatalier's 
Principle). 
Permanganate is a strong oxidisine agent. It reacts with organic 
compounds and carbon, brea~ing down to the dioxide in the process. Under 
certain conditions the manganese oxide is produced in colloidal form (e.g. 
when manganous salts are treated with perrnanganate- Partington, 1937). 
Ferric oxide also forms colloidal solutions in the presence of org-
anic matter. Permanganate oxidises ferrous ions, but would be stable in 
the presence of ferric ions; these coulJ co-e~ist in aci~ solution. Pc.rt 
of the iron may have been present ~s undissociate~ ferric caloride, since 
there is evidE,nce (in effloresc:e11t rock:-sel t on BYl)OSed ore f';·CE•S) to :cue;-
gest that chloride ions were intro~uced with the ore. 
Jl. lo'v 9 1' ··voulc:i ecc:ount for ·tl:Je virtual absen·:;e of corrosion of silice 
in the granitic basement rocks and the lower part of the Lower ~andstone. 
ieutralization of tl·1e solutions ·uy reccct:i.on ''"'i th tile carlJonc.te roc~s in tbe: 
Limestone ::ieries could expli:1.in this uctivity close 'oeneath the ~<'-ndstone 
P~vement, and also the re-precipitation of thP dolomite. 
A ::'eries. of s;nall ecale ey~oeri':lents wc-1s carriecl out OY a nur:1ber of 
rock spec.irner:~ fro:rt Sinai, usin:; a solution of llerJr:c.n1c/~j ic 2.cid c'repa,red 
as follovvs: 
A solution of silver nitrate and pot2ssium permang~nate were crystallised 
a.nd the silver perm~·ngc-,nate ~1recii1itate Wi'i'-' c!ecoE>1JOPer." ;-,,ith ·bariurn chloride. 
'rbe resul tinf•: \J<:,riurr~ permanp;c.nate ·;:<:tf:' tree:, ted vci tb dilute sulphuric acid 
to Ci'F8 Cl, :nurple EO}Ution Of _pertnangclrJiC. cCid. 
l. TLe solution was decolourised rapidly by conl (r; ' ?2;, while pyrite 
fro·t the sa:qe speciinen recLCted a little :::ore slowly, the cJc:,colour-
a.tion tEVcing c. ldinute or tv10. 
2. Hlack siltstone (08/106 (ecolourised the solution in a few minutes, 
--, 
.:· . of ";rani te red PDndetone 
solution docolourise~ with evolution of oYyfen in 2 few hours, tbe 
:~:f'tei' five ::,onthF of immerf'·ion the 
There w&s sonP loc~l brown stain-
r:n 
roc~z for- ].5 :.1:···, with <' nF·rrow iJrovvr: line 1--ot the lirdt o~- ovici&tion. 
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These eYperiments in thero~clves are far from conclusive, but a more 
~etailed laboratory investi~ation, including exDeriments at hi~her temp-
eratures and pressures, shoulJ yield interestin~ results. In particular 
the stahili ty of a solutioY' r:ontainin:-~ calcium, l7ic-gnesiu:~' encl barium with 
manganate, permanganate and ferric ions in the presence of sodium and 
cl'Jlorine ionf-· should l;e invecoti"·eter. at high pressures? ;noderately high 
te::merAtures and in the e1;sence of li~"ht. The effect on this stability 
of eradually reducing the pressure ~nd temperature, and varyin~ the pE, 
and of contact with silica ~nd silicate minerals, carbonates, carbonaceous 
matter and pyrite should also be investigated. 
Other mfineanese deposits should be examined to see if there is sim-
ilar evidence ;•ointing to the h;ydrothermal oxidation of co1mtry-rock in 
association with the formation of iron and man3anese oxide ores. 
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(12) OTHER DEPOSITS Il: AKD AROUND SINAI 
(i) Vein deuosits. 
(a) The haematite deuosits of Gebe~ Abu Nimran. 
---------
Gebel Abu Nimran (1040 m.) is situated a little to the north-east of 
'./{adi F'eirlin, about 25 kms. south-east of Om Bogma. The country is composed 
of granitic rocks of the Basement Complex, intruded by closel! spaced paral-
lel north-east trending dykes of purple porphyry. On the western flank of 
the mountain there are several quartz veins, up to 90 ems. wide, with a 
little associated grey haematite sbowing traces of green copper stains. 
These veins strike approximately east to west. Near the top of the mount-
ain on its south side there is a narrower vein of similar composition and 
strike, and others have been reported around the summit. In the ravine 
below the south face (Wadi Abu ]Jirnran ·. sever;:ll tumbled blocks were seen 
with numerous ramifying veins, from one to three centimetres wide, contain-
ing quartz and haematite in equal proportions (by volume~. These lc.:.tter 
veins showed no copper staining. 
(b) Wadi Sabra haematite vein. 
Blake (1939) reported the occurrence of a vein of "pure h<:rer:Jatite", 
2 to 12 inches thick, traversing the (i.ubien) sandstone to the south of 
Petra. 
(c) :J~nganese veins near Agaba. 
Blake (1936) notes: 
"Both cop_:Jer c;.nd manganese minerals occur in the porl)h;yry intrusions, 
and veins of manganese ore in calcite occur traversing the granite near 
Aqaba where all the Palaeozoic rocks have been eroded and the Nubian Sand-
stone lies directly on the Igneous complex." 
(d) 'l'he manganese deposits of Vradi el Akhdar. 
'rhe country rock in the '!iadi el Akhdar area is o L!;rBnitic or gneissic 
rock in an advc.nced state of deCO!!lpO::'ition, cut by felsite d;y~-:es striking 
a few degrees west of north. 'l1 i~1ere are a few low outlyers of the basal 
part of the Nubian Sandstone in the neighbourhood, a region of fairly mature 
topography. The manganese occurs in a group of narrow veins apparently 
emplaced in a fracture zone. There is, however, no sign of lateral dis-
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pl~cement of the dy~es, hlthough t~e veins cut through dykes and country 
rock indiscriminately. Individual veir·s r·each a waxirnu;·: v.cidth of 80 ems., 
and the total width of tne mineralised zone never exceeds 1.5 metres. 
There is no visible change in the deposit in the lG n. depth of the workings. 
The strike is 65° (n1agneticj, and the total length of outcrop is about 150 
metres .• The or·e is very simil2.r to sn. e of ti1e r.cigher gr;:JI)e varieties of 
Om l)ogma ore both in texture e::nd ·,ineralogy. Pyrolusite flpneers to be the 
JlredouinP:t1 mineral, being found in radi;,ting· needles up to 5 mm. l"np; and 
e.s J:mch finer-grained rna teria 1. Rc:dL·tin'< fibrous ·~oethite in the spher-
ulitic ~esses R8sociated with colloidal deposition is Hlso found; locally 
it is 1n·eccin.ted and ee;nc-;Jcted witlJ z;-·n~·:ue mineral. 
The ~angue is littl~ or rn morP ebundRnt th~n in the Om sogma ores, 
and includes ~uart2 and dololite, fnd ~ossibly Hlso barite and aragonite. 
'rhere is clee;r evidence of re!llecs:.~ent of the countr~c r0ck by the 
o>:.ides, (·end the ore rniner1:1ls sJc:o e'J:tend ;c.s strini(E Rlon:o; .'ioints in the 
dyke roc:z(?\~ce.. XLU\ 
(e) Origin of th'§'_vein dq,osi ts, 
'rhe origin of these ":in":'ra.Js is indicated B.S (',eillS': ·by direct :orecip-
itation of the oxides of m<'tngBnese or iron from active mec1i;:,. Jlercolating 
the rocks along fractures, with some replacement of the country rocks. 
Hydrothermal I1lineralisotion is indicoted in Gebel Abu lJirnran, end see~ns 
quite likely in the other cases too, although only the low temperature 
(ii) Deoosits as:"oci;cted. vvith u:c;rine :=edirnents. 
Thes.e deposits h<·ve 1Jeen described b;y lllc.ke (1930 e-nd J.Q36) and more 
recently by Sturm (1953~. 
Blake g~ve the followin~ general section: 
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The respective ages of these formations have been disputed (Chapter 2.~; 
:rnake correlated these "Carboniferous" ·beds with those of Om Eogma entirely 
on the basis of their contained manganese deposits. 
More detailed sections are given in the accompanying diagram. r]lhese 
and Sturm's descriution all emphasise that the manganese occurs as rather 
nodular and occC~.sionally irregularl;y bedded p;::-rolusi te and psilomeL,ne at 
or near the top of a series of rather sandy and calcareous shales, overlain 
by the higher part of the Nubian Sandstone. Both Ktenas (quoted by Blake, 
1936) and Sturm mention the presence of dolomite with which the manganese 
is associated, but Blake states that he did not see the dolomite. None of 
these writers mentions the presence or absence of manganese in the under-
lying dark limestone. The description by Ktenas in particular is reminis-
cent of ore in the Upper Dolomite overlying shaley bedded limestone in p~rts 
of the Om Bog~a district. 
Sturm noted the following types of emplacement: 
(1) Concretions (nodules) of pyrolusite, l mm. to 30 ems. across, in clay; 
assays showing 28% - 64% Mno 2 • 
(2) Bedded 6r disseminated manganese oxide in fine-grained sandstone within 
a red clay zone, and commonly ~elow clay in sandstone and siltstone. 
In some places there are alternate manganese rich (4% Mno 2 ) and mangan-
ese poor (1.5?!, Mn0
2
) "varves" (Zebrc Sandstone'), the manganese being concen-
trated in the fine-grained sandy layers at the expense of the silty layers. 
(3) Recent placers of manganese rich sand. 
(4) Dyke-like structures. 
(5) Irregular spots in limestone or dolomite. 
(6) Small veinlets or crack fillings· in layers adjacent to ore-bearing 
strata. 
All of these can be matched with similar occurrences in the Om Bogma 
area, with slight variation in two cases. Zebra Sandstone found near Ain 
Abu ilama ta in the Fahman Are cos was made up of al tern2te layers of sand 
grains respectively iron free and coated with bright red iron oxide. Man-
ganese has not !;een seen distributed in straight parallel banding in this 
u£cnner at Om Bogma, but concentric diffusion rings of manganese oxide 
cementing sand grains in the Lower Sandstone have been noted there. The 
only other difference between the two areas is that "float" ore at Om Bogma 
takes the form of fragments from l em. in size upwards; 
pl2cers of manganese rich sand(CI-.at>· t,, ;, ~). 
there are no recent 
Analyses quoted by Blake (1936) show the deposit to contain higher 
percentages of GuO (1.29~) and BaO (4~, 3-99% and 4-15% respectively for 3 
samples), while P2o5 is less abundant (0.05<; ;.r.. ... ,. a.t o ...... .&J~a.., 
.Sturm concluded from the occurrence of the varved and bedded deposits 
that the ore had a syngenetic origin, being transported and deposited in 
the solid state. He attributes the concretions in clay and shale to 
growth in place during compaction of the sediments, while the manganese 
veinlets filling joints and cracks are, he postulates, due to circulating 
ground water. 
From a study of these descriptions and a comparison with the field 
evidence at Om Bogma it seems most likely that the deposits in these two 
areas had a similar origin. The most significant fundamental point 
appears to be the fact that in each case these deposits are associated with 
the lowest formation in the rock colwnn that contains c1'lcareous and clay 
members, the one to act as host and the other as a barrier to rising sol-
utions. Sturm's observation that manganese comrno~ly occurs in sandstone 
or siltstone below clay is important in this latter connection. 
(b) The deoosits of Wadi Dana. 
Blake (1939) gives a very brief description of these deposits. They 
underlie 150 m. of purplish sandstone, which is overlain in turn by 300 m. 
of red sandstone and another 300 m. of white sandstone capped by Cenomanian 
limestone. 
follows: 
.blake's detailed section at the manganese occurrence is as 
Hed sandstone 
Grits 
Botryoidal masses of pyrolusite 
White sandstone and shales 
Dolomite with psilomelane concretions 
Pink dolomite with shales 
Grit 
Red mottled sandstone 
metres. 
4 
3-5 
7 
4 
12 
0.5 
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An analysis of a specimen from the deposit showed the copper content 
(1.80( GuO) to be co:~parable to that of the deposit at Wadi Menayeh, while 
the haria (0.05~ BaO) and phosphorus (0.16~ P2o5 ) are lower than in the Om 
Bogma ore. 
The manganese deposit is associated with pink dolomitic limestone 
which "resernbles th<:ct found abundantly in Wadi Hesa." 
following analysis of a specimen of this rock: 
lnsol. in HCl 22.6 
CCJ,., 32.3 
c: 
CaO 24.1 
L.gO 13-5 
~TnO 5-9 
H (' 2.) 0.2 
Blake quotes the 
The high manganese content is no ~oubt the reason for the pink colour; the 
fact that a si;:rilar type of rock is found in Wadi Hesa, some 40 kms. to 
the north, suggests that manganese mineralisation may be as widespread here 
as it is in western Sinai. 
Again there is a general similarity between this deposit of Wadi Dana 
acid those of the Om .t.-ogma. area j_n the position and associations of the 
~anvanese deposits and in the tnineralF of whi~h they are composed. There 
is~ strone possibility, on the evi~erce ~vailable, that these deposits'had 
a generally similar origin. 
(iii) S inA.i and Jord&.n e.s a ~nanr:ane se _ _P.rovince. 
Wrom this review of the wider area the picture emerges of a belt of 
mineralisation extending from near the Gulf of Suez in the south-west to 
beyond the Wadi Araba depression to the north-east, and possibly farther 
13io. 
in either r2irection (see :·!ap I). There are fundamental points of similar-
ity vrith the ore depoPits of };orocco, ·.vhere the rnc.nganese oxides also occur 
in veins within the basement rocks and associated with the lowest calcareous 
marine deposits in the sediwentar;y sequence. 'rhere is a strong suggestion, 
in the map and plc.n given by l!ouladon <end Jouravsk;y- (1952 - facing p. 72), 
that the distribution of the deposits at Imini is controlled by a fracture 
in much the same manner as has ·been deduced in the ca.se of the Om Bogma 
deposits (Chapter g:. Tne possibility at once springs to mind of a more 
or less continuous line of manganese deposits stretching from western Sinai 
to the Wadi Ar~ba beneath the l!ubian Sandstone (s.s.) and the overlying 
~arine Cretaceous beds. 
Whether or not this is so one ma;y regc:rd the whole of southern Sinai, 
the southern part of the ~egev and south-east Jordan as a geochemical prov-
ince abnormally rich in maneanese. In addition to the deposits of mangan-
ese ore minerals discussed here, and the other occurrences noted in Chapter 
1, ( v::, (d), there is some evidence to :o·u(Sgest that some of the rocks of the 
Basement Cornpl?r contain ruore than average amounts of this elemerit. The 
colour of the dark purple _:Jorrh;yry ("Imperial pOI'l'h;yry"::, which is a common 
dyke rock in parts of Sinai, is probably due to the presence of manganese~'i:,vi)"'&J· 
More concrete evidence is provided by an analy~is of a specimen of pink 
granite from Wadi Itiw, near Aqaba, r::uoted [-;,y T;lc,[(e (1936·:. 'rhis rock 
contained 0.5~ hnO (o. Mn) which is r~ther high for a granite. 
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P A R 'E III 
CO.<,lPARABL?~ DEPOSI'l'S. 
(1) 'EHJ<~ M.Al~GPlJES.E m;POSIT~ 0~' lWROGCO. 
The quantity and distributio~ of manganese ore deposits in Morocco, 
coupled with their varied modes of occurrence and association with rocks 
of many different ages, justifi.es the Rpr>licatior: of the term "manganese 
,,rovince" to the c.rea. 'rhe com!Jrehensive description of Bouladon and 
Jouravsky (1952) (on which these notes are based~ shows broadly similer 
types of deposits and ~ssociations to those of the Sinai-Jordan region. 
( . \ lj General. 
(a) Geological background. 
'The older rocks in ,'.orocco cons.Lst of parcl;v metamorpitOsed pre-
llercyn in.n sediments, with ass or. iEr ted igneous rocks. There Pre three Pre-
Cambrian zroups ~nd most of thP Palaen~oic systems are also represented. 
These form a basement which is elevated and exposed in the Anti Atlas and 
in smaller areas in the east and north of the country. The outcrops, are 
bordered by marir,e sediments of ,:esozoic age. There were two major trans-
gressions, during Lias and Cenomanian times respectively, thP former ~each-
ing to the High Atlus and the latter overlapping it to overstep on to the 
pre-~ercynian rocks of the Anti Atlas so th~t in both cases the off-shore 
deposits near the limits of the transgressions rest on the basement. 
(b) The manQ:an_ese .dPDOsi ts. 
5/ 
As in the Sinai-Jordan 2re~ only the oxide minerals of manganese are 
represented. 
Both veins and stratified deposits occur. They are classified by 
Bouladon and Jouravsky (ibid) on their stratigraphical associations. 
( L Veins. 
~he veins are mainly in the Pre- Cambrian III in the Ourzazate region 
of the Anti Atlas, but there are also some veins associated with Palaeozioc 
rocks in the Oujda area, N.E. ~orocco. They are all narrow and discontin-
uous lmt of hig·h tenor, e:x:ceed.int; 5CY1~ :.". 
( ':> 
' . Stratified ?:_~posits. 
These deposits are much larger than the veins, but generally of a 
lower tenor. They are found in associatio~ with: 
Volcanic formations of the Pre-Cambrian III of the Anti Atlas and 
, 
lJp;1er Viseen of the Ou,-jde region. 
Continental formations of the Permo-Trias and Cretaceous. 
Neritic facies of the two ma~or transgressions. 
lt rna~ be of significance that the several types of deposit tend to 
occur in close geographical association, e.g. in the Oujda region (an area 
QO x 30kms.) all these types of deposit occur, while the nearest deposits 
outside this area (at Bou Arfa) are som~ 200 kms. distant, and also show 
severr~ 1 types. 'rhese clenositF will there:i·cn:P ·he r1i,CUFF<?ri here on a 
reeional rather th2n a strati~raphi~al basis, with the emphasis on evidence 
suggestive of the ;:>oo.e of origin of the va.rious deposit:o. Whilst such a 
controversial subject as ore-genesis cannot satisfactorily be decider1 on 
a second hand acquaintance with an area certain significant facts emerge 
from the de:ocriptions which should be taken into account when ~ssessing 
the various possibilities. 
(ii) 'l'he Ou l cJ a r<:_g]:_<:>n ,___1:'. 8. , ,oro c co. 
( 2) Veins in the basement. 
Some nar1ow veins occur in Gotblvndian slates (schistes) at Zekkara, 
but the lJJost important ones are those of llourdine, occurring in a mass of 
granodiorite which has been intruded into the Palaeozoic slates and sand-
stones. The largest of these, 200 m. long and up to 0.5 m. wide, is 
accompanied by mineralised fractureP in the wall rocks (cf. the deposit of 
Wadi el Akhdar, in Sinai~, while one m~rgin is o~ten marked by a layer of 
ferruginous clay. The vein material is, however, often brecciated, with 
included diorite fragments. The mangane8e occurs as braunite, showing 
alteratio~ to pyrolusite, with a gangue of 0uartz, dolomite, barite and 
cE:lcite. The red argillaceous sandPtones at the base of the overlying 
Permo-Trias formations at both of these ~,laces are impregnated with 
p8ilomelane. 
1'-fo, 
(b) Beds in the volcanic deoosits. 
At Glib en ~am, 35 kms. E.S.E. of Bourdine, there is a thick flow of 
dacite at the base of the LipPer VisJ'er:, overlain by a series of friable 
tuffs with some intercalated thin lenses of coarse-grained dolomite, and 
bands of silicified shale (schistes~. The ore is fine-grained braunite in 
a siliceous cement, resemblin~ banded jasper. It outcrops intermittently 
for nearly l km., reaching a thickness of over 2 1n. and is associated with 
the tuff and silicified shale. Some cracks in the ore h~ve heen infilled 
with white dolomite. 
(c~ Beds in the continental facies. 
At Narguechoum, some 35 kms. W.S.W. from Bourdine, the basement is 
composed of dacites and granodiorites with indications and veins of mangan-
ese. It is overlain by about 20 m. of well cemented sandy conglomerates, 
followed by 30 m. of arkosic and argillaceous sandstones containing some 
mineralised beds. These are covered by basalts, 0 - 30 rn. thick, the 
whole sequence being assigned to the Permo-'Erias. The basalts are overlain, 
either directly or with~ passage of red clay between, by sandy dolomites 
succeeded by massive dolomites of Liassic age. 
There are two or three mineralised beds, the uppermost and thickest 
varying between 0.5 m. and 0.8 u,., and being ch~racterised by an intermit-
tent roof of red clay. The manganese occurs as braunite and hausmannite 
with pyrolusite and some psilomelane, in the form of friable aggregates or 
veinlete in the sandstones. Calcite and barite form the gangue. Locally 
the ore grades .into bands and nodules of iron oxide. Apart from the pres-
ence of traunite, and the abundance of barite (5.65% in an assay quoted) 
the deposit is very similar to those found in a cor~esponding type of 
country rock in Sinai (Chapter 7, (i), (d) and Chapter 8, (ii::, (bL:. 
Analagous deposits occur in these Permo-Triasf'ic continental forma-
tiOi'S in the area between Oujda and Glib en ham. In Jebel Mahsseur iron 
and manganese oxides occur in clays and red sandstones above the basalts 
and 20 m. below the dolomites of the Lias. There are also small amounts 
of manganese associated with iron oxide deposits in these continental form-
ations in other parts of Morocco. 
(d) Beds 2ssociated with transgressive marine formations. 
At Tanourat the basement (dacite) is directly overlain by 50 m. of 
basalt, assigned to the Per:,;o-'rrias. Above this basalt are some red and 
green clays, 10 m. thick, with some thin dolomitic intercalations and the 
lowest mineralised beds at the top. One or two metres of red beds overlie 
them, including a conglomerate from which some pebbles of the mineralised 
beds have been reported. i:l.assive white dolomites appear next in the 
sequence, containing the upper mineralised bed which occurs at the top of 
a passage of red sandstones. The lower beds show considerable lateral 
variation; or:e or two beds may be j;resent, fro:!l Cl.l l.J. to 0.8 m. in thick-
ness. The up~er bed is richer and of lenticular appearance, attaining a 
maximum thickness of 0.6 m. The manganese occurs as needles of pyrolusite, 
generally very fine but occasionally reaching one or two centimetres in 
leng·th. White crystalline dolo1ni te occurs in fractures and cavities in 
the ore. Barite is much less abundant than in the deposits not associated 
with a dolomite host. 
These deposits compare with some ores found associated with a dolom-
ite host in Sinai, particularly in mineralogy. 
(iii) Eas ternregion ( Bou Arf<:;) . 
~o veins or stratified derosits associated with the Palaeozoic rocks 
were described b;y Bouladon end Jouravsky at Bou Arfa, but about 70 kms. to 
the south, at llenabha, there are several veins of manganese in a rhyolite 
conglomerate. The Bou Arfa district conti.,ins the largest manganese d.ep-
osits associated with the rocks of the Lias transgression. 
The basement is formed by ancient schists with altered intrusive 
rocks, and is overlain by a detrital series more than 100 rn. thick, made 
up of a basal conglomerate, and ark0ees ~nd clays with lenses of dolomitic 
limesto0e. At the top of this seri~s there are some thin manganiferous 
beds, 10 - 30 ems. thick, and some passRge beds of imnure dolomite with 
nodules and bands of pyrolusite. The detrital series is followed by a 
"dolo;,;itic liliie:ctoEe e;)isode" whose tl,iC'UiPf'S VE,ries from l8C m. 2.t Ain 
.iicida lnorth of Bou Arf<,:: to 30 :n. ,,,t /<:nc"r~c,ouet, 5 k:;ns. to the W.lJ. '., 
i.rereasin-: to 2"/C.I :,. at :;ess-j_ ii'cillet, ?0 kms. ';Jest of Ain :Reid·'. 'rhe 
following succession is ,,,:iven: 
·:.;e,~:o: of lime~·tone 2.nd dolomite with interbedded marl encloPing 
thf; ore-i:oci;:r of J\in .He ida. 
Detrital facies, 
encJ.o~·ing the ore wc-:::o.:=:e~· c.f' 'ionarouet.. 
~,;.nds of dolomi t(" with nnPrt7 c,nd ynica. 
Gower detrit2l series. 
series, c;bout ?"iO :-,. t~·ick, including pin:-c ·lc;'s with gypsum, clrk.nses 
locall.~-- st,e.i.ned '.vith mengfcnef·e 8.nd r-ol··glo;~erates ·Nith i:3neous end :nete-
morphic pebble:". 
To ~oth e2st ~nd west the2e three serieE thin out and the limestone 
'rbc;y f:re overl~in l)? P contiinJ.ou;; ·formc:<tion of liwestoneP rend 
nolOT"TliteP ettributed to the Dogger. 
The tectonics of the region are complex, hut the map and sections 
E;iven by Bouladon nnrl ,JolJrc!vsky ;:,pne::··r to suggest th<'.t the manganese dep-
osits are thicker on the crests of anticlines, dying out on the limbs. 
At Hamardouet ~ineralised beds occur at the base o¥ the limestone 
series, where' beds of d.olomi te contain l em. ~bands of meng<'nese oxide. 
Workable ore is found <':lbove this ir1 L·.r~e ooclcets formed by solution &long 
fractures in the massive dolomites. These masses of ore mdy be up to 15 m. 
thicic and 10 :n. to ?0 m. long, v1i th lc.teTal opopb:;rses 8everal metres wide 
penetrating into cracks in the dolomite. The edges of these pockets, 
and of dolomite blocks enclosed in the ore, are lined with red clay. 
(These deposits are analogous to the pockets of ore surrounded by residual 
rock founo in the massive pink dolomites of the O;n Bogma district; see 
Chapter 7, (i::, (a.) "nd (iii), (b:i, and :.~h&.pter 8, (ii:;, (b):. 'l'be ore is 
essentially pyrolusite and psilomelane with local hausmannite. Iron is 
abu!'dent, crystallised separately from the i:<'lnganese. Kernels of nyrolusite 
appear surrounded by rodiating concretions of ~oethite which has been 
bre~ciated and re-cemented by a later deposition of pyrolusite (cf. the tex-
. \ ( ' ' tures shown by goethite in the Om Bognw deposits, Ghapter 6, (ii;, ,e)}. 
At Ain Beida the deposit is more regular, being associated with the 
bedded part of the limestones. The ore occurs in ribbon-like deposits 
I '-13. 
over 200 m. long in the crests of the folds. The deposits have a lenticular 
cross section, averaging lU ~. width and 1.5 m in thickness, but locally 
They are connected by zones of red miner-the2: attain a thickness of 8 '·· 
alised clay (cf. residual rock of Om ~ogma). The root· and walls are also 
lined with clay. 
as at Harnaraouet. 
The iron and manganese do not occur in separate crystals 
At ten Zireg, about 80 kms. to the south of :sou Arf<:t, there are indic-
ations of mang~nese in sandstones of Cretaceous age. 
(iv) The Ouarze.za.te and Intini-Tasdremt region. 
To the south of Ouarzazate there is an area, 9Ckms. t"ror0 east to west 
and 50 kms. from north to south, in which there are great numbers of man-
ganese veins in the formations of the Pre-Cambrian III. 'l'o the vvest of 
Ouarzazate this area is bordered by a line of ore deposits associated with 
the rocks of the Cretaceous transgression, stretching from Irnini in the 
east to Tasdremt in the west. 
(a) Veins in the basement. 
The Pre-Cambrian III of t~tis ai·ecc is made up of a series of rh;yolite 
and andesite lavas, and thick conglomer2tes and agglomerates, sometimes 
cemented with dolomite. Locally the volcanic series is termin~ted by 
tuffs and red sha.les with lenses of dolou1i te. ;,;ost of the veins occur in 
the lavas, and a few in the conglomerates, which ~av~ a smaller area of 
outcrop. There are also rare indications in the granites and sandstones 
of the Pre-Cambrian II. The veins are ne2rly vertical, with variable 
strike, the most common trend being to the north-east. 
ation fractures are very common. 
Post-"; ineral is-
Two types of vein are recognised: 
l. Lenticular, with a dolomite ganBue. A vein at Taourat is over 200 ~. 
long and locally 7 m. wide, with a proved depth of more than 40 rn.; 
this is rather larger than the average. Dolomite is abundant, being 
partially replaced by braunite. Cryptomelane and pyrolusite also 
occur and hausmannite is found in the dolomite. Iron oxides (haem-
atite and goethite) appear in nuantity in some veins. i~_uartz, 
calcite and a little barite also occur in the gangue. 
2. 
I '-II; . 
Narrow and continuous veins, without dolomite. These generally 
appear in swarms. They are of variable dimensions but always 
narrow, rarely up to l or 2 m. in local swellings. MangG.nese 
occurs mainly as braunite, and sometiwes as psilomelane, with a 
sparse gangue of barite and occasionally also of quartz. At the 
margins the ore is brecciated, with inclusions of country rock. 
The wall rocks are fractured, containing deposits of ore minerals 
and gangue in the cracks. 
No veins of manganese minerals outcrop in the Cambrian rocks which 
cover a large part of tne area, hence the veins are probably of Pre-Cam-
brian age. 
(b1 Beds in the volcanic formations of the Pre-Cambrian III. 
The Pre-Cambrian III at Tiouina begins with a 200 m. thickness of 
rhyolite ~nd andesite lavas, followed by the detrital series and a series 
of red tuffs with the following succession: 
200 m. 
20 u. 
200 m. 
Beds of dolomite 
Sandstones and conglomerates 
Base of Georgian (G.Choubert' 
Hed tufts, with ne,rrow siliceous t<linerali:::.ed beds at the 
base. 
Harren conglomerates 
Red micaceous tuffs with beds of ore, averaging 0.5 - 1 m. 
thick. 
Breccia with angular rhyolite fragments and thinner 
intercalations of Dicrobreccia. 
Lavas 
The lower mineralised zone outcrops for a distance of Boo ~. from 
north to south, with a dip to the east of about 35°. The nu..rnber and 
width of the beds is very variable; the rnaximurn number is fourteen and thE': 
greateet individual ·ned thickness ic.· "-l ni. There are numerous small faults. 
The ore passes laterally into the red tuffs, which often form the roof of 
the ore beds, and also contains quartz grains and fragments of lava showing 
re placei'len t phenomenE' .. Locally the ore consists of a rhyolite breccia, 
with a ce~nent of dolo:r,ite p2.rtially replaced by n1anga.nese n:inerals. 
B~rite is present as ~~ngue. The ore shows variable amounts of silica 
145. 
(1.75- 10% Si0 0 ), baria (l.Q- 13% BaD), potash (trace- 5i) and lead 
L 
( 0. ') - 2'!(). 
- ' ' 
The principal ore mineral is braunite; psilo~elane, crypto-
melane, pyrolusite and coronadite also occur. 
At ~;~igouden, 11 lnns. r;orth of Tiou:Lne, the successiol". is si:nilar 1mt 
there are fewer ~~ineralised teas and these are situated in the conglom-
erates and the tuffs. The P~e-Ca~brian III outcrons ~gaiP to the east on 
Tiouine, there are four ineralised beds outcroppin~ over a length of 400 m. 
in a series of rhyolite conglornerBtes with interc2laterJ r(;rJ tuf'f::o .• 
(c~ Beds in the Middle Cretaceous tr9n::o~ressive marine formations. 
The Cretaceous bedc: in thio· regio:--' rest uncor,forma<Jly o;·, a oasement 
of Pre-Cambrian volcanic rocKs, Lower Palaeozoic slates (schistes) or Permo-
Triassic sandstones. A series of con~lomerates, sandstones and red clays, 
about 10 m. thick at lmini and triickening to the north, are succeeded by 
about 10 rn. of dolomite of CenO!ilf,.nian-'l'urol1i;,n age, contair,inc:; the mangan-
ese deposit:::', .. This is overlain by a thick red sandst~ne series with inter-
calations of red gypsiferous clays and some limestones, of Senonian age. 
In the lmini area ore deposits outcrop in a narrow, nearly straight, 
line more than 25 kms. long, striking in 2n E.!.S. direction from Tazoult 
to Tamdakht. Farther to the east there are indications in the neighbour-
h o o d o f S k our a , ( 1 () 0 km s • e a s t o f I Til in i :, . The lateral extent of the ore 
in a north-south direction is very restricted, the width of the deposits 
hardly exceeding 400 m. At Bou Tezoult there is an apparent duplication 
of this narrow line of deposits, but even so the total width of the mineral 
zone is less than 1000 m. (This rem~rkable alignment of the rnansanese 
deposits is much more striking than that noticed in western Sinai, see 
The auantity and nuality of the ore at 
any place bears no relation to the nature of the underlying basement. 
The principal mineralised beds (c 1 and Cn) are always found in the C: 
"IJassa.ge" from the lov.Jer eandstones to the dololl':i te", In its lowest beds 
(about l :n. thick:, the dolomite containe detrital quartz, and occasionall;y 
feldspar and Euscovite. The hi~her beds of dolomite are white or pink, 
generally very pure and only slightly fossiliferous (ct. the nearly pure 
pink dolomites of western Sinai). Towards or at the top of the dolomites 
there is a third mineralised lwd (C., ·
1
, ::::'0 - 40 ems. thick, but soriietirnes 
:) ; 
broken up and re-cemented together with detrital dolomite. 
have been affected by a series of folds of 20 - 30 m. amplitude, either 
with an E.K.E. trend (parallel to the elongation of the ore bedsj or trend-
ing E.S.E. Enrichment of the mineralised beds does not appear to be a 
result of this folding. 
The two lower beds ure regular with a combined thickness varying up 
to 2.5 m. They &re always immediately overlain by a 10 cr~. layer of red 
sand;y cla;y (cf. the 11 roof shale" of the Om Bogrr:a deposits, Chapter 8, (i), 
(d)) with many extensions into the ore suggesting that it is in the nature 
of a "residual" from the 2olution of the dolomite and its partial replace-
ment by manganeFe oxides. The floor, even where it is of dolomite, is 
very regular and only occasionally ~ont~ins manganePe minerals filling 
cracks. The northern limit is definite ; passing from rich ore to 
barren dolomite in 20 rn. To the south the two beds coalesce and thin out, 
pas2ing progressively into sand~tone impregnated with manganese oxides. 
The ore is principally composed of pyrolusite, with veins of psilomel-
ane associated with coronadite (the~ manganese dioxide containing lead). 
The upper parts of the beds are formed almost entirely of concretionary 
coronadite. Analysis showed 0.32% PbO in a sample from Bou Tazoult. 
To the west of the Imini group of outcrops the Middle Cretaceous 
deposits have been largely removed by erosion, but some remnants have been 
preserved at Haut Tidili ~nd Tifnout showing a poorer mineralisation in 
thicker dolomite. 
Farther to the west the beds again outcrop, over a length of 15 kms., 
at Tasdremt and Aufour. At Aufour they occur in a basin, 3 x 6 kms., 
with the mineralisation being strongeRt at the rim and decreasing towards 
the centre. The ore here is remark~ble for its tenor in lead, which is 
of the order of 6%. T~e princi9al bed (from 0.5 to 0.8 m. thick and rich 
in lead· is at the top of the dolomite series, cf. the C~ bed 
) 
There is another bed at the baGe which corresponds to beds c1 
at Imini. 
The top of the dolomite ser·ies locEtlly resembles a breccia, with angular 
fragwents of do1omi·te in cL dolowite cement. (This may be analagous to 
ti1e "sol uti on breccia" often seen at Om Bogma, with secondar;y dolo:·,~i te, 
see Chapter 7, (iii), (b) and (iv)~ (a)). 
/4 "7, 
The overlying sandstone series l• C• ~· composed of ar~osic sandstones 
and conglomerates with rare red clays. The conglomerates contain pebbles 
derived from the Cretaceous dolomites, and even from the mineralised bed, 
examples of the latter being cited at Tasdremt with two conglomerate beds 
situated above the principal ore bed. 
At Tasdrernt the upper p2rt of the ore bed is the best mineralised 
and contains vugs lined with barite. The top is irregular and immediately 
overlain by a roof of sandy material with nodules of' mane;anePe oxides and 
pieces of i•;;uregnated dolomite. 1l'h·2 lower part of the bed is often formed 
by three rine bands of manganese oxides in yellow dolomite. rrhe dolomite 
floor is regular and impregnated with diffuse epigenetic oxides. In the 
Aufour basin and at 'l'iranirnine som<-' fragments (l- 5 ems. acrosE·, of 
concretionary corortadite are found embedded in a reddish sandy cement at the 
top of the ore bed. Sometimes the entire bed is in the form of a breccia 
with very angular fragments. (But for this angularity this deposit would 
resemble the nodular and concretionary deposits of ore minerals found near 
the boundaries of the bigger ore bodies in the Om Bogma district, Chapter 7, 
(i) and (iii), (bn. 
rrhe ore in this western are<" is composed essentially of psilo:nelane 
and coronadite. Both the ore and the dolomite with which it is associated 
contain 5 - 10% detrital nuartz and occasionally so·ne k2olinised felds~~r. 
( v) Idi ':e l. 
Situated in the Anti Atlas about 1?0 kms. south-west of Tasdremt, 
Idi:-;:el for:;,s the south-west corner of the ~=orocca.n 11ang<'cnese province. 
The Pre-C<nnhri;-m JII presents :c.n UllliPlPl facies in th:ts arefJ., the rhyolites. 
are absent a~d the series is renresented by schjsts, sandstones ~nd con~lo~-
er,_tef' with t'lterPd tuffs. Iditel is at the edge of 2 basin where the 
whole senuence of the Pre-Cambrian III har~ly exceeds 50 ill. in thickness. 
The ~ollowjn~ succession is given: 
C:0'1'·lomerates (hr;se of the Georgian). 
White tu~fs, altered to sericite-schists with thin interca]-
ations of sandstones and con~lomerates 
h''ine red sa.ndstone containin:o: some frcour,ments of volcc'nic glass., 
and enclosing the ore beds and so~e intercalations of dolomite. 
White tuffs, altered to sericite-schists. 
15 - 20 m. Massive breccia of schist and quartzite. 
Schists (Pre-Cambrian II). 
The principal ore-bed outcrops intermittently for a distance of 2 kms. 
\Vith a width varying 1Jetween 0.2 m. and 2m. In the central part of the 
outcrop, where the width is greatest, there ~s a second bed 0.2 - 0.4 m. 
thick above this. Towards the extremities of the outcrop a third bed some-
times appears above the second. At its lateral limits the mineralisation 
beco:;tes more diffuse and merges in to barren sandstone. 
The following data are reported from a recent investigation of a 
suite of specimens provided by l!l:r. Donald Gill. This .in:t'or!Yla tion is 
included by the kind permission of Fergusson Wild & Co. Ltd., through the 
good offices of ~·1r. Gill. 
Near the surface the ore is soft and friable, being composed of small 
nodules, a few millimetres across, of manganese oxides with tiny rounded 
and angular grains of quartz and other minerals, most of them cloudy with 
deco111pos.ition and all coated with red and brown iron oxides .• 'rhe richer 
ore occurs as larger spongy masses apparently formed by the leaching of a 
soluble component of the rock leaving a porous residue of manganese oxides. 
Below the surface zone the ore is a hard mass of braunite, ankeritic dolom-
i te, brown mica and barite in var;ying proportions. A little pyrolusite 
is also present. The soft ore seen at the surface is clearly a residual 
deposit, or "manganese hat", resulting from the solution of dolo;nite, 
and possibly some of the mica, from the hard ore. The soft ore extends 
for about 100 m. from the outcrop, me~sured along the dip, which is about 
20° to the east. It can also be seen in small patches at greater depth, 
associated with fractures. 
~anganesE occurs in the hard ore almost entirely as automorphic 
braunite 1 which has been- identified in reflected light by its crystal forE1, 
comparatively low reflectivity and very weak ~nisotropy. The identific-
ation was confirmed by means of an x-ray powde~ photograph. In the coarser 
parts of the bed, up to 1 mm. in grain-size, ankeritic or manganese bearing 
dolomite (refractive index nO ~ 1.690) can be seen to have partially re-
placed the braunite, leaving- erl!bayed cr;>'stc.ls, "atolls" and residual rims 
showing the ·automorphic outlines of braunite. This dolomite also occurs 
as veinlets in the rock, while larger veins (2 - 3 ems. wide) consist of 
purer dolomite (nO= 1.675). .Barite can also be seen in the hand specimen 
as greenish crystalline layere. (n~ -::::::.- 1.645) on some joint faces. 
A specimen from the floor of the ore bed showed a fine-grained lamin-
ated texture. Layers up to 1.5 rnm. thick of granular quartz, dark brown 
mica and a little carbonate up to 0.1 mm. grain size are interstratified 
with rather intermittent layers of a fine to coarse-grained opaque ore 
mineral associated with dark mica, barite and a little pligioclase. In 
other specimens the coarser ore and gangue mixture cuts across the fine-
grained layered part of the rock, apparently replacing it. 
The rock of the ore bed h~s undergone a number of phases of alter-
ation since original deposition. It is not considered possible on the 
evidence exe.mined to deduce the precise nature of the origine.l rock. An 
epigenetic origin for the ~anganese can by no means be ruled out. 
(vi) Comparison with the Sinai deposits. 
(a) Points of contrast. 
'rhe volcanic formations (tuffs and agglomerates) of the Pre-Cambrian 
III and Upper Vis6en of Morocco are not paralleled by any similar deposits 
in Sinai, hence there can be no comparison of the two regions on the 
basis of manganese deposits associated with them. 
The vein deposits of j.iiorocco are far more numerous than those of 
~inai and Jordan, and here the difference is reflected in the country 
rocks with which the veins are associated. ~ost of the veins of the 
Ouarzazate region of Morocco are found in lavas, a few occur in conglomer-
ates while there are rare indications in granites and sandstones, the types 
of lithology moft widespread in 8inai. 
There is another difference in the mineralOGY of some of the deposits. 
Bre.uni te is the predominate rc1ineral i,., ;·nost of the 1'loroccan veins and c.lf.o 
in the deposits associated with continental formations, but it was not 
recognised in the Wadi el .A~~hdar 2nd haf· r.ot been re!.1orted from any other 
deposit in Sinai. 
The re]lorted presence of cong·lomerateP al1ove some of the ore beds 
of Morocco containing pebbles derived from the ore is in striking contrast 
to the situation in Sinai, where no conglomerates are found directly above 
any of the known ore occurrences. 
(b) Points of similarit:v. 
In both areas there is a gener~lly similar succession of coDtinental 
formations, principally sandstones, with intercalations of ttansgressive 
tnarine beds overlying an ~ncient basement which in the immediate areas of 
t.t1e mPn.o·;"n<?se deros.i ts <'t leE1st is com~•o::;ed cdrno:::-t al··Hic:ys of if;l180llS or 
~etamorphic rocks. Taking the regions as a whole we find that the ore 
deposits are not confined to one formation, or to rocks of any particular 
age: in Sinai and Jordan the ores occur in the basement and associated 
with marine trans;~:ressions of Cambrian (Wecli :Dana) and Carboniferous (Om 
~ogm~) n~es, while in ~orocco they also occur as veins in the bef'ernent and 
associc.:.ted with two rnc.rine transgres; ion:'" of different ages. In every case 
of an ore deposit associated with ~ rn~rine transgression it is also true 
thut the ore occurs in the lowest TI!orine formc.tion above the bc;.sement, <'ncJ 
usually in the lowest (original) carbonate rock; it may be that the latter 
point is of more significance than the former. In neither region, however, 
is the ore confined to one IJC1rtic;'ll<'r facies; there are occurrences in 
continental and non-carbonate rocks in both regions. 
In specific areas we find, botn in T·lorocco Rnd in Sinai and Jordan, 
that where ore deposits are present at one horizon there are usually also 
indications of :nineralis.atios: at other levels and in rocks of very different 
age in the smne general area. 
'I'here is a general similari t? in the 1nineralogy of the depos.i ts in the 
two provinces, apart from the occurrence of braunite in Morocco. 'I'he mc:m-
ganese is always found in the oxide forrn, and tbere is 
in either case thut it wc.s not originally deposited as 
no evidence whatever 
the oxides. 'l'he 
associated gangue n;inerals too Cire si_rilar, na;nel;y barite, dolomite, calcite 
and !JUartz. Copper and lead show a slight, and sometimes considerable, 
relative concentration in the ore deposits as co~pared with the average 
proportions of these elements in the crust. 
Replacement phenomena have been noted wherever a dolomite or lime-
stone host has manganese ore minerals associate~ with it. 'rhe general 
prevalence of a roof of red shale or clay se:rarLting the ore from the over-
,~, 
l;yin,'S dolomite sho11lcl elf'o be note<'< here. The frequent presence of a 
pink colour in dolomite close to ore deuosits is another co~mon factor: . . ; 
this .has been noted at Bou .Arfa and Irnini, and at Oro Tlogma and in Wadi Tiana. 
There is a noticeable associatioM between the distribution of ore 
and structural f'eatures in some of the ~:oroccan depos.its, as there is in 
Sinai. This is most striking in the Bou Arfa area, but the shape and 
orientation of the Imini deposits is also very suggestive, especially 
when taken in conjunction with the strike of numerous veins of barite in 
the Lower Palaeozoic slates outcropping between Sainte Barbe and Bou 
.AggiOUJ;!. There is also the fact that the subsidiary line of deposits' to 
the south of Bou Azzar closely follows a fault, (see the map and section 
given by Bouladon and Jouravsky (1952), facing p. 72). 
Lastly there is the apparent association between the manganese dep-
osits and the emplacement of basic igneous rocks. Westerveld (1951) has 
emphasised the proximity of these deposits in parts of ~orocco, and has 
deduced a genetic connection between them. In western Sinai the assoc-
iation of the larger ore deposits with the Om Bog1na dyke appears on the 
surface to be coincidental (Chapters q and 11, (i), (e)), but it !night 
possibly have a deeper significance. Blake (1939) noted the presence of 
"a small extinct volcano •••••• connected with a fault of pronounced struct-
ural features'' in the area of the Wc.di Tiana manganese deyosi t. 
(vii) The origin of the Moroccan manganese deposits. 
The theories advanced to explain the genesis of these deposits are 
numerous and varied, there being a tendency for most workers to support a 
sedimentary origin for the stratified deposits and to explain discordant 
features and replacement phenomena. in thew by subsequent solution and re-
precipitation. It is not proposed to discuss the pros and cons of the 
various theories here, or to propose a new hypothesis, but the foregoing 
comparison with the deposits of the Sinai and Jordan region will have shown 
the close similarity of the deposits as a whole and that between corres-
pending individual deposits. This suggests that the possibility of a 
common mode of origin for deposits of like nature in both of the regions 
deserves careful consideration. 
In particular the deposits of Imini CJ.nd Ow Hogma, which contained the 
tS2.. 
bulk of the ore in their respective provinces, are closely comparable 
from this point of view. It has already been noted that the remarkable 
alignment of the deposits, which is so suggestive of a structural control 
of deposition, is much more precise at Imini than in the Om bogma disti·ict. 
If a hydrotherlz1al origin were to be proposed f'or the Imini deposits this 
difference could be readily explained by the difference in the thickness 
of the sandstone between the basement and the dolomite host rocks. This 
sandstone is only 10 :-n. thick a.t Imini as opposed to 130 m. at Om :Bogma.. 
At Imini this lower sandstone locally rests on "Permo-'rrias" basalts. 
which overlie the basement, but for this argument the effect is virtually 
the same as if the sandstone were resting directly on the basement. In 
the Om Bogma district the hydrothermal solutions are supposed to have been 
confined to the fractures in the basement rocks but to have percolated 
througn the rock on reaching the porous sandstones, spreading outwards and 
away from the fractures to a greater or lesser degree. By analogy the 
departure from the structure lines would be much less in similar circum-
stances at Imini. 
1.53. 
(~) THE Ivl.ANGAYESS .~JifD IROJ 1 OR!:<~ m;POSIT;:J Ori' POS'I'.'iAS,~URG, UVION OF 
SOU'I'E .~YRICA. 
These deposits outcrop in ~nd around the Gamagara Hills, in northern 
Gape Province. The geological successio~ is as follows (Boardman, lQ52)~ 
Quartzitee 
Shales } Gamacara ~eries - ~atsap System 
Erosion and strong unconformity 
330 rn. Various Upper Griouatown beds 
lOOC m. Andesitic lavas - ~iddle Griquatown Trsnsvaal 
660 rn. 
'I'hin tillite bed }Lower 
Banded ironstones c.nd jas:Jers f;riauatown System 
1300 m. Dolomite Series 
The erosion of the Transvaal System along a t'. - S. anticline in the area 
north of Postmasburg exposed large areas of the Dolomite Series before the 
deposition of the Gamagara strata. A zone of overthrusting extends north 
and south through Postmasburg and along the Gamagara Hills. 'l'he lowest 
thrust fault in particular has resulted in the formation of thick and var-
iable breccias where dolomite forms the sole of the thrust. Two distinct 
types of breccia are present. 'l'he lower of these, known as the "mangane:c.e 
marker'', is in contact with the dolomite and consists of a leached and 
:c.ilicified thrust fault gouge with pockets of high gr~de and siliceous 
The higher breccia phase, called the "lilinkklip breccia" 
i2 composed of brecciated Lower Griquatown banded ironPtones. Subsurface 
solution of the dolomite floor has resulted in the slumpinz of large masses 
of the breccias, tongues of manganese ore descending into the dolomite in 
many places. Huge masses of haernatite, forming high grade iron ore also 
occur associated with the thrust zone, as replacements of the lenses of 
basal conglomerates and the shales of the Garnagara SerieP, or replacing 
the "Blinkklip breccia". The reserves of these iron ores are estimated 
at 1000 million tons (Boardman, ibid.j. 
The ores outcrop in an al~ost continuous line along the Gamagara 
Hills from Beetc:hoek, near Postmasburg, to Sishen, about 60 ~ms. to the 
north. Beyond Sishen the zone of overthrusting is hidden by superficial 
deposits, but the 1nineral deposits appear to continue, as there is another 
outcrop of iron and rnange.nese ores at Black Rock, 112 k:.rns. north of Sishen. 
To the south of Beeshoek the ground is rather better exposed, but only an 
isolated outcrop of iron ore at Koedoeskloof, 88 :.G:lS. fror,1 Postmasburg, is 
reported. To the west, at Aucampsrust and Kameelhoek the ore zone is 
brought up in an anticline within a tectoric window, while to the east, 
particularly in the Klipfontein or Breccia Hills, there are several eros-
ional remnants of the sheet-like ore zone. 
Tne manganese ore is massive and hard, composed essentially of 
pyrolusite, rnanganite and bixbyite, with wad, rhodonite, barite, diaspore, 
lithiophorite and opaline silica. 
Du Toit (1933 & 1954) interpreted the manganese ores as hypogene 
replacements of chert, breccia, conglomerate or shale by waters bringing 
up manganese and iron through solution of the supporting dolomite (cf. 
Ball's hypothesis on the origin of the Om Bogma ores, Chapter 11, (i), (b)). 
The Dolomite Series of the Transvaal System commonly carries small propor-
tions of manganous carbonate, and weathering of the rock in various places 
has led to the formation of manganiferous earth or to the production of 
lateritic manganese ores (Du Toit, 1954). 
Boardman (ibid) noted a tende1·.qr for the Gamagara s11ales to become 
impregnated with, or altered to, manganese ore where they are in contact 
with dolomite, and to form iron ore bodies where they overlie or have been 
infolded into the banded ironstones. He confirmed the hypothesis of meta-
somatic replacement and enrichment for the origin of the iron ores, but he 
could see no sign of an abstraction of iron fro~ the banded ironstones and 
so co~cluded that iron was introduced from an outside source. Be suggested 
this might have been derived from iron-bearing rocks in the region (includ-
ing the Dolomite Series) by weathering in the period following the post-
1\'latf:'ap orogeny. In particular he stressed the intense oxidation which 
accompanied the mineralising processes. 
This mechanism is not altogether satisfactory since it appears to 
require solution of the metals at the surface, where tbey were partly in 
the form of carbonate and therefore in the reduced state, followed by 
transport underground and eventual depoEition in strongly oxidisinz condit-
ions below a f.hale formation vvhich is suppofied to have for1:1ed a "tra·o". 
Strauss (1952) Gisputed the above interpretation of the structure, 
preferring to regard the so-called thrusts as normal faults with post-
155, 
hurr.ous movement in the revers(' d.irection. He regarded the ore-bodies as 
secondarily enriched deposits formed by the removal of silica and alwnina 
from originally iron-rich sediments. 
Du Toit's hypoti1esis of cow··.entration lly h;/drotr1ern1E~l agencies is 
preferable for both iron and man~anese, but it seems likely iro1n a brief 
consideration of the enormous nuantities of ore present that part at least 
of these metals may have formed ar integral part of the original hydro-
thermal solutions. These deoosits would thus become directly comparable, 
from e ,r.o;eJletic point of view, with ti·1ose of Om Tlogma. 
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